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Universal Double Cover Milk Cooling Tanks

THREE TIMES A WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Require less ice
and last longer

than old style
lined tanks.

Tfcese cooling tanks aro made with solid white pir.e plank walls; are thoroughly
Bed and perfectly tight. Large creameries all esc this kind of cooling tank. Write
for prices on wooden tanks, watering troughs, silos, silo doors and door frame, hoops

and
"" fixtures.

STEVENS TANK & TOWER CO.

Auburn, Maine

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad*
rance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Entered at the postofflce In Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 469 Main Street, Bock
land, Maine.
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To be thrown upon one’s own re- •••
•• sources is to be cast into the very lap •••
of fortune.—Franklin.
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THE COUNTY W. C. T. U.

“THE GOOD BOOK”
A6ouf

Seeds, Agricultural
Implements, Etc,

Frcc for the Asking
Based on over 60 years* experience:
we have listed 176 pages of the most
desirable items for farm, garden and
field. This book will come in handy
many times the year round. You’ll
always be referring to it If your copy
baa not been received. Write or Tele
phone. Remember it’s free.

KENDALL* WHITNEY. Portland. Maine.

Zf s high lime you selected your IC&W seeds.

MaineSeed&HarticultureCo.
EVERETT SPEAR BLOCK, 436 KAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ALL KINDS OF

A 1 FRESH SEEDS
H. HEISTAD, THE LANDSCAPE GARDENER, will be
gUd to assist you in your selection and give you any
information regarding your garden.
Telephone 500

Peerless Flour
In the pure white bag milled by the
Hardesty Milling Co.

“Standard of the World”
You can always depend upon the quality of
PEERLESS. The standard is invariably main
tained.

If you have never used PEERLESS, try it for
your next baking. You will be delighted with the
results.

At a county W. C. T. U. Conference,
held in Thomaston at the home of
Mrs. Edw. Oxton, on March 10, a
goodly
number of members were
present and many more would have
attended had not travel been too hard,
preventing those living in upper part
of county from reaching Thomaston.
The forenoon session took the form
of an evangelistic rally and was in
spiring and helpful. This feature was
significant, for the conference was
called to make plans for the Million
Member Campaign, a part of the na
tional organizations jubilee program,
and no undertaking of the white rib
bon army has ever been begun with
out first seeking divine guidance and
help. The members believe that this
is the reason that such wonderful suc
cess has attended the efforts of an or
ganization comparatively small in
numbers and with an unbelievably
small working capital.
It is hoped to double the member
ship.of the W C. T. U„ raising it one
million lumbers. A compaign of ten
weeks of intensive work will be car
ried out beginning March 10.
The
period of May 1 to May 10 will be
given to house to house visitation.
The program for W. C. T. U. work is
varied and attractive to All classes of
women—those of the churches, clubs,
home-makers, teachers, those in busi
ness and professions, and all who love
their flag, their country and human
ity.
B. S. O.
THREE CROW CREAM TARTAR

The grape vineyards of France are
bending wth luscious fruit, not going
to waste as during the war but to be
gathered and selected and refined in
to Cream Tartar.
Freight rates from France to Unit
ed States nre unusually low.
United States money is worth more
than the money of France. A dollar
of our money buys more than a dollar
in France. Exchange is in our favor.
There is now an abundance of Cream
Tartar, and it costs less than ever to
bring lt over here.
Cream Tartar is very low, and may
go higher when freights and ex
change go up.
Buy now at pre war prices. Buy
the best. Buy only the kind, made
from grapes which ia the Three Crow
Brand
Buy a dollar's worth of Three Crow
Cream Tartar and Three Crow Soda
and keep stocked up.—Adv.

Obtainable at your grocer’s.

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
WHOLESALE

DISTRIBUTORS

ATLANTIC FISHERMAN
MONTHLY PUBLICATION

CHOCK

FULL

SEND FOR

OF FISH

NEWS

FREE SAMPLE

ATLANTIC

COPY

FISHERMAN

100 BOYLSTON STREET

Boston, Mass.
28-39
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ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

DEPOSITS

$2,284,482.49

Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4 % per annum.

Not only on St. Patrick's Day,
but on every day of thia month you
will want fresh flowers or plants—
for social occasions, for the sick,
for yourself.
Just now we have an abundance
of potted daffodils, tulips, hyacinths,
cyclamen, and forgetmenots in blos
som, and due to their abundance
we can give you real quality at
moderate prices.
Violets and pansies are beautiful
now but in three more weeks the
violet season will be over.
We shall have green carnations
and shamrocks for the St. Patrick's
Day parties—and we always have
cut flowers in variety.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
253 CAMDEN ST.,

I. L. SNOW CO.
Machinists, Steam Filters,
Boiier Makers_______

Oxyacetylene Welding
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

I.

L. )SN0W CO.
Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND

NOTED ARTISTS

Volume 76................. Number 32.

MAYOR THORNDIKE’S

ADDRESS

THE CLASSICS

Will Have, Interesting Dis
An Appeal For Their Wider
plays At the Knox Acad Glances At Some of the City’s Needs, Finds Them
Study In the High Schools
Many and Costly, and Advises Strict Economy.
emy Exhibition.
of Knox County.
W. S. Barrett of Rockport, who has
recently taken out membership in the
Knox Academy, Is one of the most
noted Marine artists. He paints ma
rines in oil, water colors and pastels;
has exhibited at the National Acad
emy of Design, New York, American
Water Color Society and in other prin
cipal cities; is a member of the Salma
gundi Club of New York City, the
most noted artists club in the United
States and of “Ten Brooklyn Artists"
and has an art studio In New York
City. Mr. Barrett is greatly interested
in the Knox Academj' plans for, their
forthcoming art exhibition and will
exhibit several of his own paintings—
one large one a marine oil painting of
a bit of Knox county coast, he has
been offered $300 for, but declined to
accept the olTer—as well as paintings
of other noted artists including those
of Louis H. Meakin of the Society of
Western artists; George Bellows, one
of the best and most talked of Amer
ican artists; Max Cuehne; George H.
McCord, whom Andrew Carnegie sent
for to paint his Scotland place, “Craig
Dhu;” Carleton Wiggins and of the
noted French artist, Charles Jacque.
Miss Ada Burpee of this city is to
exhibit some of her beautiful pastels
and water colors. Miss Alice George
of Thomaston will exhibit her own
paintings and probably one or two of
the noted Boston artist—Charles Cope
land who spends hls summers here in
Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Mer
chant of this city will exhibit several
of their own paintings.

WHY THE VICTROLA
Play Victor Records only on the
Victrola.
Everyone familiar with
Victor retards recognizes the fact that
they are, from the standpoint of mu
sical perfection, far above and beyond
any efforts heretofore made by any
other manufacturer.
The Victor Company have, through
scientific work, brought the manufac
ture of records to a point of excellence
which is never questioned or disputed
by the musical public. But this is not
all. They have not only succeeded in
producing a superior record, but,a ma
chine in the Victrola which makes
possible a perfect reproduction of the
same. A union of the two are insep
arable where the vexy best results are
desired. The Victrela and the Victor
records should not be divorced. They
should each fulfill their part by being
used together. Some may imagine
that a transposition of either record or
reproducing Instrument will obtain
equally good results but such a one
only deceives himself. There is a bond
of sympathy between the two which
has been successfully arrived at and
worked out. It did not happen but
was attained by a careful working out
of the minutest details, and that which
was of such supreme importance to
the Victor Company should noi go un
heeded by those who would obtain the
most beautiful in musical production.
A talking machine cannot be made
to play all records except by striking
an average. To gain a little in one di
rection it must lose a little in another.
It must compromise in other words,
and a compromise is always something
less than the best. The Jack of All
Trades is Master of None, and what
really happens with the machine that
plays all records is that it plays some
records better than others, plays some
records worse than others, but plays
none perfectly.
What do you expect to get when you
buy an Elman, a Heifetz, or a Kreisler
record? Mastery.
The highest ob
tainable human proficiency in violin
music. Y'es—of course—but you de
prive yourself of the very thing you
seek If for any reason you drag that
performance down to average repro
duction.
You have seen combination pool and
billiard tables—perhaps played on
them. You can play pool or play bil
liards on the same table—that is,
pretty good pool and pretty good bil
liards; but would you choose such a
table if you were going to play a
tournament of either pool or billiards?
Would a suit of clothes made to fit all
the male members of a family be a sat
isfactory fit for any one of them?
That these things are not matters of
opinion but matters of fact may easily
be determined by anyone who wishes
to do so. We recently played on one
of our instruments a record made by
another manufacturer. The key of
the music was given on the label of
the record used—but on the Victrola
the music was half a tone flat. Simi
larly a Victor record played on some
other instrument than a Victrola will
no doubt be sharp.
When you change the record of a
singer to a key m which he did not
sing you change the quality as well as
the pitch—and what is the result? A
Caruso record played on an instru
ment which raised the pitch of the
singer's voice would give you some
thing but that something would not be
Caruso. Think this over.
The Maine Music Company of Rock
land carries the Victor products ex
clusively and are giving demonstra
tions of the Victrola and Victor rec
ords at their store.—adv.

Ladies
and Gentlemen of City
Council;—It is my privilege to preside
here today, over the first Council In
which woman takes active part. That
she will perform the duties of her of
fice with ability and fidelity, I have
no doubt, and I am sure we shall
profit by her presence and counsel
and the example of zeal and thor
oughness, which is characteristic of
her sex.
As narrow partisanship is a check
to progress, it is gratifying to note
the independence of our citizens in
reversing overwhelming
majorities
and returning here today you who
have served well and faithfully. It is
equivalent to receiving that welcome
plaudit—"Well done, good and faith
ful servant.” I congratulate you on
this show of confidence and the fur
ther opportunity to serve your city,
study its problems and assist in their
solution, and at the same time make
better citizens of each and every one
of you. Your sole object is to retain
that confidence by a careful consider
ation, not only of the business prob
lems alone, but of the individual
wishes of every citizen, working to
gether in harmony, a united and hap
py community.
It has been .the custom in past
years for the Mayor at this time to
offer such suggestions, recommenda
tions, and advice in general as to the
conduct of the business and prospec
tive work along old or new lines, as
may seem to him to be advisable, or
possible of execution. We are justly
proud of the accomplishments of the
last few years under the most adverse
conditions in the world's history, a
period when, even to the present date
the maintenance of any business is
at least doubled, yet we have operated
without an income for our City, com
mensurate with the largely increased
expenditures. It is certain some things
must go undone. Nor is there suffi
cient guarantee ot stability in busi
ness circles in genera, or plomise of
increased revenue, to warrant the de
tailed enumeration Of our needs for
improvement and upkeep, matters
with which every citizen is, or should
be familiar and I feel would be in
many of the cases impossible of ac
complishment this year.
it would be better perhaps, to ask
the public to be reasonable in their
requests, and modest In their de
mands, for yet awhile, that we may
take advantage of changes in condi tions, sure to come, and to defer aclion even in the more pressing de
mands until we ascertain the amount
of State and county tax and the ef
fect of fire losses and business chang
es, etc., upon our revenue, as while
far from the top in our tax rate
or in valuation we must, I feel we
ought to be sure of a rate as low as
consistent With best interests, apd
lighten if possible the burden of the
public, an impossible task unless we
omit much that may seem imperative.
The rapid increase in automobiles
and heavy trucks double and redouble
the wear of unimproved roads, and
until we can finance roads that will
stand the tremendous wear, we car.
but try to keep them passable in the
old way but don’t expect too much, as
we have about 48 miles of road threequarters of which are unimproved, or
common dirt roads. I urgently desire
that wc keep in repair all improved
roads during the year, and that the
public study the condithms and ac
quaint themselves with the necessity
of good roads. There is need of a
definite plan of sidewalk that may be
as nearly permanent as possible, with
a yearly program of building. I hope
to report later on this matter more
fully
The people are becoming more fa
miliar with that greatest of American
institutions, the Public School, its
problems are many and varied. Later
on you will have opportunity to g>as«
upon recommendations of the School
Board under whose jurisdiction the
schools are supervised. I have faith
in their evident desire to serve well
and satisfactory all concerned, as we
also have reason to be proud nt our
superintendent and teachers for loy
alty to Rockland in face of last few
years Inequalities, and disconcerting
problems. I believe we all appreciate
the efforts of superintendent and
teachers to serve well and unselfishly
the public.
The matter of‘buildings, new and
old, has been a subject of much con-

cei'n for some years past, and may
come up at any time for considera
tion. I believe it superfluous to elab
orate at this time upon a subject so
broad, as our method will continue to
be to take the public into our confi
dence, especially on questions of mag
nitude, or out of routine. While there
will be a small amount of State Aid
available this year wc hope, it seems
doubtful if anything
beyond this
amount would be possible or advis
able, by way of permanent improve
ment. There is urgent need of a com
petent survey of sewerage conditions
including the several brooks, with the
intention of formulating a definite
plan for yearly program. This seenu
imperative before any work of ex
tended nature is attempted in view ot
the inadequency of much of our pres
ent system.
I shall from time to time, if occa
sion require, submit for your consid
eration such proposed legislation or
business of any nature as may need
your advice or sanction. It seems fu
tile to attempt at this time to antici
pate just what we may or may not at
tempt to accomplish. We have been
especially fortunate in our depart
ments as a whole and particularly in
the more important ones, and I feel
much is due to their efficient man
agement, that we are again placed In
charge of the city's affairs. That we
may be equally fortunate in our se
lections for the coming year should
be our one greatest desire.
Ak in the past it will be my pleas
ure to work with each one of you in
all matters where my offices nay be
desired.
Let “Harmony” be your
watchword, and continuation of our
custom of a uniform and considerate
courtesy to all. proceeding openly and
carefully in the transaction of all
business will, I am sure, retain the re
spect and confidence of the public,
which is one great reward to be de
sired in this public service
Problems difficult of solution will
arise. You will no doubt at times dif
fer as to final disposition of these
matters. That you Vill decide calmly
and with deliberation and that the
public will withhold hasty judgment
or censure I am confident, believing
as I do that Ro'ckland's business is
o'ur business, . and pre-eminently a
mutual proposition.

OREL E. DAVIES
OPTOMETRIST
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MARIANNE CROCKETT

Vocal Teacher
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephone 498-R.
27-40

NEW SHOES
For

EASTER

And at NEV I0W PRICES
These Shoes are new in style
and the Prices are very rea
sonable considering the prices
we have been paying.
AND REMEMBFR

We arc Closing Out all our
“War Shoes'* at greatly re*
duced prices, and at the prices
we are asking they are surely
good trades.

Our RUBBERS wear
good and the PRICES
are right.
In

Everything

lootwcar

(And Never Undersold)

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St„ Rocklct.d, Mtina

JUST RECEIVED
A Large Shipment of

\

UPSON WALL BOARD
—No Better Board Made—
Which we are
Below high cost of
Selling
aa
last Year

20 %
V

DRY HARD WOOD

5-H

Experienced Stitchers on Power

riachines

Telephone 304-R
22-tf
NOTICE—R B Fillmore u iinHorixed to rep
retent The Courier-Gazette In Knox county end
to receipt for money paid on new end old eubecriptioae
103-tf

_____ _______

TO SCA!

LONG SAWED OR FITTED

5/2% DIVIDENDS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see lt

r your

—at the—

NOT DELIVERED
Provide Your Own Cartage

_________________________

“The Manning of the Cross,” an
Easter sermon, sent free on request.
Mrs. L. O. Packard, 68 Warren St.,
Needham, Mass.—adv.
32-35

ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a btt
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

KNOX COUNTY JAIL

Same Price, $12.00

Office 407 Main Street

There is a strange tale of Oriental
mysticism in “The River's End,” that
will both startle and fascinate. This
picture, from the book by James
Oliver Curwood, will be shown to
morrow and Thursday.
Shan Tung,
the Chinese, is a prince in disguise.
Driven from his own country by poli
tical factions, he settles in Northwest
Canada on the edge of civilization,
where he keeps an opium den and
traffics In vice. He falls in love with
a beautiful white girl and demands
that she marry him. She loathes him
and is horrified, yet is powerless to
cope with his will. She appeals to an
officer of the Royal Mounted to help
her free herself from his Influence,
but she withholds some secret from
him, evidently fearing to reveal It.
But the officer is not the craven
Shan Tung thought. There is a ter
rific battle in the opium den, which is
finally set afire and burned. What
happens to this officer and the white
girl is something you will want to see.
Manager Packard offers something
different as a weekend attraction—a
6-reel comedy-draina, which is said to
be the must ambitious thing that Mack
Sennett has ever produced. “A Small
Town Idol," is the most effective com
edy that has yet come from the expert
hands of the master builder of comic
plots. At times the plot interest and
story values of the production rise to
points of poignant interest. But Mr.
Sennett is too wise to repudiate entire
ly the style that identifies him. There
is much riotous hilarity in “A Small
Town Idol,” there is a veritable army
of beautiful girls—five hundred of
them assembled in a single episode,
and there are ingenious
“stunts,”
thrilling escapades and wildly develop
ed chases.—Adv.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

—HAS PAID—

SINCE 1907
Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

PARK THEATRE

W. H. GLOVER CO.

FOR SALE
ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

It is a well-known fact that the
study of the classics is not popdlar.
Greek has almost disappeared from
High Schools. Latin classes are small.
Too many a youth says, “Latin won't
do me any good. Mathematics, I know,
is necesary, for I've got to have that
to get into college, but as for Latin,
it’s a waste of time to study it.”
His phrase, a waste of time, is the
key to the situation. It reflects the
practical spirit' of the day. The boy
would take the shortest cut to earning
liis living.
With his limited outlook
upon life he is unwilling to learn any
thing that has no immediate and prac
tical end. He recognizes the desira
bility of being an efficient tool in the
workshop of the world but he fails to
see that man, as a human and social
being, must do more than earn a liv
ing. He must have common interests
with the world at large and must help
intelligently in solving the problems
of his community and country;
There are those who wish to count
eract this spirit of practicability and
to show the worth of the broad general
training which the study of the clas
sics gives. There will appear in The
Courier-Gazette from time to time the
expressions of opinion from men and
women who believe in the classics. A
special appeal is made to the parents
of Knox county to give these state
ments their attention.
In this issue appears what Rev. Wal
ter S. Rounds of the Congregational
church of Rockland has to say:
A Liberal Education
It is argument enough for a liberal
education that it broadens life.
It
prevents the lack of judgment which
comes from imperfect knowledge, and
the mistaken notions arising from a
too narrow perspective.
There is a widespread but foolish
notion that the only equipment a
young man needs is that which will en
able him to earn a living. Vocational
and technical education is good, but
there is grave danger in its over
emphasis to the exclusion of a more
liberalizing discipline.
Of the truth of this Henry Ford is a
good illustration. He is a mechanical
genius of the highest order. He has
acquired a fabulous fortune. He has
made large contributions to the ma
terial life of America.
But he has fallen easy victim to cer
tain wild vagaries.
He. has been
swayed by religious and racial preju
dice. He lias yielded to certain fanci
ful and unwholesome theories.
This may be In part temperamental,
but it Is also the result of an imperfect
education.
Ford is reported to take
pride in his Ignorance of literature and
history, in Ills lack of a college edu
cation.
The lesson Is clear. If democracy is
to succeed, it not only must be techni
cally intensive, but it must have the
breadth which comes through the cul
ture of the arts and sciences. A new
emphasis is needed on the value of a
liberal education.
W. S. Rounds.

MODERN PANTS CO.

To seal to sea! the calm Is o’er.
The wanton water leaps in sport.
And rattles down the pebbly shore.
The dolphin wheels, the sea-cows snort,
And unseen mermaid's pearly song
Comes bubbling up, the weeds among
Fling broad the sail, dip deep the oar:
To sea! to sea 1 the calm la o’er.
To sea ! to sea ! our whlte-wlnged bark
Shall billowing cleave its watery way,
And with Its shadows, fleet and dark.
Break the caved Triton's azure day.
Like mountain eagle soaring light
O’er antelopes on Alpine height
The anchor heaves! The ship swings free
Our sails swell full t To sea! to sea t

e-Ewcas Lovgll Seddows.

Every-Other-fjaf
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CHIEF

HAVENER

HAS SEIZED GERMAN TRADE

DETHRONED

Japan Said to Be Furnishing Practi
cally All of the Buttona Now

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Maine. March 15, 1921
Personally appeared Frank S Lyaaie. who
On oath declares that he Is pressman In the
offlee of the Rockland Fublishlng Co . and that

Democrats Settle a Political Grudge In Face of Taxpayers’
Protest—Caucus Slate Elected Without Changes.

Used in China.

of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 12,
1921, there was printed a total of 6,031 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B

MILLER.

The style has changed in Manchuria,
that. Just after the establishment of
the republic, set many Chinese wear
ing the garments of the West, and
needing naturally western buttons.
Such buttons, says Consul General Al
bert IV. Pontius, writing home from
Mukden to his government, were Im
ported about equally from Japanese
and European manufacturers, but now
the Chinese have pretty well gone back
to their own style of dress, and the
one European garment that still re
mains popular is the heavy ulster. One
no longer needs buttons, except for
one’s ulster, and these are now chiefly
Imported from Japan, for the Chinese
costume does very well with “frogs.”
Rut buttons, no longer seen, are evi
dently needed somewhere, for In 1919
China Imported about $400,000 worth
of them, bone buttons, composition but
tons, and mother-of-pearl buttons, and\
about 83 per cent of these buttons;'
were “made In Japan.” The war has;
given Japan almost a monopoly; onemight say that Japan buttons China.
And so It is, says Consul General Pon
tius, with needles to sew the buttons
on. Before the war China was import
ing approximately $900,000 worth of
needles a year, chiefly from Germany
and Austria: but now the Japanese
needle manufacturers control the Chi
nese market, and that Is sad for thei
Chinese needlewoman or needleman.
because the Japanese needles do not.
keep their sharp’points anything like a#
long as the European needles.—Chris
tian Science Monthly.

A Democratic City
Government, Mr. Condon's name was doubtless
made possible by the temporary shift presented through misunderstanding,
Mayor Thorndike’s recommendation ing of several hundred Republican but was taken by some as an indica
tion that there would be a breaking
for economy has a familiar sound—it votes, paid a political grudge last night away from the caucus which was held
Is apt to furnish a key-note to every when it rode rough shod over the in Sunday afternoon.
Councilmen
Harold A. Thomas,
mayoralty inaugural—but in Rock terests of the property owners and
land's case the suggestion will fall up defeated Albert R. Havener for chief Kathleen Singhi McIntyre and Charles
K. McWhinnie acted as credentials
on sympathetic ears. O'ur payers of engineer of the fire department.
committee.
taxes have severely felt the steadily
In order that the public may have a
In Joint convention the oath of office
mounting rate, which last year at better understanding of the situation was administered to the Aldermen and
tained its highest figures. If the new The Courier-Gazette presents a brief Councilmen by City Clerk Oscar E.
Flint.
administration can meet the many and and what it believes to be an impartial
When the joint convention dissolved
insistant demands that the various review of the circumstances leading the temporary organization was made
departments have got to make and in up to last night’s act. Chief Havener permanent in each board. Mr. Sulli
belongs to an old line Republican fam van, who became chairman of the
so doing hold down the taxation to a
ily, and for the most part has voted a Board of Aldermen is serving his sec
point where the reasonable man shall Republican ticket. A year ago he was
ond term in that offlee and his sixth
not find his milk of human kindness urged by influential Democrats to enter term in the City Govrnment. As the
being turned to bitterness—well, it's a a contest for chief engineer, and dean of that organization he is well
proved an easy winner. How capably qualified for the position of acting
great piece of business confronting
THEREFORE we have prepared for the occasion.
he has fulfilled the duties of his office mayor. Mr. Tolman. the new presi
Mayor Thorndike’s third administra in one of the most trying years the fire
dent of the Council has had long ex
Our Ready to-wear Department is at its best just
tion. Nobody can envy him and his department has ever known is now a perience in that branch and is very
associates the contemplation of their matter of history, and it was generally familiar with the routine duties which
supposed that whichever party won in he must handle as presiding officer.
responsibilities.
now.
the municipal election would gladly
A second joint convention wai, held
avail itself of his services.
for the purpos of listening to the in
ALL BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE FROM THE
A writer in the February issue of
Mr. Havener, a strong personal augural address of Mayor Reuben S.
•‘Architecture,"
published by the friend of one of the Republican candi Thorndike. His Honor was escorted
NEW YORK MARKET. EVERY NEW
dates for mayor. took part in the Re to the Council chamber by Aldermen
Scribners, argues in favor of the stone
publican caucus, and from that mo R. S. Sherman and M. M. Daggett, and
house and says that it should lie built ment became a marked man with the Councilman Kathleen Singhi McIntyre.
STYLE AND ALL THE NEWEST FABRICS
out of the product natural to its lo powers which are supposd to control
Prayer was offered by Rev. J. S.
cation. That was the theory of the the Democratic party in Rockland. In Crossland of the Methodist church,
late George A. Clough, the architect fact the Democrats are said to have and breathed the hope that Rockland
kept such very close tabs on Mr, might be made “one of the best little
of Rockland's beautiful Public Library, .Havener that it knew how he voted
cities on the Maine coast.” The oath of
who very much wanted to construct it Monday, March 7. So ex-Chief W. S. offlee was administered to Mayor
Pettee
was
brought
into
the
field
Thorndike by Frank A. Tirrell, Jr..
out of blue limestone from the quar
notary public. The inaugural address
ries back of the city. "It is your na against him.
While the Democratic caucus was appears on the first page of this issue.
tive stone,” he argued, "is the only being held in the City Building Sun
• • • •
MAKES
thing you ought to use and will make day afternoon and the slate was being
The joint convention made unani
made
up
for
last
night
’
s
meeting,
the
a beautiful building.”
Mr. Clough
Discoveries Recently Made on Scottish
mous choice of E. R. Keene for city
good naturedly yielded to the majority fire department was having a session clerk. Mr. Keene, who is a former
Island Are Declared to Settle
in Americus Hook & Ladder hall, with
an Old
Dispute.
opinion of the library trustees in favor
resident of Appleton has made his
George W. Wheeler acting as chairman
of granite, which he admitted came and A. C. McIntosh as clerk.
Forty home in this city the past 10 years,
has been city engineer the past five
pretty close to being a native stone, members were present, and an unani
Discoveries of great Interest to
years and has done much important
archaeologists have been wade on the
but not, he insisted, so absolute for mous vote was taken in favor of re. work throughout Maine for the State
taining Mr. Havener as chief, and Mr.
Island of Risga, In Loch Sunart ArRockland as the limestone. Being at
Highway Commission.
McIntosh as one of the assistants.
g.vleshire, Scotland, where a band of
Mayor Thorndike read the appoint
the same period the architect of the
The element which demanded Chief
scientists has been searching in huge
house at 45 Beech street, he carried Havener's scalp was triumphant in ment of the following committees:
APPLETON
shell mounds.
Accounts and Claims.—Alderman.
ST. GEORGE
IN
out his idea by making the founda the caucus however and Mr. Pettee re
The director of the party Is of the
ceived the nomination by a vote of 11 Robbins. Councilmen, Fleming and
tions and two large supporting pillars
The many friends of the Bridge opinion that the discoveries wade in
The
Senate
Wednesday
in
concur

to 10. Resenting this treatment of McIntyre.
home
Capt. Arthur Thomas came
out of this native rock. ‘‘One day.” he their popular leader, many of the fire
Business. — Alderman, Daggett.
rence with the House accepted the Builders gave them a farewell enter this rocky and uninhabited island have
said, “somebody will build a house of men would instantly have left their Councilmen, Simmons, Hanscom, and from New York Friday night, called report “ought not to pass" on the -act tainment at Riverside Hall with danc gone fnr to settle the dispute among
by the illness of his wife.
providing for the appointment of ing and cards for those that did not archaeologists as to whether a break
Rockland limestone and it will lie a posts had not Chief Havener coun Chaples.
By Laws and Police—Mayor, AiderThe men and boys gave a chopping I clerks of courts by the justices of tae dance. At 12 o'clock a fine supper intervened in the human occupation
handsome thing." We believe only selled them to stand by the man who
was served at the Grange hall dining
was elected. The insurance men took men Achorn and Daggett.
bee to Mrs. Ada Jenkins Thursday af- i supreme judicial court.
ohe dwelling-house of stone ever was prompt action and a majority of the
room then came a few words of of the British isles between Palaeo
City Property.—Alderman Erskine ternoon. It was a surprise to Mrs.
lithic and Neolithic periods. He say#:
built in the city’, the granite building Knox County Board of Underwriters Councilmen, Shuman, Stanton and Jenkins as she was away .for the
Thompson of Knox—Act to amend thanks from the guests of honor at
“Vestiges of human activity ex-,
ter
which
all
left
for
home
feeling
which is now the Elks Home, from presented a petition for Mr. Havener’s McWhinnie.
day. She came home and round her the Revised Statutes providing that if
tremely like the ‘Azlllan,’ as the Inter
retention.
that
they
had
enjoyed
the
evening
Drains
and
Sewers.
—
Alderman
wood all chopped.
which Granite street took its name,
the owner of real estate contracts to
mediate period Is called in France,
Disregarding the wishes of the two Daggett, Councilmen, Perry and Con
Wiley’s Corner was shocked to hear sell the same and the huqband or wife very much.
erected by Isaac Ames about the early organizations most interested, and don.
Leslie Hall has bought out Harry have now been recognized in Scotland
of the death of Mrs. Edith Thomas of the owner is incapacitated and has
’50s. In the same period the "Granite heedless of the mutterings which are
Finance.—Aldermen. Sullivan and Saturday noon and she will be greatly n guardian in this State such guar Gushee.
In the Island of Oransay, adjoining
Myron Harriman was the guest of Colonsay, and the name of Oransay
block” at the Northend was built, as heard wherever the caucus action was Sherman,
Councilmen,
Johnson missed in the community. She leaves dian may release the husband’s or
known,
the
Democratic
majority
per

H.
A
Fogg
Thursday.
Thornes and Macomber.
Was also a granite building at corner
to mourn her toss, a husband. Capt. wife’s interest and right by descent
has been given to this period in Scot
sisted in its course and with partisan
Fire.—Alderman Erskine, Council- Arthur Thomas, and two children, Al by a deed of release to the purchaser
Mrs. George Fowies was at Mrs.
of Summer and Main streets, occupied applause ringing in its ears failed to
land.”
men Tolman, Freeman and McWhin bert and Madeline Thomas.
thereof to be filed with the register of Alice Miller's Saturday.
The Risga excavations disclosed re
as a bank and torn down in the '80s.
recognize the silent but powerful pres nie.
Mrs. Hazel Perry was calling on
Capt. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt are here deeds for record in the county or reg
mains of the Oransay man’s dwelling
ence of Public Sentiment.
Highway. — Alderman, Daggett, from Matinicus Rock to attend the
friends at Appleton Saturday.
istry district where the land lies and
places, with his food, refuse and rode
Mr. Havener’s name was presented Councilmen, Perry and Condon.
The need of improved polling places
funeral of Mrs. Edith Thomas.
thereafter such interest or right l>y
to the convention by Alderman Sher
tools, made of flint. Jasper, quartz and
Lighting. — AldeTman
Robbins.
Capt. Fred W. Robinson is bringing descent in such real estate shall be
appears to be felt in many communi man. and he received the six Republi
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES quartzite, horn and bone, and many
Councilmen, Ames and Campbell.
Capt.
Arthur
Thomas
’
vessel
home
barred.
ties. Boston has got to have more can votes. Only two Democrats broke
large implements made from the ant
Ordinances. — Alderman Achorn. from New York.
• • • *
voting precincts, owing to the enlarged away from the caucus, however, and Councilmen, Clark and Campbell.
Lewis Robinson is doing a thriving
lers of the red deer.
JUDICIARY
The act providing for the repeal of
the
vote
stood
20
to
8
in
favor
of
Mr.
registration by women, and there is a
Pensions.—Aldermen Jackson. Ers business
hauling autos over the nil existing sea and shore fisheries
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
Pettee.
lic hearing In its rooms at the State House, in
kine and Robbins.
schoolhouse hill. It is a very bad laws and abolishing the Commission
demand for better places to vote in.
Windows of Life.
Augusta, on THURSDAY, MARCH 17th, 1921 at
Printing. — Alderman
Jackson place and should be attended to.
School basements, the papers say,
of Sea and Shore Fisheries occupied 2 p m. on the following:
A big crowd was on hand in spite Councilmen, Burpee and Freeman.
Every call and challenge of life has
Bill, an Act to amend the law relating to
much of the time of the committee or.
are unsuitable and should be discard of the fact that everything had been
Its appropriate window. Some are of
profiteering
Publjc Landing.—Alderman Achorn,
FOR HOOVER FUND
Sea and Shore Fisheries Wednesday.
H No. 236. An Act relating to prisoners In the stained-glass variety, heavy lead
ed. We have all along been of the cut and dried in the Sunday caucus. Councilmen, Mank, Clark and Sim
jail
in
the
different
counties
The
measure
was
supported
by
J.
HSo many rumors were afloat that the
opinion that some of Rockland's poll
mons.
Resolution calling upon the people of this ed. but permitting no vision. The win
The Courier-Gazette is in receipt of Stacey of Phippsburg. Judge John P.
atmosphere was surcharged with ex
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, City $5 from B. A. Murphy of Friendship, Deering of Biddeford and W. W. State to display the National Colors annually dow itself Is the thing beautiful and
ing places would have to be improved pectancy.
on "Mother’s Day," the second Sunday in May,
to apply to the Herbert Hoover Fund Goldthwaite of Biddeford, the last in honor of the Homes of our State and the beholder is not expected to see be
when the women came on the stage.
Down in the Common Council an in Treasurer, Alderman Robbins
Country."
yond it. Even the sunlight is changed
Jor
European
Children.
.
The
amount
two representing the York County
We- have in mind that of Ward 3. lo teresting incident occupied attention
H No. 213 Au Act to amend section 14.
while the members were awaiting the
Telephone that item ot news to The has been forwarded to the State Fishermen’s Association, and among paragraph one of chapter 16 of the revised as it passes through the glass. Such
cated In the coal-hole of a school
arrival of business from the upper Courier-Gazette, where thousands of headquarters and will go toward the opponents were Selectmen Leslie statutes relating to the taxation of personal windows are usually stationary and
property.
building, reached through the agency board. This was the presentation of a readers will see iL
Maine’s quota of $140,600.
R. Bunker and Capt. E. R. Spurling
H. No 214 An Act relating to full weight are the end In themselves. The clouds
of a dark flight of stairs which, when gavel to the new president of the
of Cranberry Island and Warden E. S. and full size canvas goods and to provide for and sunshine influence what is within
the
branding and marking the same,
Vose of Rockland. “Give us the prop with stamping,
a voter has fallen down them, give ac Council, E. M. Tolman, an act which
hut nothing without can enter. Other
penalties.
was very neatly performed by Mrs.
er
fishing
conditions
and
we
don't
S
No.
103
An Act to amend section fifty- windows are of the prism variety.
cess to the abysmal premises set apart
Clara Gregory Johnson of the Ward 2
care how many State garages you three of chapter G4 of the revised statutes as They give rainbow effects but reveal
amended by section 5 of chapter 297 of the
for toilet purposes of the hundreds of delegation. President Tolman's words
build or how many Blaine mansions public laws of 1917 and as further amended
nothing as it really is. Such window#
boy pupils. For years the men voters of acknowledgment were supplemented
you make over here in Augusta. by section one of chapter 171 of the public laws
relating to the protection of children. bewitch and enslave, but never reveal
of the wa'rd under protest have there by the very pleased expression of his
Cranberry Island will come thfousrh of H.1919,
No. 243. An Act to protect children from the outer life or permit the inner self
with her State tax every time.” said fire
exercised their sacred right of fran countenance.
In the Board of Aldermen Mayor
When you are cleaning house why not make a good job of it and have that
An Act to provide for the payment by count to flow out Into the great throbbing,
Selectman
Bunker
on
an
act
asking
chise. Our idea has been that the Thorndike read two petitions.
ies of the expenses of State agents in extradi panting world. These windows adorn
The
furniture repaired and refinished at ‘‘Freeman’s” A small outlay will bring big
for an extension of the lines included tion matters.
women would stand for it through one from the insurance underwriters
and beautify, but we need the crystal
WILLIAM T. GARDINER. Sec.
in the close time on lobsters in the
results. Work called for and delivered if desired. Second hand furniture bought
The
31-32
about one election. In some places has already been mentioned.
waters
off
Hancock
county.
This
act
glass to help us get the far vision and
and sold.
was also supported in the committee
they are asking that church vestries other was from the Men’s Class of the
grow upon tttP lessons of life.—Grit.
First Baptist Sunday School asking
JUDICIARY and
APPROPRIATIONS
by Captain Spurting.
be utilized for polling places.
that Miss Helen Corbett be retained as
AND
FINANCIAL
AFFAIRS
Says Swans Are Useful.
* « • •
city matron. Numerous petitions to
The Joint Committees—Judiciary and Ap
By Mr. Thompson of Knox: An Act propriations
A
pair
of swans, to replace other#
NEARLY OPP. BLAKE'S ANTIQUE STORE
The Courier-Gazette's * system of the same effect are in circulation. The
OVER 643 MAIN ST.
and Financial Affairs, will give a
regulating the taking, selling, packing public hearing at the State House, in Augusta, which escaped during the war, has
notifying its patrons in advance of ex election does not take place until the
Telephone
781-M
33-33
regular April, meeting.
and canning of clams, authorizing the on WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1921, at 2.00 been presented by the lord chamber
p. iu. on the following:
piration of subscribtions has worked a
In joint convention these officials
survey of clam bottoms and the leas
S No 95 An Act creating a board of cen- lain to the Royal Botanic society of
great reform in the ancient method of were elected unanimously:
ing thereof by the State, prohibiting sorr to pass upon moving picture films offered
London.
These are not merely for
in Maine.
City Solicitor—F. A. Tirrell, Jr.
most newspapers, under which an ac
the taking of clams from leased areas, for public exhibition
WILLIAM T. GARDINER,
ornamental purposes, says the London
City
Treasurer
—
Dwight
M.
Virgin.
except
by
the
lessee,
authorizing:
the
REX W. DODGE,
count ran on until it had accumulated
Dnlly Chronicle, but are to be em
30-32
Secretaries.
Road Commissioner—Leslie A. Ross.
selection and reservation of areas for
the dust of generations.
But it is
ployed on useful work In demolishing
City Physician—Dr. F. O. Bartlett.
experimentation in clam conservation
LEGAL AFFAIRS
proper to point out that promptness
Overseer of Poor—Miss Jeannette
the water weeds which have accumu
and propagation, establishing
the
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a lated In the society’s lake In their gar
is a virtue commendable upon both Simmons, for three years.
boundaries of polluted areas from
public hearing in its rooms at the State House,
City Auditor—John O. Stevens.
which the taking of clams is pro in Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16. dens at Regent’s park. The absence
sides. The subscriber who at once re
Tax Collector—Oliver B. Lovejoy.
hibited, and the repeal of all existing 1921 at 2 p m. on the following:
of the swans resulted In the lake be
sponds to the notification places him
An Act to amend chapter 2. section 57 of re
Assessor—George K. Merrill, Jor
laws inconsistent therewith.
vised statutes relating to bond of State Treas ing overrun with water weeds, brought,
self in the class governed by modern three years.
• « • «
urer.
there, Is was believed, by a heron
business methods and does away with
School Board—Mrs. Carleton F.
H-218. An Act to enable cities and towns to
Writes the staff correspondent of recover
from the owner of property the ex which periodically visited the water
Snow
and
C.
S.
Beverage.
much annoyance.
the Bath Times: ‘One of the youngest pense of putting out a fire under certain con for fishing purposes.
Trustees of Public Library—E. A.
members of the House is Representa ditions
---------------------------Butler. A. B. Crockett and William D.
An Act additional to chapter 20 of
tive Edward W. Peaslee of Thomas theS-101.
Raisins are to eat. not for home Talbot.
revised statutes relating to sale of poisons.
Lightning
’s Deadly Work.
ton.
He
is
28
years
of
age,
native
of
An Act to provide for a paid up policy in
brew, contend California raisin grow
City Undertakers—John O. Stevens,
A jarring crash of lightning inter
Gardiner and a successful dentist in Mutual Beneficiary Societies
Mrs.
Emily
SteWens
and
H.
B.
Bowes.
An Act to amend section 35 of chapter 11 of
ers, who are conducting an extensive
the pretty little Knox county town. the revised statutes, requiring monthly settle rupted the rest of two herdsmen re
Harbor Master—Capt. E. W. Free
publicity campaign against the ama
cently as they slept near their flock
Dr. Peaslee used to sell confectionery ments by Tax Collectors.
man.
An Act to amend section 53 of chapter 85 of of 1,250 sheep on the range above the
on
the
steamer
Islander
plying
be

teur brewer. “Eat raisins; don’t drink
the
revised
statutes,
relating
to
"Constables
Milk Inspector—Dr.
Crosby F.
tween Augusta and Boothbaj- Har may serve precepts.”
American Fork canyon, In north cen
them!” is the slogan. Taking the sins French.
Au Act governing the conduct of Maternity
bor, stopping at Bath. lie worked at
tral Utah. A hurried walk of some
Pound Keeper—E. P. Harrington.
Hospitals
out of raisins.
tills business for three years and
An Act to enable towns to prevent drifts iu 200 feet brought them to their charges,
City Electrician—Elmer Pinkham.
there learned the habits of thrift and roads.
Engineer of Steamers—W. F. Mansays Popular Mechanics Magazine.
THURSDAY. M.UtCH 17.
The Republican city committee or son.
industry which have served him in
An Act relative to the registration of persons, Striking the close-gathered flock, the
good
stead
since.
He
isn
’
t
trying
to
ganized Saturday night with George
Aldermen Sullivan, Sherman and
Anus and corporations designing to install lightning had cut two wide swaths,
impress the world with his brilliancy wires or apparatus for electric lights, heat, or
B. Wood of Ward 3 as chairman, Miss Jackson acted as tellers. The some-j
about 250 sheep in each. Between
power purposes.
at
this
season,
but
is
sitting
tight
and
what monotonous routine was broken
31-32
Lucy Rhodes of Ward 7 as vice
these swaths and on either aide, the
listening
to
all
that
is
said
and
his
by an occasional humorous incident,
VERY BOY IN THE WORLD
The Committe on Legal AOffalrs will give a animals were not touched.
chairman, Mrs. Loreta Bicknell ol notably the motion of Alderman
careful judgment is making a fine im public
hearing in its rooms at the State House.
WANTS TO LOOK LIKE A
In Augusta, on Thursday, March 17, 1921 at 2
pression on his colleagues."
Ward 2 as treasurer, and Milton M Sherman that thi^ alderman from
P m. on the following:
• • • •
Record Parachute Drop.
MAN.
Griffin of Ward I! as secretary. There Ward 3 cast thi^rote for one of the
H-No 248. An Act to change the method
The official record for a parachute
Harry C, Wilbur of Portland, a of payment for services of local sculers of
was a full attendance of i^ commit officials. Mr Sherman is the Ward 3
member of the commission on
Sea weights and measures
drop has been accredited to Lieut.
tee with the exception of one member representative, and until he emerged
That’s why we sell Puritan
STETSON II. HUSSEY. Sec.
and Shore Fisheries, appeared before
John H. Wilson, U. S. A., of the
who had misunderstood the date of from his moment of absent-minded
31-82
Blouses. I hey're made like Men's .
the committee on salaries and fees
the meeting While the members ex ness did not understand why every
Ninety-sixth Aero squadron, Kelley
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
Thursday in favor of the act which
pressed much disappointed over the body else was laughing.
Field, Texas. There haa been a ques
shirts,
and
they
fit
and
look
like
* *« •
would make the maximum per diem
The Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries tion as to whether a parachute would
outcome of the recent election, they
will give a public hearing in its rooms at the
pay
of
fish
wardens
$4
instead
of
$3
are by no means disheartened and
The inauguration exercises took on
men’s shirts.
House, In Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, open satisfactorily in rarefied at
a« at present. Charles S. Coughlin State
confidently believe that under nor added interest and impressiveness
MARCH 16, 1921, at 2 p. m. on the following: mosphere.
The lieutenant demon
of Rockland, E. S. Vose of Cushing,
No. 22 An Act to amend Chapter 45 of the
mal conditions the cit$ will reassert yesterday forenoon, due to the partic
And they always look right. The
Revised Statutes relating to the Lobster In strated that it would when he leaped
fish
wardens,
spoke
in
favor
of
the
itself with a strong Republican ma ipation of women for the first time in
dustry together with certain Added Acts re from an array airplane at an altitude
bill, as did Leslie R. Bunker of Cran lating to the Lobster Industry.
Rockland city affairs, and the pres
jority.
colors are guaranteed absolutely
No. 23 An Act to amend Chapter 293, of of 19,801 feet, and 17 minutes later
berry
Isle,
a
lobster
fisherman.
ence for the first time of a consider
the Public Laws of 1917, relating to the Powers made a safe landing.—Scientific Amer
fast, the finest materials only
• • • •
able number of woman spectators.
of
the Commission of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
FROM AN OLD LEDGER
No 24. An Act for the better protection ican.
Among those who watched proceed
The act repealing all existing laws
are
used,
and
the
sewing
is
right
of
Smelts.
ings from the side lines were noted
relative to sea and shore fisheries and
29-32.
ELLIS F. BAKER, Sec.
Apoitle-Spoons."
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
two ex-mayors G„ Herbert Blethen
abolishing the Sea and Shore fisher
in
every
respect
—
fine
and
strong.
In looking over my ledger of 1897. 1 and Philip Howard.
"Apostle-spoons,” called also “go#MILITARY AFFAIRS
ies Commission was tabledd on mo
find the following prices which wil’
The Board of Aldermen organized
Your boy can and probably will
tion of Representative Rounds of
The Committee on Military Affairs will give sip-spoons,” were gilt spoons given by
be interesting to compare with the temporarily with William J. Sullivan
Portland upon the receipt of the re a public hearing in iu rooms at th6 State House the sponsors, or “gess’ps,” to a child
is
Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, MARCS !6, 192!
prices of toda;
soil
this
blouse,
but
he
’
ll
have
of Ward 5 as chairman. Marshal! M.
at Its christening.
They were io
port ought not to pass from the com at 2 p m. on tht following.
Fifteen pounds o? lard $’ 5 pounds Daggett and George A. Achorn acted
An
Act to amend section* ! and 5 of chanter called because each spoon fcjid a
mittee
on
Sea
and
Shore
Fisheries.
to
work
hard
to
wear
it
cut.
cf fcutttr. 51; 10 gallons oil, $1.20. as committee on credentials.
!69
cf
the
public
laws
of
1919.
relating
to'the
The
usppert cf dependents of soldiers, uiiors and ot an apostle on the handle.
2 pounds of salt pork. 15 casts,
1 Common Council organized temporar
Buy a do’.iars worth o£ Three Crew sarincs.
quart of yellow eyed beans, i cents; ily with Edward M. Tolman of Ward
An Act to amend chapter 81 of the public
Embarrassing.
Cream TarUr and Three Crow Soda. laws of 1919, relating to a draft for the Na
pound of ham, 14 cents, 1 peck of 4 as president, and ex-Alderman Reg
tional Guard.
Green Maid (announcing a cellar—
eating apples 15 cents; 1 dozen eggs inald S. Clement as clerk. There was
—Adv.
Resolve for extra pay to the Maine Volun "Please, mom. Is this the lady yon told
8 cents; 1 watermelon, 35 cents; 3 an incipient contest for the tempor
teers, war with Spain.
me fllways to say you was out toF—
pounds of pork chop 25 cents
ary presidency Mr. Tolman receiving
Peter Prcck is home or a furlough
4 s-J.T3JERBLS, Sec.
_ _
Austin w_ Syitb
Transcript
._ i_______ __
15 votes and Marcellus M Condon 4
from the Tojus Soldiers’ goflje
_
Sl-32
Notary Public,

Easter Comes Very Early This Year
MARCH 27th

FIND

SCIENTISTS GLAD

legislature

How About It?

CARL E. FREEMAN

E

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

I

Calk of the Cown

Col. George R. Goethals, son of Gen. |
Goethals, arrived yesterday, and* will
manage the East Coast Fisheries Com
pany’s interests here.

DOMINO REISHBORHOOD EVENT!
March 14-15—Aluiic.il comedy "All Aboard"
Those local jokes will be a big feat
benefit of graduating class in Park Theatre.
March 16—Thomaston—Entertainment at the ure of the Street Railway minstrels at
Baptist yeatry.
Penobscot View Grange hall next
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.

March 16—(2.3(1 p m )—Congregational fair.
March IS—(1.30 p m.)—Meeting of Bockland lodge of Perfection and Rockland Coun
cil, Princes of Jerusalem.
March 18—Knox Hospital benefit card and
dance party at Thorndike Hotel
March' 1#—Conked food sale, Crockett's store,
Thomaston.
March 20—Palm Bunday.
March 20—Pinal concert of the season by
Oakland Park Band, Park Theatre
March 23—Easter sale and supper at the
Universalis! church.
March 23—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets in South Thomaston.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 28—(7 p in (—Regular meeting of
Woman's Educational Club, Methodist parlors.
Marrh 30-31—Methodist Budget Campaign
April 4—Monthly meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
April' '5—O. E. S. rummage sale In Temple
hall.
April 8-9—Art Loan Exhibition In Rockland,
benefit of Knox Academy.
April 11 16—Be Kind to Animals week.
April 15—Dancing recital by Miss Harvey’s
class at the- Arcade.
April ,W—Patriots Day.
April I?—Total eclipse of the moon.
May 13—May Festival at Arcade by Chapin
Class Of Universalis! church.
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival in
Camden Opera House
July U-16—Community Chautauqua In Rock
land.

Tuesday night.

Wear your armor.

;

March, 1921

;

\

FULLER & COBB
W. O. FULLER

’

NELSON B. COBB

’

•••

•••

There will be a choir rehearsal at
the First Baptist vestry Thursday
evening at 7.15. All members are re
quested to be present as there is spe
cial work for Easter

The Row Corps will serve a puhi
lie dinner at the G. A. R. Hall Thurs
day, March 17 from II to l o'clock.
Price, 60 cents.
SI-32.
.GUARD YOUR HEALTH

he prudent housewife in order to
» need no longer use Alum. Phos-<
tea and Marble Dust Baking Pow
t, and other cheap and deleterious
atttqtos In cooking.
ream. Tartar is now down In price.
ow..that nothing else is as cheap

BRING IN

♦
*

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• jg

« •••

Friday

March 11
to

Friday
March 18

Furnishes Music at

ST. PATRICK’S SOCIETY

DANCE
HAVENER HALL

Public Supper
Candy and
Apron Sale
by the Ladles* AM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16
Sapper at 6 o’clock

Price 50 cents

March 11
to
Friday

March 18

We will offer you this week many special values, and solicit your patronage at this, our BIRTHDAY SALE

WiiE

j HIGH SCHOOL COMEDY

VARNISH
We find that we
have an overstock of
VARNISH and we
have it all piled up on
our sales tables with
prices marked way
down. All kinds for
inside and outside
use.

Rockland Hardware Company
406-408 MAIN STREET
ribbr^^

SWAN’S ISLAND
So well received was the farce, "The
Dutch Detective,” that the company
had to give the production in the Red
Men’s hall for the benefit of the peo
ple of Old Harbor, and then, to meet
popular demand, gave a second per
formance in the .Seaside hall in Atlan
tic.
William Russell, formerly of War
ren, was In town the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask have been
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Charles
Harding, at Gott’s Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Joyce have
returned to their home in Atlantic
after spending the winter in Rock
land.
The fishermen have begun over
hauling and painting their
boats
which were hauled out on the bank
during the winter, preparing for an
active season of lobsterlng.
Capt. William Herrick has gone to
Boston for a two weeks’ visit with
friends and relatives in Massachu
setts.
Miss Myrtis Joyce of Rockland is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Joyce.
The annual town-meeting which
was to have been held March 14, was
postponed one week on account of
some technicality in the warrant.
The smell of burning grass, a wel
come sign of coming spring, is in the
air again
George Carter and family have gone
to their home in the north for a
while.
Business at the quarry in Minturn
is likely to be lively before long.

writes of h^r delightful visit at An
napolis, Md„ and says she is enjoying
beautiful sumer weather. As warm
as our June, with the greatest num
ber of song birds she ever heard.
The lighthouse people greatly en
joy and appreciate the kindness of
Fred Haggett in sending them'postals
of views and public buildings that he
sees on his run on the Maine Central
Railroad.
Green’s Island friends of Ruben T.
Carver were sorry to learn of his
ieuth. The Green’s Island corres
pondent has been most pleasantly en
tertained at his home at Vinalhaven,
He was an ideal host, always looking
after the comfort and entertainment
of his guests. He seemed always to
greatly enjoy company. It was hard
to realize that this man with hjs
wonderful mind and memory was
eighty four years old.
ST. GEORGE TOWN MEETING
Franklin Trussell again presided
iver the annual town meeting yester
day, when these officers were elected:
Clerk, Charles E. Wheeler; select
men, Fred H. Smalley, David II. Sum
ner and Frank Robinson; tax collector
and treasurer, Dr. C. H. Leach (2% for
collecting); road commissioner, W. J.
Hastings; members of School Board,
A. J. Rawley, Granville N. Bachelder
and Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt.
The amount raised for common
tchools was 25500; High School, $2100;
transportation of scholars, $1600; com
mon roads and bridges, $1500.

OWL’S HEAD

GREEN’S ISLAND

BIG SIX
ORCHESTRA

••* *•* *•* ••• •••

Friday

Our business has continued to increase throughout the years, as when the Company first started
Mr. Cobb was the only salesman. When Mr. Fuller and Mr. Davis were admitted to the firm, there were
ten salesmen. This week, during our BIRTHDAY SALE, we offer the services of our entire force of
seventy-five people, and a stock to select from unequalled by any shop in Maine. Service and honest mer
chandise sold at a legitimate profit, are responsible for the kind of a place in which we live eight hours
each day—three hundred days every year.

METHODIST VESTRT

DEAN’S

*•• *•*

••• •••

It has been fifty years this week since Mr. Cobb went into partnership with Mr. W. O. Fuller, under
the firm name of Fuller & Cobb, and started business in the Spear block—now occupied by L. E. Blackington. It was thirty years ago this week that Mr. Ernest C. Davis and Mr. Frank W. Fuller were taken into
the firm and the name was changed to Fuller-Cobb Company. The same year, the Company moved into
the store now occupied by the Woolworth Company. We have been twenty-eight years in our present
■tore.

at the

OREL E. DAVIES

W. O. FULLER
NELSON B. COBB
ERNEST C. DAVIS
FRANK W. FULLER

*

Owl’s Had school gave a very pleas,
ing patriotic entertainment Friday
which, despite the bad traveling, was
well attended by parents and friends.
The program follows: recitation, The
Welcome, Bernice Meservey; Flag Sa
lute, School; quotations; recitation,
The Star' Spangled Banner, Olive Ab
bott; song, Hilda Hildings, Alta Hil
dings and Basil Tiffany; Gettysburg
Address, School; recitation, George
Washington, Ida Perry;
recitation,
Don’t Give Up, Frank Young; song.
Battle Hymn of the Republic, school;
recitation. Like George Washington,
Hilda Hildings; recitation. A Star For
Me, Richard Feyler; song. Little
George Washington, Hilda Hildings
and Basil Tiffany; recitation, George
Washington, Elizabeth Reed; recita
tlon, Yankee or Redcoat? Florence
Maddocks; The Playmate Dance, Lit
tle Girls and Boys; recitation. The
Blue and the Gray, Vivian Babb; reci
tation, A Patriotic Girl, Alta Hildings;
song, school; recitation, Was Wash
ington Lie Othker Boys, Edwin Post;
song. General Washington, Ruth Tif
fany; recitation. Both Worshipped the
Same Great Name, Beulah Merriman;
recitation. Which General, Basil Tif
fany; song, George Washington, Lillias Reed and Alta Hildings; acros
tics; play, In Want of a Servant,
Grades 6 and 7. At the close of the
entertainment Mr. Joseph Maddocks a
Civil War veteran gave a most in
teresting talk. He told that he had
been a pupil in that very schoolroom
when It was first built In 1853. He also
‘spoke of his experience in the Civil
War, having served In the decisive
battle ot Gettysburg and touched up
on the recent World War and the
League of Nations.

Your Diamonds and
have them set in up
to date settings.

FULLER-COBB CO.

♦

♦

BIRTHDAY SALE WEEK

Rockland Encampment will have a
drill meeting Thursday night to get
ready to work the Patriarchal degree
at the next meeting.

The new Thomaston built schooner
Atlantic Coast is at Boothbay Harbor
with the shipyard equipment, the At
lantic Coast Co. having discontinued
operations in Thomaston, for the pres
ent, at .least. It was one of the finest
yards, on the coast, and pity ’tis that
its activities could not have been con
tinued.
- (
----Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
the Council of Princes are to have
distinguished guests at their meetings
Friday afternoon and evening—Wil
liam C. Mason, deputy for Maine;
Frederick C. Thayer, active member
for Milne: Harry R. Virgin, commaiider-in-chlAf of the Maine Consistory;
and Ffink' C. Allen thrice potent mast
er of Yates Lodge of Perfection, Port
land—all 33d degree Masons.
The
Lodge r.qf Perfection in the afternoon
will confer the 7th, 9th and 14th
grades, in lull form, with the usual
music. * The Eastern* Star will serve
supper at 6.30. In the evening the
Council of Princes will confer the
grade of Knight of the East or Sword,
and a new degree, the Grand Elect of
Nine. The cast of characters for the
latter follows; King Solomon, Ed
ward C. Payson; King Hiram, William
R. Lufkin; Adonlram,
Walter
S,
Rounds; Zabud, Albert I. Mather; Tohaphat, William O. Roberts; Pharos,
Harry L- Richards; Sadoc, Fred W
Wight; Banarcus, Charles H. Duff;
Ahishar, Alvra W. Gregory.

March, 1891
30 years ago

*
*

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

••• «•*>•>•<>••< >N«

>«.

••• •••

♦

50 years ago

•

8? •- ■’•*
♦

r

March, 1871

The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will
give a baked bean supper at G. A. R.
ball Wednesday at 6 p. m. to which
the public is invited. A meeting will
be held in the evening.

The East Coast Benefit Association
Fishermen having herring to sell
will hold, a business meeting Wed are asked to communicate with Paul
nesday evening at 7.30. Lunch will Pizzimentl, 100 Union street, Rock
also he Nerved. Dues are now payable land, Tel. 334-W.—Adv.
to E. K. Coombs, Secretary.

fork up before It goes higher. Buy
best.'—Adv.

+♦+♦♦

Ross Harstone of the East Coast
Fisheries Company has returned from
an extended tour of the Middle West
and South.

Central Maine Power Co, is planning
Included in Gov. Baxter's nomina
to move from this city April 1st, and
will make his home in Augusta, un tions Saturday were: Arthur L. Orne
less meantime transferred to Port of Rockland and Mrs. Ida M. Bradland. Mr. Cole brought a large family street of Vlnalhaven as notaries public;
to this city, and its departure will be
One of the most talked of pictures
a source of general regret
in recent years is “The River’s End,"
It is reported that the Maine Central from the novel by James Oliver CurIt will be shown at Park
will improve Its Rockland plant the wood.
coming season by the erection of a Theatre Wednesday and Thursday. It
new round house and the installation relates the adventures of an outlaw
of an hlectrlc turn table. The prop who so strongly resembled his captor,
erty now used for those purposes an officer of the Royal Mounted Police,
that he impersonated the latter when
sadly needs replacing.
the latter died from a frost bitten
The Tast Noble Grands Association lung. Coached by his erstwhile caphas been Invited by Mrs. N. B. Allen to tor, the outlaw came back prepared to
meet with her Wednesday afternoon. face all emergencies but ignorant of
The padt noble grands will be guests the fact that the officer had a sister
of the past grands at .supper to be with whom he was destined to fall in
served by the Rebekahs in Odd Fel love. It Is a powerful romance and a
wonderful picture.
lows hall at 6.30.

much Three
w Cream Tartar and Three Crow
a for s dollar. The bargain will
pfWe Votf.

k♦

District Deputy Ingerson of Vlrialhaven recently paid a visit to Nahan- ‘
ada Tribe, 1. O. R. M. The members
••• >•*
spent an Interesting meeting.

A meeting of Claremont Commandery will be held Thursday night. It
Hon. Reuel Robinson of Camden will
was erroneously advertised. In Satur address the Baptist Men’s League to
day’s paper as taking pljtce Monday morrow night, his subject being “The
night.
Romance of Gen. Henry Knox.” The
meetings are so popular this season
All “Hams” interested In amateur that the seating accommodations of
wireless are requested to meet at the the dining room must soon be in
store of Orel E. Davies, 301 Main creased.
street, March 22, at 7.30 p. m., for the
purpose of organizing a Knox County
The new oak chairs used for the first
Association.
time by the City Government yester
day are a refreshing improvement over
AU persons desiring reservation for the dilapidated furniture which has
the Knox Hospital benefit and party been in use there for some years.
will please notify the Thorndike Hotel Chairs are chairs, nowadays, as City
before Thursday noon.
Tickets en Marshal Gilchrest found when he re
closed with the invitation are good for ceived the bill for 30 of them at $7.75
either,oard party or dance.
apiece. The bouquets of carnations on
the desks of the women members of the
Col. Norton of the Maine C. A. C.7 Common Council was a graceful com
Natio’nal Guard, and Major Marsh, U. pliment on the part of Marshal Gil
S. A., military fhstructfll-, .were in chrest.
the city Saturday" night in confer
ence with the officers of the C. A. C.
Those who promised to furnish veg
battalion to which the three Knox etables for the Relief Corps dinner are
county companies are attached. Plans requested to send them to the hall
for the encampment at Fort Williams Wednesday forenoon.
next September were among the mat
The Oakland Park band gives its
ters discussed.
final indoor concert of the season at
The Deering High School girls have Park Theatre next Sunday, and in
plucked up their courage, according to honor of the event it is hoped that
the Portland Herald, and are likely to there will be a large and generously
accept the challenge for two games. minded audience. The band is one of
Important games to be played before the best In this part of the State, and
the close of the season are: March 18, its efforts to please the public should
South Portland High: March 25, Free he reciprocated.
port High; April 1, Old Orchard High;
April 8, Deering High or Castine Nor
Levi Rokes of Warren was in the
mal; April 16, Portland High.
city Saturday reporting two unfailing
signs of spring—the robins and the
Although this Is the last day of condition of the country roads.
grace for filing Income tax returns,
yesterday was the last day so far as
The ruins of the Limerock Laundry
Kocklahd people are concerned as the on Limerock street are being rapidly
returns must be in the collector’s office demolished, and in their place will
at Augusta today.
Did you get rise a conveniently arranged frame
aboard?
building 55x100 feet, facing Limerock
street. The property was bought a
E. B. Hastings & Co. advertises an few days ago by B. C. Perry, who wa8
other'one of their popular dollar days/ recently In Boston superintending the
Read the wonderful bargains they
purchase of machinery and ether
are offering all day Thursday. Out of
equipment for one of the best laun
town people can order by mail if the
dries in Eastern Maine.. It is expect
order l» received on or before day of
ed to have the new plant in operation
sale.
within two months so as to be ready
for the summer rush. B. C. Perry, Jr
Henry S. Col^, formerly sales man
ager of the East Coast Fisheries and Lawrence Perry, sons of the own
Company, and now salesman for the er, will manage the laundry.

grfda.* * * . ,
sk your grocer how
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Bradford Bray came from the North
last Thursday and went to Rockland
on.business Friday.
Joseph and William Barter have
their sloop hoat, Stella, nearly ready
for spring fishing.
Mrs. Fred Haggett of Rockland who
has been here the past two summers

"All Aboard” Delighted the
Large Audience Last Night
—Repeated Tonight.
No amateur production since “The
Mikado" has so taken the public by
storm as did “All Aboard” at Park
Theatre last evening. Few profession
al shows ever seen here have sur
passed in finished excellence the an
nual High School play as presented by
the class of 1921.
A fine house greeted the players and
they plunged at once Into the side
splitting story of love, Intrigue and
false teeth. The characters were so
well taken that it is impossible to pick 1
a particular star. The singing of Louis
O’Brien made a decided hit and his
duet with Miss Evelyn Lord was espe
cially well done. Pauline McLoon and
Phyllis Moran as comedy sailors and
eccentric dancers drew round after
round of applause. Two specialties on
shipboard which made tremendous hits
were the singing of Alice Dugan and
the dancing of Shirley Doherty.
The choruses, picked with especial
care as to dancing, gave a fine exhi
bition of grace and harmony. There
were choruses from the High School
and the Grammar School, and prob
ably one of the biggest dance and song
numbers was that of the Sea Nymphs
and Water Witches, hailing from the
still lower grades in the system. It
gave a splendid exhibition of the pos
sibilities of our own home youngsters.
“All Aboard" will be repeated at the
Park tonight and you will make a
grave mistake if you are not num
bered among those present. The cast:
Following is the cast complete:
Billy Brady, a Collette Boy ............ Elmer Joyce
Dorothy Brady, his Sister ........ . .. Evelyn Lord
Johnny Grady, another College Boy ..............
...................................................... Lewis O’Brien
Beatrice Sloane, Billy's Sweetheart ...............
.......................................................... Lucy Fuller
Mrs Sloane, Beatrice’s Mother ......................
........ . ........................................ Gladys Pettinglll
Capt Kidd, of the 8. S. Florida... .Louis Bosse
Jenny, a Stewardess, with Swedish Ideas........
.............................................................. Ethel Crie
Alexander C. Phome, a Human Truck ............
.................................................... Wendell Fitleld
Barney Kehl, a Sailor ............. Pauline McLoon
Bull Works, another Sailor ....-Phyllis Moran

MINSTRELS AND DANCE
UNDER AUSPICES OF

STREET RAILWAY RELIEF ASS’N
—AT—

PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE HALL
GLENCOVE

TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 22
AT 8 P. M.

MUSIC

MARSTONS

One Admission,

50c

War Tax Included

1 Seats reserved for tickets sold in advance.
close of program

Dancing at

CARS AFTER THE DANCE
31-35

Dodge’s Market
Your last chance to buy
LARD, and

BACON, HAM,

PORK PRODUCTS of our own

manufacture until early next fall.

Come early in the week to get the best cuts

Tourists.—Dorothy Cooper,
Mary
Thanking you for your past patronage.
Mckinney, Kathleen Sukeforth, ' Helen
Sprague, Ada Barbour, Ruth Coltart,
Mary Buttomer, Etta Beaton, Sophia
Pollock, Merle Merry, Julia Young
Thelma Lewis; Cleveland Sleeper,
Howard Rollins, Ralph Clark, Hiram
Crie, Hugh Snow, Fred Stewart, Waldo
Kirkpatrick, Francis Kirkpatrick, Ro
land Lord, Kenneth Titus,
Sidney
BORN
Snow, Richard Snow.
Wooster—At Britt Maternity Home, Rock
Y’achting Girls.—Kitty Blethen, Lucy land, March 13, to Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Marsh, Erma Pettlngill, Frances Twee- Wooster, a daughter.
Bulkier—Jamaica Plain, Mass , March 13, to
die, Pauline Hennigar, Helen Mac- Mr. and Mrs Warren Bulkley (Madeline Elliot
ouickly disappear when Dr. Scholl’s
Whinnie, Doris Hook, Eileen Flana of Thomaston), a daughter; weight 7 pounds.
Foot Comfort Appliances and
Post—Spruce Head, March 14, to Mr and
gan.
Remedies are fitted by our foot
Mrs. Maynard F. Post, a son; weight 10 pounds
Sailor
Men.—Raymond
Ludwlck,
expert. These simple, effective,
Otho Record, John Burkett, Ralph
Inexpensive devices are for such
MARRIED
Glendenning, Milton Cole, Elmer Ris
foot troubles as corns, bunions^
Taft-Lowell—Thomaston, March 13, by Rev.
ealloueea, weak ankles, broken down
ing, Augustus Levi, Kenneth Nos- Arthur E Hoyt, Edwin W. Taft of Columbus,
Ohio, and Miss Albena F. Lowell of Thomaston.
arches, flat foot and tired, aching feet.
worthy.
Dr. Scholl’s Bunion Reducer
Cabin Boys.—Harriet Hall, Beulah
DIED
elves immediate relief to
Rokes, Agnes Flanagan, Lillian Du
tore, tender bunlona.
Thomas—St. George, March 12, Edith A.
gan, Gladys Tyler, Elizabeth Plummer Thomas, aged 41 years, 11 months, 17 days
Advice and
demonstrations
Sweethearts—Esther Stevenson, Mar Funeral Tuesday at 2 pm.
McLeod—Clark Island, March 13, Charles
garet Ahern, Irene Curtis, Sara Tack- McLeod,
aged 75 years.
aherry, Mary Coughlin, Daphne Win
Farnham—-Boston, March 11, Capt. Eben
slow, Alice Snow, Frances Snow, Alice Francis Farnham, aged 68 years, 7 months, 24
Funeral at Tenant’s Harbor, Monday,
Gross, Agnes Rappleye, Dorothy Rlais- days.
March 14.
dell, Margaret
Flanagan,
Frances
Smith—Rockland, March 14, Nancy S
Flanagan, Blanche YVeed, Loretta Cur (Clough) widow of Timothy Smith, aged 83
years, 6 months, 12 days. Funeral Wednesday
ry, Carrie Clough, Marie Wooster, Lo at
2 p. m.
rena Watson, Evelyn Kaler, Doris Ul
Marsh- Rockland, March 14, Sylvia P.
mer, Leah Freeman, Luella Joyce, Eliz Marsh, aged 75 years, 1 month, 9 days. Funeral
Thursday at 2 p in.
abeth Winslow, Della Crosby.
Boardman—Rockland, March 13, Mary Eliza
Sailor Girls.—Beth Hagar, Helen beth, daughter of Walter CL and Alice (Dins
Feeney, Winola Rlchan, Marguerite more) Boardman, aged 4 months, 2 days.
Funeral at Salvation Army hall today at 2
Wells, Adelaide Shepherd, Florence p.
iu.
Knight, Carrie Dodge.
Andrews—Rockland, March 13, Merton A
Bumble Bees.—Mary Pratt, Caroline Andrews, aged 33 years, 3 months, 27 days.
Perry, Helen Fifield, Martha Wasgatt, Funeral Wednesday at 2 p m.
Nathalie Robbins, Vera Studley, Eve
CARD OF THANKS
lyn Perry, Ruth Clark, Marion Clark
I wish to thank my many friends and rela
Marlon Marsh, Doris Wilson, Lura tives who remembered me so kindly with post
letter# and many other helpful tokens
Harden, Tinle Dorgan, Ethel Quinn cards,
while I was In Knox Hospital. The beautiful
Mary Wichenbach, Evangeline Gar (lowers which were sent me were greatly ap
preciated and I wish to express my sincere
nett.
thanks and gratitude to the donors. MRS. A,
Overall Girls.—Phyllis Brown, Char W.
PAYSON. East 1 nion, March 14.
•
lotte Weiss, Alice Dugan Marguerite
Miller, Beatrice Stockbridge, Gertrude The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
Smith, Gwen Condon, Clemice Black- is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
AND TO
ington, Helen Griffin, Winifred Cough
tin, Evelyn Cohen, Esther Shapiro.
Fishing Girls.—Corice Thomas, Leila
Expert work done In clea ■Ing
Green, Shelby Freethy, Jennie Meehan,
and pressing
Shirley Doherty, Alice Gross, Celia
The goods belonging to George Free
Brault. Ruth Gamage, Ruth Burkett, man in the store house at 130 Main St.
Doris Hook, Hilda Locke, Mildred Ox
will lie sold April 6.
ton.
Work called lor and delivered
MISS RAWLEY, RockviHa,Tel.352-5
Sea Nymphs.—Mary Lawry, Jennie
3£JjL
Cohen. Virginia Richardson, Mary La
Crosse. Barbara Blaisdell, Evelyn Seigal, Lucy Frye, Charlotte Wardwell,
Invlsable mending
Thelma Smallwood, Mavis MacMann,
a specialty
Flora Hamlin, Mabel Black, Dorothy
Lawry.
Water Witches.—Betty Benson, Lau
ra Tfbhetts. Lillian Tibbetts, Faith Ul
mer, Alice Flanagan, Carol Flanagan,
Gertrude I-add, Alice Griffin, Hazel
Cole, Louise Morseman, Irena Strout
COMPANY
Annette Seigal, Muriel Ripley, Erma
Conary, Frances Ooss, Pearl Cohen
COR. SUMMER AND MAIN STS.
Jessie Shute, Gladys Oliver.
Telephone 738R
Antidotes.—Leiia Green Shelby Free
thy’, Shirley Doherty. Loretta Curry
Evelyn
Kaler,
Dorothy
Blaisdell
^nwcouRteiMAzcnc,
Corice Thomas, Buffi Burkett. Percy
- Thpee small ads In The CourierROCKLARB
Blaisdell,* Harold Sintmons, Clyde Rec
Gazette are read by every body. That
ord, Prentice Aylward, Ira * Ciirtia,
is why they are bo popular and
MAINE
Wendell Thornton, Leo Harrington
effective.

DODGE BROS.

Foot Troubles

BUCKINSfONS

WOMEN’S
CUPID
Licht, fraceful and
stylish. Fits per*
lectly the high heel
•hoes so much in
rogue. Pure rum

soles and appers.

'Top' Notch Rubber Tootveop
Most rubbers give out at the
heel first. But the patented
Clincher Cushion heel of Top
Notch Rubbers is so strongly
strengthened and reinforced
that it lasts as long as the sole.
It withstands hard service be
fore even beginning to show
signs of wear.
Beacon Falls Top Notch Rubbers are
just as stylish and comfortable as dur
able. There is an extremely wide range
of styles and sizes to fit any shoe. The
Top Notch Cross on the sole is our
guarantee that you will get your money s
worth from every pair.
We have all styles and sizes for men,
women and children. Come in and we
will prove to you what rubber footwear
satisfaction is.
»

l. E. BLACAINSTON
~

4

BOOTS. SHOES,
CLOTHING

ROCKLAND, ME.

Suits Made
to
Measure
FIT

NOTICE

New York Tailoring

Douglas Hall.
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SYNOPSIS.
PART I.—Robert Hervey Randolph,
young New York man-about-town, leaves
the home of his sweetheart, Madge Van
Tellier, chagrined because of her refusal
of his proposal of marriage. His Income,
*10,000 a year, which he must surrender
If a certain Miss Imogen Pamela Thorn
ton (whom he has seen only as a small
girl ten years before) Is found. Is not
considered by the girl of his heart ade
quate to modern needa In a "don't care"
mood Randolph enters a taxi, unseen by
the driver, and Is driven to the stage
door of a theater. A man he knows,
Duke Beamer, Induces a girl to enter the
cab. Beamer, attempting to follow, is
pushed back by Randolph and the cab
moves on. His new acquaintance tells
Randolph she Is a chorus girl, and has
lost her position. She is in distress, even
hungry, and he takes her to his apart
ment. There, after lunch, a chance re
mark convinces him the girl Is the miss
ing Pamela Thornton. He does not tell
her of her good fortune, but secures her
promise to stay In the flat until the
morning, and leaves her. In a whimsical :
mood, also realizing that the girl's reap- •
pearance has left him practically penr.l- ;
less, he bribes the taxi driver to let him
take his Job, and leaving word with the
legal representative of the Thornton es
tate where he can find Pamela, takes up
his new duties under the name of "Slim
SJervey.” He loves the girl, but his pride
forbids him approaching her under thetr
changed conditions.

Every-Other-D.W
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Thornton; then lie threw up his flag
and made for the garage.
He sought out the manager.
“Sa.v,” he plunged, "Pat O’Reilly
lost his job to me last night shooting
craps.
My clock read twenty-eight
dollars this morning; here's my slip.”
The manager glanced at the slip,
and took a long look at Mr. Randolph.
“You’re on. kid,” he decided. "Take
any shift you like. What’s your
name?”
“Slim Hervey," said Sir. Randolph
promptly,
“One of them earned names," com
mented' the manager. “All right Go
to it.”
PART II.

Flesh, Spirit and the Veiled God.
Mr, Randolph spent the da.* gctnr
acquainted and proted himself « good
mixer. By telling a few stores that

“Mr. Poindexter MacGuler, Sir: As
I was driving you and Miss B. B.
larst night who was foster-mothered
hy an aunt of a frend of a frond of
mine, I heerd you talkin to her and
all I got to say is If I see yon out
with her again short of the hands of
matrimony I'll get another frend of
mine to- get Mr. Robert Herv Ran
dolph to tell what he knows about
you cheuten nt cards on Dec. 23 last,”
Nights that gave birth in the morn
ing to such illlterary tit-bits could
scarcely be called dull, but it was not
long before Mr. Randolph found him
self threatened by an unexpected mo
notonous employment. Unfortunately
for his entertainment, his reputation
as the one par excellence St. Bernard
lifesaver to the inebriate elite spread
rapidly throughout the Force so that
the telephone was constantly burdened
during the wee hours with the follow
ing; “Say, is Slim Hervey on the Job?
Well, when he comes in tell ’lm I got
another tailor-model drunk here what
has lost his home address from his
mind.”
With suspicious suddenness Mr.
Randolph proceeded to forget half his
school nnd clubmates and cold-blooded
ly leave them to their fate nnd a
night out. not without coming to grief
on at least one occasion, however.
"What are you cornin’ over me?” de
manded the irate captain of the Nth
precinct. “You ain't forgot that yon
was t ally to R. H. Randolph for seven
years, have ya? Has all his frens
gone on the wagon?”
It looked like a loop-hole. "Sure,"
said Slim Hervey promptly.
“His
club’s near busted what with waterdrinkers and softs.”
"Sounds kind-a phony to me,” said
(he captain grimly, "considerin' you
took this same gent home a week ago
come Friday.”
I
I “Did I?" said Slim, and with feigned
surprise managed finally to recognize
the mess of evening clothes that was
huddled on a near-hy bench. “You're
right, Captain, He's drunker than I
ever saw him before and besides, he’s
wearln' a new set of shirt-studs. Kind
of changed his looks."
; Slim lingered, "Look here,” he mur
mured to the captain confidentially.
“You’re on to me. but just let me
whisper. I’m getting to be the deliv
ery wagon for all the high-spot souks
in town. The first one of ’em that
loses his Jewelry between the curb
and bis own front door, Just tell me
where I get off, will you? I’m honest;
I got a reputation, an' I tell you, Cap
tain, I’m willin’ to bill 'em through for
you when you ask for the home port,
but it’s nix on me handlin’ all the
high-explosive freight north of Fortysecond street. Get me?"
“Sure, Slim,” said the captain, ap
preciatively. ‘Til pass the word, lad.”
Thus did Mr. Randolph make good
his new front name and a little capi
tal besides, working on the stalwart

hart not yet sifted down front Club
land nnd by standing a few drinks he
Coon found himself made free of all
the technical information he needed
and some more that was so ultra-tech
nical that it could beat the brains that
invented the delicate mechanism of
the taximeter. He also established
PART I—(Continued)
“Don’t pull that stuff on me," said part ownership in a comfortable room
the Law. “This ain’t the Tenderloin.” In a house very much on the wrong or
“I know it isn’t,” remarked Jlr. Ran west side of Broadway, in fuct within
dolph. “But I happen to be waiting smelling and almost spitting distance
of tlie North river.
While he was still In funds he
bought himself a woolen khaki over
coat with one of those enormous col
lars which look like an inverted
bucket when they are up and surpass
in efficiency the traditional black mask
so beloved by Illustrators of the weekj ly press. He also had a speaking slot
cut in the glass of the cab window
lust behind his best ear and subseq>-ently removed and lost the slide
that had been fitted over It with con
siderable skill and trouble.
During the next few nights he pro
ceeded to have the time of his life; so
much so that he was constantly over
whelmed with wonder at his stupidity
in not having become a taxi-driver
years before! It should he remem
bered tliat Mr. Randolph was of New
York Yorky; he knew everybody cas
ually, from Mr. Milyuns and his
daughter, Eileen, down to the latest
addition to the pitiful ranks of the
midinette. More than that, so broad
was his acquaintanceship tliat as a
sporting gent he had once or twice
been tipped off as to the where and
when of a proposed gun-play.
In addition to being hy right of birth
an integral part of all the social strata
of Manhattan, he knew the surface of
; the island and of the adjacent com
"Den't Pull That Stuff on Ms,” Said
moner soil of tlie mainland considthe Law.
; erablv better than he knew the palm
for Mr. Borden Milyuns, of Milyuns, I of his own hand. In fact, lie could
Branch A Milyuns. Ever heard of scarcely ever have been conscious that
he had a palm, even as a map of per
him?”
sonal fortune; for lie who Is complete
“Sure.” said the cop. impressed hut
ly satisfied with tlie present never
still suspicious. "He lives here all
worries about the future and Mr. Ilanright, hut I ain't seen hint turning
! dolph had been born content.
down his own tars for night-hawks
With such an equipment. Is it to be
lately,"
• wondered at that he found the taxi
“Well,” said Mr. Randolph, “I could
field rich with unexpected and sur
tease you along for some time nnd
prising blooms? Fair flowers, he hail
make you look like a nut. hut 1 won't.
known heretofore to nod only over tea
The truth is, his prize bitch. Bride of
tables and solid silver appeared sud
Lamniermoor. is pupping tonight, and
denly transplanted to his cab and
I’m here to take tlie laity and her lit
ready to nod on a stalwart shoulder.
ter down to tiie dog-show in time to
Strong inale tiger-lilies of tlie money
get-'em settled for tlie opening. Messy
market, grafted to the cushions of a
job, hut the meter is charging for it."
taxi, became complacent pillars upon
“There ain't a man living that could which some clinging Ivy twined.
think up a lie like tliat. not sudden.”
In six nights he learned the sound
murmured the officer, and turned to j that a banker makes when slender
resume his heat, while Mr. Randolph fingers tickle him under the chin; the
promptly hit tlie mat in the hope of : gasp of a girl, first-kissed; the cry of
catching up with Elysium. He slept: a young man upon discovering the ab
he slept too deep for dreams, and was sence of grandfather’s gold watch, his
beyond tlie reach of tlie call of any
since graduation day; the cluck of a
motorhom when Mr. Milyuns’ town top-hat fairly sat upon in the excite
car tried to shoo him along at eightment of a moment that else would
thirty of a bright morning.
have been tragic, the exasperating tap,
Once more was Mr. Randolph
tap, tap, of a hen-pecking tongue that
dragged by main force to wakefulness.
explained and condoned a murder mys
“Good-morning, Thomas," lie re
tery in the next morning's papers, and
marked. "Is the old man up?”
the sob of a ruined youngster who had j
“Hully gee! Mr, Randolph! What
played with borrowed money.
'ave you been up to now?”
All these incidents took place with
"None of yours, Thomas,” said Rob
people whom Mr. Randolph knew or
ert Hervey, in a kindly but firm voice.
knew of and just to show what an ex
“Get me a bit of paper and a pencil.”
tremely honest young man he was, let
The chauffeur discovered the re It be said that it did not once occur to
quired articles in Mr. Milyuns' car, him that he need never be poor while
handed them over, and curiously humanity, supposedly in good stand
watched Mr. Randolph write his note ing, continued to lay itself open to
to the effect that Miss Imogene Pa
blackmail at the rate of a case a night.
mela Thornton would receive her legal
At the same time, he was not stupid
representative at Mr. Randolph’s
and occasionally tapped out a missive
rooms in Fifty-ninth street between
loaded with dynamite on the garage
nine and ten. It was added that the
typewriter when no one was around.
said rooms, upon which rent had been Here is a sample.
paid to the end of the quarter, and all
they contained, including the man,
Tomlinson, were at the perpetual dis
position of the said Miss T.
“Now, Thomas," said Mr. Randolph,
“yon take this in to the old man him
self and tell him a chauffeur with an
empty cab brought it. If you say an
other word I’ll have you up at the
Death only a matter of short time,
union for losing me my job, and I II
lick the stuffings out of you besides. Don’t wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
Get me?"
“Sure thing, Mr. Randolph!” said painful consequences by taking
Thomas. “Leave It to me to help you
make trouble whenever you feel like
it. It’s a slow world except for the
likes of you.”
As soon as the man had entered the
house, Mr. Randolph started his cah
and made for a point of vantage in The world’s standard remedy for Iddnty,
the park, from which, in due course, liver, bladder and uric acid troubles—tbe
he beheld the arrival of the lawyer at National Remedy of Holland aince 1696.
Fifty-’nlnth street. He waited long Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists.
enough to make sure tliat the legal Leah fee tbe aaaa Cold Medal oa aeaty hex
gentleman had penetrated to. Miss
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"I’m Getting to Be the Delivery Wagon
for All the High-Spot Soaks In
Town.”

old motto; Every knock Is a boost.
Instead of becoming a mystery and
consequently anathema to the Force,
an Impression was created tliat Slim
was a hustler, but clean white goods
ready to sacrifice a fare or two that
he might sit high up alongside Cae
sar’s wife. By stopping at two or
three strategically placed police sta
tions during the wind before the dawn
to ticket such drunks as were of his
acquaintance, he was able to give the
glad hand of farewell to a Job not
to his taste.
About this time a series of coinci
dences befell the young and fevered
Fair of the city of New York which
would have given pause to the persons
involved had they been able to get
together and compare the dope. Take
what happened to Miss Georgiette
Hattone. Her people had played In
hard luck and died. Georgie had se
cured a Job and was doing pretty
well at It until young Doctor Bones
met her and gradually persuaded her
that she was threatened with gallop
ing consumption. Once he had fright
ened her, the rest looked easy; he
would take her out of bad ventilation
Into his run-about and the open-air—
out of the goodness of his heart and
the fullness of his purse, he would
take care of her.
He began by leading her to a Netherlimb Show and supper afterward.
They danced a little and for the first
time In her life, but under medical
advice, she took something In the
way of stimulant after the initial pret
ty cocktail. They Issued from supper
and It was when Mr. Chauffeur Slim
Hervey heard the whispered address
that the game became a threesome.
Counting upon the abstraction, or
rather, the concentration of his fares
on Interior fittings, Driver Hervey
soon switched his cab from the char
tered route and made for down-town
through silent back streets. In Just
ten minutes he drew up at an oldfashioned bouse in a very quiet
square, shut off his engine to the idle
and waited. Not for long. Out of
the cab came a blasphemous exclama
tion In medical tones and with it a
cry of awakening from Georgie.
Through one window ehe looked upon
the home of her_chlidhood; through

the other’ upon that happy railed gar
den-square, which was the umbrageous
gamer-close of all her dearest, purest
and dreamiest memories.
"Oh!” she gasped “No, you mustn’t
scold him. This is Just where 1 want
to get out and walk. It's—it's extraor
dinary.” Then from the curb. "I may
be going to die of consumption, doc
tor, but, after all, I'd rather—rather
die that way."
Twist things around a little anil
you’ll get what happened to Miss Ter
ry de Guest with the difference that
that beautiful and hungry young wom
an who hart all hut turned her hack
on Settlement work and her face to
the Great White Way. suddenly awoke
not iu the moonlit embrace of ("airmonte, hut before file accusing la e
of a House In Henry street.
Nor was Mr. Sliiu Hervey partial
to sex In salvation. There was the
instance of young Bertram Blossouie
who shaine-facedly hurried Into his
cub a pnlnted, waD-faced waif of the
street with self-accusing eyes. No
case this of hunted and hunter—rath
er two strayed hits of weak humanity
driven before the unleashed dogs of
poverty nnd lust. How readily anil
unquestioningly the hoy slipped from
the cab at his home address, miraeu
lously confused almost us by the meddilng finger of God with' one very
different! How gratefully the girl
took the possible fare and “something
over." and how her tears brimmed
when ten minutes later tlie blue-eyed
chauffeur, a wage-earner like herself
said: “Nothing doing. Sister. Tlie
ride Is on me," am) promptly whirled
away!
While all these Incidents were en
gaging, each In its own way. and
showed a reasonable profit to all con
cerned. Mr. Randolph looked upon
them more or less as a means of get
ting in his hand during a period of
initiation. Once lie felt sure of him
self and of his new cliauft'euring point
of view and attitude toward the gayworld from the under side, he began
to haunt the neighborhood of East
Ninth street ut tlie hour alien dinners
are plenty and taxis scarce.
Twice he saw Miss Madge Van
Tellier carried off in Somebody's pri
vate car, but he was not discouraged
for he recognized in the very fact of
that public privacy the badge of pre
liminary outings. In due course Ids
night and hour came. He was hailed
hy the arriving Mr. Bencher Tremont
and ordered to staud by; twenty min
utes later he was listening to that
gentleman explaining to Miss Van T. I
that a cylinder had gone wrong on
his own car at the last moment.
Miss Madge Van Tellier, upon whom
Mr. Randolph had not laid eyes since
the very definite parting of their ways
on the rock of ready cash, was more
beautiful tonight than at any other
time since the evening of her comingout party. Tlie reason was one and
the same. Tonight, as upon that oth
er, she stood within a threshold and
peered out on Life with a big I,. A
flame was in, her cheeks and In her
eyes; her lips were half-parted and
thirsty, her bosom agitated. She was
divinely dressed.
They were very silent on their way
to dinner at the Knickerbocker, but
they exuded an aura of tense expect
ancy that made nothing of the glass
harrier between them and the car pi
lot. who soon felt himself lifted and
carried on its wave. Something was
cooking beyond a doubt nnd lie then
and there determined to stick a fist
through the crust of tlie pie just be
fore tlie smell of burning
There Is nothing more stereotyped
than a night run before the fever
hounds of New York. It is invariably
a four-act play that starts with a sin
gle cocktail and a tasty dinner, goes
on to a sliow peppered with double
meanings, thickens at the cabaret in
the close harmony of booze and dance
music and finally bursts “somewhere
In the country.”
The first act was easy for Randolph;
he went on with the villain and the
leading lady, but once the revolving
door of the hotel had clucked on their
hacks lie had to withdraw to the wings
and dope out a means of evolving
from a super into a star of the first
magnitude. He decided lhat It didn’t
much matter who wafted the couple
from dinnei to the show, hut that tlie
next enlr’act would hold the crux of
the night's entertainment, for the cab
that secured the freight for tlie caba
ret would stand a good chance of nail
ing It after the ball.
Consequently he was content to pick
up a gutter-snipe and then trail his
; prey to tlie theater. "Them is the
two," he said to his ally, suborned
with the promise of two bits, cash on
delivery, "the John with tlie high hat
and the dream-dame in smoke-colored
chiffon."
“That's some name for a skirl. Cap,"
said tlie extreme youth admiringly,
"an’ some skirt, believe me. Nor!
1 won’t forget ’em.”
And he didn’t. No sooner had Jlr.
Bencher Tremont, bearing a thistle
down burden on his arm, swelled out
from the theater with the anxious look
on his face of a man with three cars
in the garage at home and no call
number in
his left hand waistcoat
pocket, than the Imp was at his side.
j "Sa.v, mister, wanter taxi? Got one
I nt the head of the line that I’d give
up Just to youse for a dime.”
■
“Lead me to it,” said Mr. Tremont.
“Say,” said the snipe to Rnndolph
I as the car jumped, ‘‘I've took the boss
inside on fer a friend. You watch
y eself."
It wns a short run to the lair of
the Midnight Rolic, hut Mr. Randolph
was not surprised at tlie double wage
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he received nor ut the’ murmured con
versation that accompanied it. “Fiil
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“Wait for Me at the Seventh Avenue
Northeast Corner. Get Me?”

up your gas lank nnd wait for me at
tlie Seventh avenue northeast corner.
Gel me?”
’’Sure,’’ grunted
Mr. Randolph.
“Where Io. mister?"
"Greenwood hostelry." breathed the
villain.
“I'm on," said Mr. Randolph, ran
his car to the comfortably quiet nook
designated, dug out a road map of
Manhattan and vicinity, scrutinized
It carelessly and settled down to medi
tate.
To a select and once affluent few
the name of the <1. hostelry above
mentioned will bring certain vivid
recollections and will also place tlie
chronology of this yarn, for tlie
said abode of revelry was too good to
last very long; it choked to death on
Its own popularity und consequent pub
licity. From the outside, even In its
hey-day. It presented a most Innocu
ous appearance. Just a renovated farm
house standing under a clump of veil
ing sugar-maples on the top of a hill
whence tlie uearest neighbor was out
of sight.
But once within Its modest portal.
Its habitues foun I themselves In tlie
cleverest fake atmosphere of a pleas
ure-loving decade. Au organizing gen
ius, sensitive to all those cheap ad
juncts which usually grate on the soul
hovering at the edge of tlie decline
to Avernus, had pandered effectively
to an ignoble end and made of each
small room an Isle of forgetfulness;
price, twenty-five bucks tn advance,
supper and drinks extra.
For the benefit of those who do not
remember tbe epoch of the Green
wood hostelry und are consequently
reading on and on in mortal dread of
the paragraph that will introduce the
War, let it tie said at once, Forget it.
Stake out the beginning of (he Inter
national lulx-up, hurl another bound
ary mark Into November of 1918, and
the time left outside of those limits
will be found entirely sufficient to the
needs of this chronicle. Let it further
be noted that it Is Inconceivable lhat
a single drop of the kind of blood
which flowed in the veins of Mr. Rob
ert Hervey Randolph could ever nnswer to the name of slacker, proof
positive in Itself that the events herein
set forth happened when tlie War
didn’t.
Mr. Slim Hervey, chauffeur, was
still plunged in reverie when his senses
were assailed hy a whiff of lilac, a
mere nuance of perfume, that pro
claimed the approach of Miss Madge
Van Tellier. He jumped out Just tn
time to throw open the door of his
cab for the couple and take the mur
mured order of Mr. Bencher Tremont.
“All right. Hit it up for Greenwood."
Luckily for tlie cabman's entertain
ment, his engine was working in si
lent perfection that night The late
hour gave him almost undisputed right
of way so that driving became an
automatic adjustment of his course in
line with the curb and released his
attention to gorge itself at leisure
with eaves-dropping. By squirming
his shoulders lie managed to cock one
ear over the top of his liigh overcoat
collar; It was the ear next to the open
speaking-slot.
“What a dream of a night." said
the clear voice of Miss Van Tellier.
“Shall I be a traitor to my sex and
betray one of its secrets to you?"
"Please do,” murmured Mr. Tre
mont. From the very tone of his voice
one could divine tliat lie hod slipped
an arm around her and was holding
her close.
“Well, It’s this,” she continued.
“Women are not conquered by man |
alone, hut by man and atmosphere, j
We never rush ut tlie precipice; we
flutter toward It with many stops and
pauses. The silliest breezes of Im
pulse may carry us on or a puff of
unkind aid hold us back. It all really
depends on the man imposing his at
mosphere so steadily that the drifting
soul of woman forgets its Inborn title
to vagrancy nnd sleepily assumes Its
enemy’s goal."
“Madge,” said Mr. Tremont almost !
earnestly, "you frighten me. 1 never
knew you could talk like that. You
frighten me because I have a terror ,
of analyzed personal relations."
Randolph could hear a faint rustling
of tier rohe as though she had nestled
closer to her escort. "I never meant j
to startle you, Beacher,” tier voice I
continued, not quite so clear. Into its ■
tone had crept, hesitatingly, a trace’i
of unaccustomed emotion. "I was only 1
warning you. Every man can make a '
world of his arms for one woman; 1
not alt can hold the illusion to be
yond possession."
"I can, if you will only help me.”
whispered Tremont, and paused as '
though his own earnestness were tak
ing him hy surprise.
Eat more hot biscuit now Three
Crow Cream Tartar and Three Crow
Soda are selling at very low prices.—
Adv.
Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see It.
1

“I wonder," said Miss Van Tellier. |
“You have played tlie right game. '
You have never said a vulgar tiling
to me or stooped to tlie usual hypo- I
crisies; those are compliments b.v in- |
ference tliat have flattered the best j
tliat Is- In me. You have set tlie play '
In a h'gti plane that winning, wins
ail of me; hut—”
"But what?" asked Tremont.
"But there Is danger in the high
flight." finished Miss Van Tellier. "An
air-pocket In your atmosphere and.
pouf! all Is lost—the good In me that
you will have missed as well as the
had that you could have won by a
baser effort."
“What do you mean?" asked Tre
mont, no longer making the slightest
effort to hide his awakened interest.
“I was thinking," said Miss Van Tel
lier, dreamily, "that every woman is
a group of three individuals. Shall
I tell you their names?”
"Yes," said Tremont.
"The first," continued the girl, her
voice floating from her as though
carried on the bosom of her dream,
"is called Flesh; the second, Spirit,
and the third—the third 1 shall name
tlie Veiled God."
“Madge!" cried Tremont, and Ran
dolph, listening with all his ears, could
almost feel the clutch on his own
arms with which tlie man had seized
the girl’s, as though to drag her hack
from her mind's frfr distance.
"People wonder," she continued, her
mood unbroken, “at the wreck of ap
parently perfect marriages and yet
it's so simple to any woman that
it's amazing that I should he the first
to display our open secret. Only th-

nnd hold rue carefully where no urtklnd air can drive me from you. Take
all the women In me—one by one If
you must.”
At that iiioinent Mr. Robert H. Ran
dolph. In the person of Slim Hervey,
chauffeur, very nearly wrecked his
four-cylinder argosy with Its burden
of three fates, still individually and
collectively Indispensable to the con
tinuity of this yarn. He missed the
ditch hy n luilr’s breath, -caught his
own wlih a gasp, returned to the mid
dle of tlie broad highway and fixed
Ills attention on n certain very definite
matter with vvldch It had been more
or less constantly conivrned ever since
he hail been directed to lit) It up for
Greenwood.
Tlie road to tliat well-known hostel
ry was usefully devious , and fares
were seldom worried as to how any
particular driver set oat -to Und tills
choicest of needles in die lia.v-siaek of
ihe country inns lhat dot the land
scape of Wcsichesier and adjacent
comities »s long ns he brought the
search to a successful end somewhere
this side of the pangs of hunger.
Nevertheless. had not Jlr. Tremont,
himself a motorist nf no mean experi
ence. been completely absorbed by the
sudden discovery that he had Ills
right arm ground an entirely new
world, tie would have been struck In
evitably by two tilings. First, that
tills was certainly not any one of the
climbing roads to the Greenwood hos
telry; se.-ond, that the mini at the
wheel knew more about losing his way
in die vicinity »f Manhattan and find
ing it again than did the couihiueil
roadmaps of the I’nlted States and
its allies—-supposing It to have had
allies at the thne. However, Mr Tre
mont's absorption was ant only abso
lute tint continuous so that It held
him In its inexorable grip rigid-up to
the moment of ghastly awakening and
even over the edge He was Just say
ing. "M.v darting. never fear.
I’m
taking you to a place so quiet mid so
guarded if at this dream which you
Have dres-etl in an unexpected glory
'cun t’o'v
oid'-i-iei! ns loug us we
are true to It nnd Io ourselves." when
the call drexv up at a solemn and Im
pressive portul.
u“ Without leuving his sent, the cab
man reached back, unlatched the door
and threw it open. “Gfeenwdod ceme
tery. sir.” he barkeil.
The girl «ns‘ first to grasp the
words, the time and the place. "Oh!”
she gasped, and in the sound of her
cry Mr, Randolph coiv'd divine her
whole body suddenly stiffening to a
tense awakening and to the stabbing
memory of the last time she had come
to this skill place, her heart bursting
j
with Its long farewell to all that was
left of her mother.
Then came Mr. Beacher Tremont’s
voice in
oldtime familiar tones.
"Greenwood cemetery I JVhy, you tri-

complete lover can be secure of his
beloved, Beacher. He who wins het
flesh alone leaves her spirit to hetrn'
hint and he who wins the spirit alone
Is In mortal danger of the whtuau of
the flesh.”
"The explanation." said Tremont,
whimsically, “is so feminine that it
confuses. If you had said that each
woman is a trinity and must be thrice
won before a man’s honor can feel
secure, understanding would be a sim
ple matter. Did you leave out the
Veiled God purposely or Just to he
different and avoid the obvious?"
"To avoid the obvious Is un instinct
of breeding,” said Miss Van Tellier.
"and I would never blush for doing it;
hut where would your thoughts lie now
If 1 had said Just what you expected.
If I had treated the Yelled God as a
matter of fact! Oh. no! One can
clip with words the wings of flesh amt
spirit, hut not of the Veiled God In
wnman, for Its very essence ts a defei-red possession.”
She paused, but as Tremont clung
to the silence, she presently contin
ued. “The complete lover Is the man
who having conquered all the heights
of flesh and spirit In his mistress,
dwells consciously In the presence of
an undiscovered god and gazes out
upon a broad land eternally promised,
never materially seized. Few are the
men—few are the men—” Her voice
'railed off as though her thoughts had
run ahead of words and reached final
ity without the use of the spoken 1
phrase.
“Few are the men who attain to
that serene security,” Tremont fin- '
Ishey for her, only half conscious of
what he was saying.
Randolph could her the rustle of
her turning to her companion, “How
wonderful,” she said. “That is what
I thought, but didn’t say.”
“Madge,” said Tremont, “what linve
you done? It’s true that I have never
stooped to hypocrisies with you nnd
that I have never while with you
spoken a vulgar word.
Did you
think that I have been knowingly
wise? Well, I haven't. 1 didn’t know
until this moment why 1 chose a rare
and high atmosphere to reach you.
Now I know. It was because you were
there. I chose only to come to you
rather than drag you down to the drab
of the usual. What you have done is
to carry me Idgher than I ever meant
to go. You have taken me off tlie
beaten path and showed me an un ‘Greenwood Cemetery, Sir,” He Qarked
expected treasure. I’m no longer my
pllcnle blockhead, I said Greenwood
self. I am cold and afraid."
Randolph could feel that the speak hostelry. Of all the d—n fools ! Whut
er was drawing away from tbe girl the devil— Wlmt the h—II— What
and n moment later his senses were the— What—”
to surpass themselves In additional To be contnued—Began March 10.
Back copies can be supplied.
divination. “You are afraid of that
woman In me?" asked Miss Van Tel
lier softly. “What about this one?"
And then- it was that Randolph's de
ductive antennae quivered under their
*---------------------burden of Intelligence. Ho knew ns
Ruddy Cheeks- -SparklingEye3
certainly as though lie had faced
—Most Women Can Have
about that an adorable Madge, tender
and wide-eyed, hail slipped her hare
Says Dr. Edwards, a Well-Known
arms nrnund Beaeher Tremont’s neck
Ohio Physician
and kissed him on the month.
Dr.F.M.Edwards for 17 years treated
There was a long silence; then
scores of women for liver and bowel ail
fame Tremont’s voice, thick am!
ments. During these years he gave to
strange to the ear. "A moment ago."
his patients 3 prescription made of a
it said, "1 was afraid for you; now
few well-known vegetable ingredients
I'm afraid for myself. I am like a
mixed with olive oil, naming them
man who has carelessly dropped a
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. Y ou will
lighted match and finds himself with
know them by their olive color.
These tablets are wonder-workers on
in the ring of a prairie fire. I can
the liver and bowel?, which cause a
only wonder at my stupidity in think
normal action, carrying off the waste
ing of you in connection with a casual
and poisonous matter in one’s system.
possession and not as a consuming
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
(lame. You see? Already you have
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head
burned through the thin crust of lies
aches, a listless, no-good feeling, ail out
tliat guards man from definite seizure
ol sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
of Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets nightly
by woman—any woman."
for a time and note the pleasing results.
“Kiss me, Beacher." murmured the
Thousands of women and men take
gtrl's voice as though Ills words had
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets—the suc
swirled around and by tier, leaving
cessful substitute for calomel—now and
her purpose untouched. "Take me
then just to keep them kt. 15c and 30c.
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GOV. BAXTER’S MESSAGE
TO STATE LEGISLATURE
Urge* That Body to Practice Strict
Economy—Bills Now Presented
Total $40,000,000.
The Constitution of our State under
Act V, Section 9, provides, that tho
Governor "shall from time to time
give the Legislature information of
the condition of the Stato, and recom
mend to their consideration such
measuree, as he may judge expedi
ent," Acting under thia constitution
al authority, I come before you with
certain suggestions which may be of
assistance to you in determining the
financial policy of our State for the
ensuing fiscal period of 2% years.
At the outset 1 desire you to under
stand that 1 am fully aware of the
division of power between the legis
lative and executive branches of
government, and assure you that my
brief service as an executive has not
dulled my keen appreciation of legis
lative prerogatives, acquired after
long service iu both Senate and
House.
You members of the Senats and
House have the power to raise money
as well as the power to spend it.
Fundamentally the financial structure
of our Stats is of your making, and
you can build it either upon lock or
upon sand. The Executive, by tbe
exercise of the veto power can ds-'
approve the paesage of a law. but he
has not the power to initiate law, and
his assent or d'ssect can be exer
cised only after you have taken posi
tive action. Upon you gentlemen of
the Legiaiature rests the responsibil
ity for the funds that come Into, and
that are taken out of tiie Public
Treasury.
The financial condition of the State
of .flalne was sound when we took
control on January 5th last; it is to
us to keep it sound as long as we hold
these positions of trust conferred up
on us hy the p9opie.
The bills and resolves already pre
sented to the Legislature call for a
greater expenditure of public money
than was ever asked for in the h'story of the State, and it is estimated
that if ail these become law, our ap
propriation bills would total $10,000.000. The State spent $2,423 502.02 Ir
1905, and $13,344,936.25 in 1920, bu
the property, from which the mane;
was taken in the form ol taxes, hat
nut increased in equal proportion
State taxes have risen during tha'
period from 2.5 m'lls to 7.50 mills
and if our people are to ba given re
lief from this ever-increasing burden
that relief must come from this Leg
islature. Today I ask you to praetic'
strict economy and to sacrifice somi
of the measurer In which each anc
a'l of you are Interested.
The reprrt of the Budget Commit
tee which has been before you since
the opening of the session has prover
of great value in the discussion o'
State finances. The items which makt
up tliat report are the foundation
and p'ans upon and by which we shai’
erect our completed financial struc
ture. If it were not for this report
we should be without the plans ot
the architect, ar.d if as the bui ding
progresses it becomes necessary to
alter certain details of these p ane
our doir^g so does net detract from
their value.
The State's income far the ca’endar yhar 1920 was $8,045,870.60; the
estimated income to be received for
the 18 months' period from January
1921 to June 1922. aceord'nj ta the
schedule submitted herewith is, $11,276,932.84. The fir-t item shows the
income for a period of 12 months
while the second is for 18 months.
The proponed change in the fiscal pe
riod nnd in the due date of certain
corporate taxes, produces a situa
tion lhat makes comparisons difficult.
Of necessity it Is d'fflcult to esti
mate in advance the State's income.
The Budget Committee has expressed
the opinion that the taxes of rail
roads, express, parlor car, telegraph
and . telephone companies will be
$778,245.84 greater for the 12 months'
period from June 30. 1921., to June
39, 1922, than it was for the calendar
year 1920. If a temporary business
depression causes a decrease in rail
road cannings, the taxes accruing to
the State from these earnings may
uqt equal the Budget estimates, and
It wil not be prudent to base expendi
tures on this somewhat fluctuating
tource of revenue. The increase in
the State's income comes from two
sources; first,, frera an increase in
tiie valuation of the real and personal
property of the State; second, from
an Increase tn the excise of franchise
taxes. The first is usually refeiTed
to as direct taxation, and the second
Indirect. The State tax of C mills
produced a revenue of $3,130,486.07
in 1917. while in 1920 the 7\i mlils
produced a revenue of $4,188,344.76.
These figures show an increase from
direct taxation in that period of $1C57.858.69. The increase of the cash
expend.tures of the State from 1917
to 1920 was out of ail proportion to
the increased income received by the
fc'taie from direct taxation during the
same period, as the cash expendi
tures in 1917 were $7,796,254.07 while
in 1920 they were $13,344,936.25. In
ether words the State's Income from
direct taxation in 1920 was 33 7/10
per cent more than' in 1917, while the
cash expenditures of the State in 1920
were 71 per cent more than those of
1917. Had it not been for the rnaiked
increase in the State’s revenue of
$4,498,823.49 from indirect taxation
duriisg this period, the $5,548,682.18
increa-ed expenditure could not have
been wet by the State.
It a of pract'ccl importance to dis♦htguiej between direct and indirect
taxation, although the division line
cannot
always be drawn between
them. In general it can be sa d that
taxation levied upon persons or prop
erty la direct taxation, while that
levied upon industrial processes or
franchises .or duties levied upon cer
tain classes of property with the ex
pectation that the burden of this tax
ation will be distributed in such a
manner that those who actually pay
the tax will not feel its burden, is
indirect taxation. The practical ad
vantages of indirect taxation are the
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ease with which it is collected, and later liy Congress and tbe military
tho fact that its collection creates a obligation of States of small popula
minimum of opposition on the part of tion' reduced. Toe Federal Govern
the tax-payer, who often does not ment is to distribute a large amount
realize that he pays the tax in the of surplus war material which al
price of ihe articles purchased indi though of a doubtfui value mast be
rect taxes are likely to encourage cared for by the States receiving it
wasteful administration, since the The State of Maine has reason to be
governing authorities who levy them proud of tbe record of it3 National
do not come in direct contact with Guard, but cur people do not feel the
the people who pay them, apd as a need of a great military establish
consequence are not held to such ment because they know that the
men who responded ini 1917 and 1918
strict account for their expenditure.
will do so again should the call be
Bonded Indebtedness
sounded.
This $100,000 item Is a
In the past few • years there has
blanket estimate, and may be re
been a marked increase In the bonded duced after the Adjutant General has
indebtedness of the State. On De prepared a detailed statement giving
ember 31, 1917, the State bonded in
the actual number of men to be cared
debtedness was $2,629,300.00; In 1920 for and the expense of the same.
this was $8,902,300.00, an increase of
Military Report. Under the same
$6,273,000.00 or 238%. Highway bonds department there Is an item of $50,issued since 1913 amount to $5,218,- 000 to cover the printing of the mili
500.00 of which $585,000 have been tary report for the war period. It
paid. The total amount of interest is propeed to publish the records not
which the State must pay on these only of the 30,000 men who went in
bonds between the dates of issue and to the army and navy from this State,
maturity Is $4,162,460. In' other words but also of tbe men who registered
tbe State will pay $1.79, principal and under the Draft Law and who never
Interest, for every dollar it received were in the army or navy. The pion
from the sale of Highway bonds. A Is to print from four to six volumes,
similar situation exists with the $1.- each volume containing about 1,000
000,000 issue of War Loan Bonds, on pages, and there are to be from 25,’Sfflch the State must pay $1.61 for 000 to 30,000 sets of theoe volumes.
eveiy dollar received, while on the The total number of volumes would
Soldiers’ Bonus bonds the State must be from 100.000 to 180,000 and under
pay $1.30 for every dollar received.
the present state printing contract
From these figures you will realize each volume will cost approximately
that the State should proceed slowly $2.00. The $50,000 Budget item would
in the issuing of bonds, for which fu only begin the work. In my opinion
ture Legislatures must provide In the State should prepare an adequate
terest and principal payments. Some- record of the men and of the military
timts when a large expenditure of units in actual service, but its publi
money is under discussion in these cation may well be delayed until a
legislative hails it is suggested, as an new printing contract is made, or un
easy way out of the problem, that til it is definitely known what the
bonds be issued. The state sould be total cost will be.
State
Institutions. Iif providing
as careful about Issu'ng bonds as
about levying taxes. Bonds place the for the maintenance of the various
burden upon the shoulders of those State institutions the Items of the
who sueeeed us, and we should be Budget, which are based upon the
careful about increasing their bur 1920 prices, are adopted. I am of the
dens for they will face problems no opinion that these items can be re
less acute than ours.
duced during the coming period and
Legislatures of the past often have I urge the necessity of strict economy
assumed that a small annual increase upon the part of the Trustees of
In the state tax rate would be unnoticed these institutions.
If the Depart
by the tax-payer, who has been led ments of State in this Capitol are re
along by easy stages not realizing quired to practice economy and to
that his load gradually was becoming do as good or better work upon less
more than he should be called upon money, the same should be expected
io bear. This constant increase In of the State’s institutions.
taxes has produced an> ever increas
No changes are recommended in
ing revenue, and in consequence the the amounts suggested for State Aid
State's activities have steadily wid Institutions,
Hospitals,
Children’s
ened. I am conviced that this Legis Homes. Academies and Institutes, as
lature should inaugurate the policy of the Budget report covers these items
tax reduction, and that appropriations in a satisfactory manner. With the
be so reduced that the 7*4 mill rate gradual reduction of war prices the
of 1920 can be made 4M mills for the private instiutions that receive State
18 months from January 1921 to July aid doubtless will effect economies in
1922. and 614 mills from July 1922 to their maintenance, and thus will be
July 1923—a total of 10 mills for the relieved from the strain imposed up
214 year fiscal period; or an average on them during the past few years.
University of Maine. The Unlver
of 4 mills per year as against the
yearly average of 7 3/8 mills for 1919 sity of Maine received from the State
and 1920. In this 10 mills are in $170 ,000 per year for the past two
cluded 2 mills for the State's War years and at present, according to the
Eonus bond obligations. The State figures given me by the President ot
can accomplish this by reducing its that institution, has a deficit of $214,expenses Just as an individual or a 000.
The University of Maine is an in
corporation would do under the same
circumstances. From such figures as stitution' in which our people take
tie available 1 believe the State can pride, but I believe that the State
safely count upon an income of $19.- should notbe called upon to assume
621,418 51 for the fiscal period of 30 this deficit, und have suggested to the
niomhs from January 1921 to June President of the University that its
20, 1923, and on this basis our ex loyal alumni be appealed to for the
purpose of raisng a fund so that the
penditures must be based.
This reduction in taxes imposed by institution may no longer be handi
Other educational
the State should immediately be re- capped by debt.
liected In a lessening of the burdens nstitutions have wiped outtbeir debts
af municipal taxation. If the State in this manner with marked success.
Tbe Budget recommends an appro
government retrenches In its expendi
tures, city ar.d town governments priation of $575,000 for maintenance
may be expected to follow its exam for the fiscal period which is to be
ple. for State taxes, with the War $150,000 more than has been appro
Bonus included, will be 2.975 mill6 priated in the past for a similar pe
per year less than in 1919 and 1920 riod. With price reduction already
and municipalities will no longer commenced 1 believe the work of the
have a high State tax as an excuse University will not be hampered If
for the.lr own extravarances. If the the State's appropriation is reduced
War Bonus tax is deducted, your av from $575,000 to $500,000 and what
erage tax rate will be 43% of the ever is done, there should be im
pressed upon the University author
1919-1920 rate.
I am submitting to yau a list of pro ities the need of strict economy and
posed appropriations but in doing so of living within their income. Inas
do not wish my position to be mis much as the methods of bookkeeping
understood. This list is a suggestion in vogue at Orono do not meet the
and demonstrates what can be done requirements ol modern accounting
If you really mean to practice rea it would be well to have a representa
sonable economy. I am convinced, if tive of the State Auditor’s office at
you adopt it that tbe affairs of the tached to the University.
Special Appropriations. The Bud
State can be properly taken care of.
that all departments can be operated get has recommended Special Appro
on aoi efficient and satisfactory ba priations to the amount of $938,000.
sis, and that State institutions will I am of the op nion that at the pres
uot suffer by reason of a reduction in ent time the State should forego the
some of their appropriations. You construction of the two Nurses'
will notice that some of the appro Homes at the Augusta and Bangor
priations suggested by me are smaller State Hospitals, although their con
than the reoommendat'ous in the Bud struction st some future date would
get, but many small savings make a doubtless be desirable. This delay
large total. The appropriations lor will not lessen the good work of
State institutions as recommended in these institutions.
The Budgets recommends that $450,the Budget report are based on the
high peak of prices, and it is general 0C0 be spent for new construction at
ly conceded that a considerable re the Home for the Feeble Minded. 1
duction in prices is likely to occur understand this is to provide for twe
during the next 214 years. Should double dormitories each of the cap
this prove to be so our State insti acity of 150 Inmates, a boiler house,
tutions can be operated ut a saving laundry and dining room. A survey
without their efficiency being Inter of the feeble-minded of the State dis
closes and estimated total of 1,20(1
fered with.
It would be confusing to discues ' feeble-minded persons who some
the details of ^ch department in this time should be confined in State in
This survey not being
message but in the schedule submit stitutions.
ted herewith you will find five col i based on actual personal examination
umns of figures; the figst showing of these unfortunates, may show
the appropriations for the calendar- more numbers than are actually ellFrom this
year 1920, the second the amount ' gible for confinement.
actua’ly expended during that year, | total of 1200, 385 now can be cared
and the last three columns give the for at Pownal, 200 are now cared for
suggested appropriations for tha in other institutions, and it the State
three fiscal periods beginning Jan builds one new double dormitory for
uary 1921 and ending June 1923. With 130 inmates, 735 feeble-minded per
the assistance of our State Auditor I sons will then be under State care.
have been able to obtain a compre A double dormitory will cost $150,hensive insight into the affairs of 000, the boiler house and laundry will
these department*, and now bring to cost $50,000 more, and if $50,000 Ls
your
attention certa’n
Instances appropriated for increased dining
where a considerable saving can be room capacity a total appropriation
of $250,000 will be needed. During
made.
Adjutant Genera"* Department. In the next two years an accurate ex
the Adjutant General’s Department amination can be made to determine
under "Military Furd” a lump sum just how many feeble-minded per
appropriation of $100,000 per year is sons should be placed under State
asked for. The National Guard Act care, and after that is done the Leg
passed by Congress requires the islature of 1923 will know whether or
State of Maine to provide a National not it Is desirable to proceed with
Guard of 4800 officer* and men. This the construction' of additional dormi
tories. I am aware of the necessity
puts the State to heavy expense, even
ot providing for these defective
with the aid that is received from the
wards of the State, but doubt the wis
Federal Government, and aithourh I
dom of making such immediate and
doubt the need of having a Guard of
extensive enlargements as are reoomthi* size in time ot peace, it is nec
mended In the Budget. If this sug
essary for the State to do its best
gestion ls adopted you will have In
to meet this requirement. The Nacreased the capacity of this InstiLunai. Guard Act may be changed

MUSCLES WOULD
TWITCH

fift to the State of a certain amount called upon to make provision to
tl land in Mt. Katahdin township In- meet these over-drstts out of the
iufar S3 i cave heard this suggestion Contingent Fund. Shortly alter as
Mrs. D. F. Spofford, of South Grove
A'a» ladsfinite, having been brought suming the office of Chief Executive
land, Mass., says:
.o my attention through the newspa i invited the heads of departments
‘My muscles would twitch and knot
per accounts of the hearing. This to a conference and impressed upon
up tiii there would
taper company owns an undivided them the fact that the Legislature,
~7l seeni to be deep
W*
1*? '
. v
S in them, and
i/8 interest in Mt. Katahdin town- not the Governor and Council, was
every muscle in
ihlp, and if it should seriously con3i- the appropriating body, and 1 ex
my body seemed
ler giving; a portion of this 3/8 in plained that hereaiter each depart
affected, and
terest to the State such portions of ment must plan to live within the in
there were sore
file township as contain timber or come provided for it by' the Legis
spots all over my
julpwood would probably be reserved lature.
The Governor and Council
body. My back
from the gift. It is to be regretted cannot assume the responsibility of
ached all the time
;hat this great company, which it enlarging legislative appropriations
and it hurt me to
move my arms.
self has been given rights of untold and the Contingent Fund should be
The muscles un
■ a'ue in the water resources of Maine draw n upon in case of real emergen
der my knees
-fiiou'd oppose this park. It is gen cy only.
would contract
erally understood that this opposi
The amount of cash on hand March
till it was agony
to try to walk. I
tion does not coine from a desire on 1st In the State Treasury was $3.doctored a great
the part of this company to save the 937,223.26. This money is deposited
Mrs. D. F. Spofford deal, but gut no
State of Maine from the expense of in the various banks and trust com
relief.
i park, but that It seeks to pre/bnt panies of the State and the State re
"One day I heard about Goldine and
I decided to try it. 1 thought 1 could
the State from exercisi&g its sov- ceives interest ou its daily balances.
see a slight improvement by the time
areigs right of Eminent Domain. The
If the affairs ot this State are con
the first bottle was gone, so decided
legislative agents of this company ducted upon the somewhat reduced
to try another one. Before that was
gone I was guining rapidly so I kept
have decreed that this legislature appropriations of the accompanying
on with it.
shall rat establish a park, for to do schedule the estimated income to the
“Now 1 am rejoiced to say that it
so the State must use its power to State, less these appropriations, will
has taken away that terrible pain in
take land for public purposes.
It produce a balance of $182,826.64 for
m.v back, I can move my arms easily,
and my heuduches, which bothered me
should be remembered, however, that the period ending June 1922. and
a lot, are now gone, and my friends
ihe very company which opposes this $79,991.49 for the period ending June
arc amazed to see how much I have
bill has repeatedly been given by 1923. Such a balance is not in ex
improved and how easily I get around.
the State rights of Eminent Domain cess of what is required a« a safe
“I never will be without Goldine
again, and am sending other people for
which have been exercised by that margin for the State's bue,ness af
it every day. Too much can not be
company for private gain and not for faire. Out of this balance will come
said in praise of a medicine that will
public uses, and it is unfortunate certain appropriations which have al
do what Goldine has done for me."
that an attempt to dominate the ready been passed by you, such as
Mrs. D. F. Spofford.
Maine Legislature should be made by the jlO.DOli appropriation for the wid
For sale by all druggists or send 10c
the representatives of this powerful ow of our late Governor, but you
for liberal sample.
Goldine Mfg. Co., Depl. 8, Albany, N. ¥.
corporation.
I have often thought will need to exercise great care in
Goldine is sold in Rockland at John that perhaps these legislative agents passing other appropriations for or.'ce
do not always represent to their prin the door is opened there will be a
ston’s Drug Store.
cipals the true situation on this and flood of resolves pouring In upon you.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL similar public matters. I respect If this Legislature makes appropria
those individuals who honestly be tions in excess of $19,358,600.38 or If
B. 8ILSBY, Surgeon
lieve it inexpedient that this park it passes laws whereby the State's
—<nd—
be established at the present time, income is less than $19,621,418.51 the
X-KAY Operator
but no one should be allowed to deny State tax rate must be raised to meet
<1 SUMMER STREET, KOCKLAM*
the State’s right of Eminent Domain, this increase in expense or decrease
TELEPHONE 122
tl-ite
and least of all those who have to in income. Contingencies may arise
their own great profit been given this and there should at all times l>e
tution 39% which i3 all that could I'Vrbl by the State itself.
maintained in tbe State Treasury a
reasonably he expected of you at one i
working balance so that the State’s
The
Budget
has
divided
the
oomsession. If provision is made for the '
lug period of 254 years into one of affairs be not hampered. If this Leg
confinement of 735 feeble-minded 6 months, and 2 periods of one year islature will present to the people of
persons ont of a possible maximum I each. 1 believe It will be more con the State a financial program along
of 1200. a step in advance will have venient if the 254 years are divided the lines suggested in this message
been taken and we shall not have into two periods, the first for 18 you will save $1,275,506.42 from the
laid out a program beyond our pres- !
months awl the second for 12 months, Budget figures and I believe that the
ent resources.
and the summary of income and ex people of the State will approve your
The building of a Superintendent’s j penses submitted herewith are in this work and will understand that you
cottage at the Central Maine Sana
have made an honest effort to in
form.
torium can be dispensed with and bbe I
augurate a period of reasonable re
recommended expenditure of $100,000 I Ail departments of State except
that of Adjutant General and State trenchment and true economy.
at the State Reformatory for Men. i
The details of the financial pro
Innd Agent and Forest Commissioner
belr.g based upon a lump sum esti- I
are under the supervision of the Gov gram are submitted herewith and
mate, if reduced to $50,000 will be i ernor and Council, and their accounts when printed will enable you to un
ample for new construction at that ,
pass through the Auditor’s office. In derstand each item of income and ex
institution.
my opinion it would be for the in pense. In closing I wish to express
Under the item State Reformatory-(
terest of the State if these depart my appreciation of the work of the
for Women it is suggested that $55,- I
ments were brought in line with the Budget Committee nf which State
000 be appropriated for new buildAnd.tor Roy L. Wardwell and Repre
others.
imps; $15,000 being for the construe- ,
in looking over the appropriations sentative Frank H. Holley are the
tion of an Iron fence, and $20,000 for |
und actual expenses of the various only members connected with the
a new cottage.
For the present 1
State departments for the years 1919 State government. This work has
would eliminate these items, and also and 1920 it appears that over-drafts been done with unfailing tart and
would not advise the construction of were made amounting to $1,517,927.82, has proved of real service to this
a new school house costing $25,000 and the Governor and Council were Legislature.
at the State School for Boys.
The building of a dormitory for
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1921, 1922 AND 1923
women at the University of Maine, to
cost $45,000 is not of vital import Appropriation recommended for six months, January 1, 1921
to June 30, 1921 .......................... ....................................................... $3,025,006.70
ance and it ts desirable that the Uni
versity straighten out Its financial af Appropriation recommended for year July 1, 1921 to June
30, 1922 ............................................................................... ..................
8,069,099.50
fairs before additional buildings are
$11,094,106.20
erected there by the State.
By accepting these recommendations Estimated indirect revenue Jan. 1, 1921 to June
,
30, 1921, as estimated by the Budget
you will save on these Special Appro
Committee .................................... ........................
$1,061,659.00
priations $540,000.
Salaries. The question of increased Tax on Express Companies, parlor and sleeping
car companies, railroad companies, tele
salaries i« for you to determine after
graph companies and telephone companies,
due consideration. The salaries paid
as estimated by Budget Committee...........
2,282,800.00
by the State of Maine are modest,
and those of certain State officials Lands in unincorporated places if 414 mill
tax is levied on estimated valuation of
and heads of departments are not j
adequate for the services rendered. [
$66,783,418.00 ........................................................
300,525.38
The successful administration of the Budget estimated on indirect revenue for period
State's affairs depends largely upon |
of July 1, 1921, to June 30, 1922 ................
4,762,059.00
tbe conscientious work of these faith State tax on estimated State valuation of
ful men, and the State after training I
$637,753,213.00, if rate is fixed at 454
them in the public service can ill |
mills...........................................................................
2,869,889.46 11,276.932.84
afford to lose them. Funds are not Estimated revenue over amount recommended
$182,820.64
available for a general increase of Appropriation recommended for year July 1, 1922 to June
salaries but some attempt to equal- ,
30, 1923 ...................................................................................................
$8,264,494.18
ize them should be undertaken. The
Budget Committee’s estimate of indirect
total annual aigount required to do
revenue ....................................................................
$4,812,093.00
this would not be large and 1 recom- Increase of valuation on wild lands 654 mills
24,760.00
Diend this problem to you for your State tax on estimated valuation of $037,753,thoughtful discussion. Ab this ques- .
213.00 if rate is fixed at 554 mills................
3,507,642.67
s 344 485.67
tion is pending before you and as its
Estimated revenue over amount recommended
t,i»,991.43
present status is somewhat involved,
I have refrained from suggesting
SCMHAKY OF ACFROPKlAnoNa
Appr.^rtotbri. Aaa«fflal Et|M»dt4
changes io the Budget items.
e».,-ar,i Jab 1. lMl M JMr l. MUM
J wo }*. IMS
Jue M. ISM
far paw IMS
ferpME IM*
Mount Katahdin Park. In my In Adjutant General’s Department....................
>38,73313 <132,468 87 <132,466.67
<66,900.00
<67,61980
I-.2M.50
24,567
00
24,567.00
augural Address of February 9th, I Attorney General's Department......... ^ ...
27,000.1)0
S3348.93
30,650.00
19,000.00
38.500.00
38000.00
>6.114 97
Corr mi ek io tier’s Department...............
advocated the establishment of the Bank
4,560 00
4,300.00
4,380.01
2,275.00
4,550.00
Board of Prison CoauBisaionera...................
46,800.00
36,809 00
20,560.00
>0441.48
>3,400.00
Mount Katahdin State Park, and Boatd of State Assessor*.................................
118836 28
67,222.78
118,836 J8
H4.5Z7X:
1284182.84
Commissioner of Agriculture ......................
when a member of the Senate intro Commissioners, on Uniform Legislation...
150 00
500.00
500 <X)
500 00
8 650 00
1700000
16,100 00
174J72.77
17300.00
duced a bill calling for an appropria County Attorneys ..............................................
7,200 00
14,400.00
,14,400.00
of Labor and Industry..............
14,400.00
13,559.72
tion of $100,(100 for that purpose. Department
4,500.00
‘ 4,500.09
2,250.09
6,074.76
Directors of Port of Portland.................... .
219,210.95
447,260.00
292.63 «.49
446,869.00
M3.261.78
This park in my opinion will prove Executive Department ........................ ..
675.00
337.60
67500
400.00
226 00
Fort William Henry ......................................
of Inestimable benefit to the State of Induatiial Accident Commission .................
29,120.87
15,500.09
28300.00
29.400.00
JS ,200.00
88,000 00
49XMM).OO
98 XXX) 09
125,000 00
<59.203 38
Maine, it will prove a wise invest Inland Fish t Game Commission ......... ..
600.00
1,000.00
4,500.00
4,483 5 J
1,600.00
Inspectors of Steam Vessels .,...............
ment and will be more than self-sus Insurance
10,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
18,046 28
Commissioners Department... ,
17.100.00
11,526.00
28,050.00
28,060
90
28,060.00
>U,640
73
I<and
Agent
A
Forest
Commissioner
....
taining. The financial condition of
187,000.00
lit.ooooo
2 000.00
6,047.39
Legislative Department .................................
the State at the present time, how
20,000.00
4O0OO.ro
40,000 00
68,216.75
38,000 00
Live fJtock Sanitary Commissioner...........
13.733.00
43065 00
43,066.00
84,300.00
>6,041.58
ever, will not warrant the expendi Maine State Library ..................................... .
20,00000
20,000.00
10,000 00.
20,000.00
27,890 29
Maine Water Power Commission........... „
ture of this sum of money, Which,
2,000.00
2.000 00
2,000.00
Miscellaneous......................................................
1,79742
25,000.00
25,000.00
22,785.00
12,800.00
Paasamaquoddy Tribe of Indians ......... lft^36.0i>
however, would mean an increase of
13,000.00
26,000 00
26,000.00
21.810.65
26.458 J>
Penobscot Tribe of Indians ..........................
but 1/13 of a mill in the State tax.
65.000.00
65.000.00
82,500.00
65,000.CO
62,638.11
Public Utilities Commission ...................... .
76000 00
76,500 00
66,500.(K)
8 U40 63
29,250.00
and Shore Fisheries.................................
If 1 ask you gentlemen to sacrifice Sea
41,000 00
44,000 00
41,80671
16^59.00
Secretary of State ............... ..........................
37.0004)0
25,000.00
25.500 00
some of tlie projects you consider of State Auditor ............................... ..................
12,000.00
22,7324)0
23320.61
214.000 00
214.000.00
104,509.00
State Board of Charities and Corrections
81,380.00
1754J8887
importance to the State I should be
250.00
500 00
600 00
State Historian ..................................................
600.0').
40,000.00
80,000 00
80,000.00
78,000 CO
81.M0.04
prepared to do likewise. I propose a
State Department of Health ....................
2,000 00
e
2,000.00
State Park Commission ................................
2,000.00
3,762 44
plan whereby at this session you can
268^50 00 2,525.494.30 2,650.494 30
State Superintendent of Public Schools. .
2414.580 3S 2,223,04340
37,000.00
70,000.00
Superintendent of Public Buildings...........
60,220 52
70,000.00
42,414.00
establish tlie principal of this park
54,737.60
121090 00
121.000 00
87.039 00
Supreme Judicial and Superior Courts..■
82,5004)0
without increasing the Budget recom Treasurer of State ..........................................
708,750.09
331.651.49
149,000.00
702.250.00
340,050 00
8,700 00
8,700.00
9,049.54
4350.00
Trustees ...............................................................
g.ioo.co
mendations.
40C90
20030
82 98
State Board of Arbitration and Conciliation
40U.00
400.00
The Budget calls for an appropria State Highway Commission...............
150,000.00
937.763.21
•77.442.63
877,442 63
•37,763.21
368,5714J6
191302.13
382,004.25
382.004 25
Augusta State Hospital ......................
863,728.00
tion for cruising wild lands which
139,160.00
278,22000
Bangor State Hospital..........................
226.1404)0
294,182 77
278429.00
will Immediately produce a substan
24 750 00
12^76 00
24.750 00
Bath Military amf Naval Orphan Aeytcun ..
18,97640
21 061 36
Maine School for the Deaf
30.425 00
41087.50
20.000.00
39^48.80
41087 50
tial increase in the State’s jevenue.
Maine School for Feeble-minded..
67,184.45
140,699.80
149,422 58
126,895 00
121,000.00
One-balf of this increased revenue Maine State Prison.................................
44,900.90
8900090
89000 90
83.5004X)
242372 60
74.027.20
149,054 40
•2.660X0
122,847.00
149,054 40
can' be used for the purchase of |ia:k Central Maine Sanatorium ...............
13,154 38
Northern Maine Sanatorium ...........
26.308 75
80 ooox>
26,308.75
19386 03
land and there will be no increase in Western Maine Sanatorium.................
77,100.00
154,500 00
154 500 00
92,650 00
110,873.22
State Reformatory for Men
....
25,400 00
25 000 00
49,390.77
44000.00
46000 "0
the rate of taxation. The Budget Id
State Reformatory for Women ..
31,988 18
S3.57V .00
2Z.75LM
45005 00
45,50500
another item recommends that $25,- State School for Boys........................
66.192.00
66,192.00
00,042.(0
66.9! 6 67
38.11/•00
School for Girla ......................
37,1Y6 48
71035 W
. 58,710.56
63.687.36
71,43506
000 be appropriated for "the Pur Slate
University of Maine
................ »., .
107,500 00
207.672.78
26200048
255057 28
207472.78
chase of Land and for General For
<6 745.161.40 >6,874^34 18
<2,606,08170 >7034,424 50 >8,040444 11
estry Purposes." A resolve similar
>95325.00
>188,650 00
>161,160 00
to this has been passed by several
's Humes, etc
...............
26.660.0C
43,425.00
43,000 00
preceding Legislatures but the money Academies and Institutes
too 00
398,000 00
never has been used for the "pur
<518,97500
>232,675 00
<224,150 Ot
chase" of land as was originally con<24*04,031.70 <7^36,424 50 <8,040,344 18
temp'ated. If one-half of this appro State Departments and State Institutions. .
613^76 00
232,675 00
224.150 00
priation also is set aside for the Special Aid And Special Appropriations, fflK
<3X26,00610 <8069.099 60 38.264.494.tf
Crand Total
.a^.^aa..
Mount Katahdin Park no increase in
.........................
the Budget need be made. If you
adopt these two ig»?geetiou«. sufficient
Your grocer has a big stock of
funds will be forthcoming to estab
Three
Crow Cream Tartar and Three
lish the park and this Leglsature
will always be remembered for its
Crow Soda. Why not you.—Adv.
far-sighted action.
Katahdin Park
will be for Maine what the Yosemite
is for California.
Readers Have Confidence LET- G. B. BLOOM
At the hearing on tills bill before
the
Matter Appearing In Its,
Paper Your Rooms
the Coramittee oa State Lands and
—Send Card to—
Gain the
Forest Preservation it whs suggested
60 Willow Street
that one of the great timberland own
This
,
ing paper companies might make a
26-tr Rockland, Me.
Business In

K.

fhis Paper Prints ALL the
News ALL the Time.

Fage Ftv»
MAINE CENTRA'. RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland fcr

Masters Standard Tizaz
Augusta. AJ7.00 a a ‘7 5Ga. n- . *1 iCp. ns.
Baagor AjT.OOa.m *7
r. Tl lOp^tn
Bath, A§7.00a in.. T7.3Ca.ai-, *i iOp n A$4 38
p q., t4.35p m
Boston .A-7 00 a m. f7 30a. m . Il 10 p. m.
Brunswick $7.00 .
‘7
u. Ti.iO p m.,
14.35 p. m
Lewiston, A§7.00 a rn.. f7.30 a in., tl.10 p m.
New York , t4.35 p. m.
Portland. A§7 00 a. m . |7.3() a. ni., 1! 10 p. m ,
14.35 p m.
Waterville. A§7 00a. in.. f7.30 a. m.. 11.10 p. m.
Woolwich, §7.00 a tn . 17.30 4.. ni. tl.lOp. ut,
§4.30p in., 14.35p m.
t Daily .except Sti.iday.
j Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage iK-tw^n Wo»l
Wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
*>20-20 V.P & Gen’l Mgr. Gen I Passenger Ayt

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONLNGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN’S ISLAND
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington
and Swan's Island.

Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a.
m. for Stonington, Noith Haven, Vinal
haven nnd Rockland.
W. S. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.

STEAMBOAT SERVICE
-BETWEENCAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND
BELFAST
Until further notice the swift and commodi
ous steamer Castine will make dally trips beween Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast.
Leave Whittemore’s wharf. Camden,
on arrival of Rocklland ear .... . 8 05 A M.
Leave West Islesboro
. 9 00 A M
Arrive In Belfast
. 10 00 A M.
Returning, leave K. S. S. Corp..
wharf, Beltast, for above
landings ................
. 1 30 P M.
CONNE' TIONS—At Belfast with M. C R R
train to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod for
North Islesboro, Castine and West Brooksville
Stage to Searsport, Stockton Springs and Sandy
Point. At Camden with electric cars for Rock
land and Thomaston.
For information apply to George Dunlop, K.
3. 8. Co. Agent, Belfast. .Me Phone 24. R. L.
Cook. Camden, Me.
Phone 243-3.
W. W.
Bowden Cafe, Camden, Me, or Camden Lum
ber Company, Camden, Me Phone 130-3.
14-tf
COOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.

Professional EBusiness Garb>
□r». T. L & Ruth McBeatb
Osteopathic Physicians
H UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, VAIN!
HOURS: 11:110 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
iVENINGS A SUNDAYS RY APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONE 130

ltf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offl«: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
OfflM Hoar*: I to 3 an* 7 ta I P. M.
leald.noa vitll | A. M. lid by A„alata*at
TELEPHONES: RmI4mm, 4I-4| OfflM, 14*.
33-tf

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

Osteopathic Physician
« SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Eteningi by Appolntamot

T^l,phono -,23.

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
MAIN STREET, THOMASTON

75

Tffloo Houri— Until 9 a. m.; I to 3: 7 to 0 p. m.
Ttlophono 141-3

DR. C D. NORTH
Physician and X-Ray Operatoi
OFFICE. 10 BMob 8trooL ROCKLAMO
OFFICo HOURS: Until 0 a. a.
l.-ao tn 3:00 an* 7:00 to 0:01 a. ffl.
Ol-tf

TELEPHONE 712

DR. F. B. ADAMS
400 Main StrotL ROCKLAND. HAIR!
Houra, until I I. m.; I to 4 4 7 to l.a a
OFFICE TELEPHONE IN-W
Rotldoaoo—Thorntfiko Homo. TEL IM.

HRm
IfflM

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Houra: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 0 P. ffl.

RMldoaoo. 21 Fulton 8troot

Tai. Ml-L

Offlct l.I.ahono 493-W.

C. E. BUCHANAN, M. D.

General Medicine
35 Limurock Stroot
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3| 7 to 8 P. M.

TELEPHONE 473

140>.Mcb29

DR. J. C. HILL
Raaidanca and Offica, 266 Main Straat

Office Hourai

Rockland, Ma-.

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.| « to 8 P. M.
120-tf

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduataa

WO MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

Houra

2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenln,i 6:30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION

to 7.30
120-tF

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (•troi,htonlni noth)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESI
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Spoor Block................Foot ol Pork Stroot
Tfflco Hour,: 9 to 12; I to 5.
TEL. 740-M.

DR. LAWRY
rt Oob Otroot

HOURS:
I to

ROCKLARB. BB.

Uutll 1:00 a. a.
0 p.
I to 0 a. at

TELEPHONE 170

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Dentist
407 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MR.
Above Huiton-Tuttlo Boob Start
Phono 493-M. Offloo Houra: I to 12 aad I to I

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
*"«lNnhnn«s—Olllns

Heusa. R03-W.

Its

In
Columns.
Advantage
of
Confidence by Advertising
Your
IL
J

t-tf

if.tf

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
CORNER TILLSON AVE. 1*4 MAIN STRESS

/
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THOMASTON

CAMDEN VOTERS

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lenfest, who
have been spending a few days in
town returned Monday to their home in
Vinalhaven. accompanied by Audrey
and Janice Pillsbury.
Mr. .fnd Mrs. Roy Smith returned
Monday morning to their home in
Malden after a short visit with Mrs.
Smith's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Young.
Linwood Esancy returned to Appleton Friday after spending a few days
with Dr. B. F. Kellar.
Be sure to come to the Baptist ves
try Thursday evening to enjoy that
trip through Ireland with Mrs. A. F.
Rice. The music will be furnished by
the High School Orchestra and vocal
solos will also be a feature.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tripp have
moved to Rockland where Mr. Tripp is
employed by the Knox Electric Co.
The Epworth League will hold a
cooked food sale at Crockett’s Five and
Ten Cent Store next Saturday at 2
o'clock.
Mrs. Maynard Brown of Appleton
was the guest of Mrs. B. F. Kellar
Saturday.
William Brazier was home from
Portland over the weekend.
Work started Monday morning at
Black & Gay’s factory.
Mrs. Albert Wood and son Maurice
of Camden were weekend guests of
Mrs. Sidney Burton.
A Military Ball will be held Thurs
day evening at Watts hall under the
auspices of 4th Co., C. A. C.
Music
will be furnished by Marston’s orches
tra and there will be dancing from 8.39
to 12. There will be cars to Camden
after the dance.
Hiram Fales returned to Portland
Saturday after spending a few days
with relatives in town
A quiet wedding was solemnized
Sunday evening at the home of Fred
Lowell on Water street by Rev. Arthur
E. Hoyt, pastor of the M. E. church,
the contracting parties being Miss Albena F. Lowell of this town and Edwin
W. Taft of Columbus. Ohio.
There will be pictures at the Metho
dist church next Sunday evening and
the music will he furnished by the
Cushing orchestra and chorus.
Word has been received of the birth
of a 7 pound daughter, Sunday, to Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Bulkeley Common
wealth avenue Boston. Mrs. Bulkeley
was formerly Madeline Elliot of this
place.
The W C. T. U. will meet at the
home of Mrs. Lizzie Woodcock Friday
afternoon at 2.30. As business of im
portance will come before the meeting
a large attendance is desired.
There will be a service at the Meth
odist church Sunday morning in the
interest of the W. C. T. U. and that
organization will attend in a body,
There is to be special music.
Mrs. Cecelia Roney
entertained
friends at dinner Sunday in honor of
her birthday.

Had Several Lively Contests
Yesterday and Voted To
Buy Chemical Fire Engine.

Rev. Walter S. Rounds of Rockland
preached
at
the
Congregational
church Sunday night. Union services
ere held and both churches united in
the services.
Miss M. Grace Walker who visited
in Cajnden last week, returned home
Saturday.
Sixteen members of Warren Grange
isited Mt. Pleasant Grange Friday i
night and were royally entertained.
County Agent Ralph Wentworth
as in Washington Friday on a busi
ness trip.
George Gardiner of Thomaston was
in town Saturday on business.
Mrs. Hodgkins visited friends in
Thomaston Saturday.
Hudson Farrington went to Rockland
Sunday to visit his daughter.
Mrs. Audrey Heald of Camden was
at G. B. Hanly’s this week.
R. O. Wade of Camden was in town
Saturday calling on friends.
Mrs. Broadman was in Camden over
SundSy.
Ruth Jameson returned home from
Waterville Saturday where she attend
ed a house party.
Crescent Temple. Pythian Sisters,
have received an invitation to visit in
Thomaston Friday night.
Mrs. Blanche Vose of Thomaston
was in town Sunday at the home of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Craw
ford.
Mrs. Ralph Stickney and daughter
Shirley of Rockland were at William
Stickney’s Sunday.
W. S. White of Rockland was in
town Saturday.
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist
church will meet Thursday afternoon
at the church parlors. Supper will be
served at the usual hour by Mrs. Ray
mond Steward and Mrs. Fred Wyllie.
Several from Warren attended the
Glee Club concert at Rockland Thurs
day night.
Oscar Gould from Massachusetts
isited C. B. Hall Friday.
Mrs. Alice Knight has exchanged
her Ford automobile for a new Overland at the garage.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson of
Rockland spent Sunday with Miss
Sadie Philbrook.
C. F. Berry who has been ill for a
week past with tonsilitis is much improved.
Mrs, J. A. Clark of East Warren is
very ill at the home of her daughter.
Mrs. Leslie Packai'd.

The Ladies of the Relief Corps will
serve a public dinner town meeting day
in the G. A. R. hall.
32-37

EAST UNION
Mrs. A. W. Payson is at home from
Knox Hospital and is much better.
Mr. and
Glover Kearly of Bos
ton are the guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Kearly.
Louis Etter who has been quite sick
with grippe, is able to resume his
studies at school.
Mrs. C. M, Payson visited friends in
Union 'recently.
Roy H. Gould who has been con
fined to his home with a bad cold, is
convalescent.
George Mank of Bath visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank, at
this place last week.
Roland Payson is working for Payson & Robbins.
Mrs. Ida Wafts who has had a bad
attack of grippe, is improving.
A. W. Payson is suffering from an
attack of neuritis.
Mrs. F. S. Gould has returned to her
home in Rumford after a visit with
friends here.
Irene and Esther Watts who have
been visiting their grandmother, Mary
Saunders, at West Rockport, have re
turned home.
Dorothy, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Morton, who has been
sick with pneumonia is able to be out
again.
Buy the Best which is Three Crow
Cream Tartar and Three Crow Soda.
—Adv.

ALLEN & WHEELER CO.
Best Flour, by bag, $ 1.45
By barrel, in paper, $1 1.50
Bran, bags,
$ 2.00
Corn Meal and Cracked
Corn, bag,
$ 1.90
100 lb. bags—full weight

E. H. BURKETT’S
UNION, MAINE

24-tf

Pillsbury Dry Coods Co.
Thomaston
Bates red and white table.
Damask ...................... 95c
Best quality Mercerized Damask,

....................................................... $1.29
Come in and see our All Linen
Crashes ........................ 25c and 35c
Cotton Crashes are cheaper

A few Lace Collars to close at at
tractive prices.

PILLSBURY'S STUDIO
Have the kiddies photographed
today.
They soon grow out of
mother's arms, but photographs of
the children never grow up.
Taken day or evening by appoint
ment.
PHONE 33-11

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler
Real Hand Painted China
.

THOMASTON, MAINE

Tues.-Sat

Camden women evinced a decided
interest in municipal affairs yesterday
and about half of the 800 voters pres
ent were of that persuasion. One of
the most important actions taken
was the appropriating of $6,000 for
the purchase of a combination fire
truck and chemical engine.
This
town, like Rockland, is having its ed
ucational problems, and a committee
was appointed to investigate the mat
ter of having a new school building.
O. H. Emery appeared in his famil
iar capacity as moderator and J. L.
Tewksbury was re-elected town clerk.
W. S. Richards had no opposition as
first selectman. Ex-Sheriff J. Crosby
Hobbs again proved his popularity
with Camden voters by being elected
second selectman. He received 424
votes, as against 280 for Finlay Cal
der. Much closer was the contest for
third selectman. G. H. Thomas having
295 votes and George Boynton 274.
A triangular contest for road com
missioner necessitated two ballots.
On the first Fred T. Heal had 218
votes, Charles McKinley had 147 and
Charles Carleton 127. Mr. Carleton
withdrew, and on the second ballot
Mr. Heal had 238 votes against 174
for Mr. McKinley. This contest took
place near the lunch hour, and many
of the voters had (eft the hall.
• • • .
W. S. Irish was re-elected night
watchman, and R. L. Bean and Mrs.
Mary Armes were elected as members
of the school board. Among the ap
propriations were the following.
Night Watch,
J730
$10,000
Roads and Bridges,
Snow Bills,
$600
$1800
Support of Poor,
$1100.
Road Commissioner,
$4800
Salaries of Town Officers
$1700
Incidental Expenses,
$8500
Common Schools,
$7750
High School,
Schoolhouse Repairs and Insttr$2500
a nee,
$1500
Text Books and Supplies,
$000
Industrial Education,
$400
Physical Education.
Medical Inspection,
$250.
$5,000.
Town Debt,
Interest on Town Debt,
$4,000
$1200.
Fire Department,'
Services of Firemen.
$700.
$1715.
Hydrant Service, •
$400.
Sprinkling Streets,
$3050.
Street lights.
$800.
Public Library,
$300.
Care of Cemetery,
Building and Repair of Side$2,000.
walks.
SI 280.
State Aid Road,
$75.
Memorial Day,
$800.
Improving Turnpike,
$700.
Outstanding Bills,
$30.
Care of Library Lot.
5201.
Mothers’ Aid,
$6,000
Purchase of “Chemical,"
Pressure Scarifier and Water
$1500
Tank for Steam Roller
Rebuilding Camden Mill Bridge, $3000
It was voted to allow the 3d com*
pany C. A. C. the use of the Opera
House.

Every-Other-Day

Vermont Woman Had
Suffered Fifteen Years

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

EVERYBODY'S GOLDIN
Advertisements in this colnmn not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 4 timet
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
fnr one time, 10 cents 4 time*. Six words
make a line.

Lost and Found

Mrs. Reed Was So Weak She l get

Could Hardly Get About
The House, Takes Tanlac
And Is Now Well and
Happy.
"I am grateful to Tanlac for bring
ing joy into my life by relieving me of
fifteen years of stomach trouble,” said
Mrs. C. Kennedy of 30 Reed street.
Brattleboro, Vt.
"My trying experience Is nothing but
a memory to me now, thanks to this
wonderful medicine. The past year
my trouble was more acute than ever
and I not only lost my appetite but 1
dreaded to eat 1 suffered so much af
terwards. I’ve starved myself for as
long as five days rather than endure
the agony that followed eating.
"I grew so weak I needed help to

around the house and was utterly
unable to do my housework. I had
spells of smothering and also attacks
of dizziness when the room would
seem to spin around me. I got ner
vous, worried about trifles and at
times .fell so blue I was ready to give
up in despair.
"Tanlac made me a well and happy
woman. 1 do the housework for my
family of six now, and it doesn't wear
me out either. 1 eat anything and my
digestion could not be improved.
"My husband is as enthusiastic over
Tanlac as I am, and If anybody wants
to hear about the case word by word
>f mouth let them come out to the
house and we will he glad to tell them
all about it."
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
L Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
The Cheerful Idiot who laughs at
Hopkins, in South Thomaston by L. the Wrong Time has made More EnO. Hanley, and by the leading drug emles by his Untimely Cachlnnatlons
gists in every town.—adv.
than the Kaiser. He laughs when you
Brag of your Son, and of the Fish
that Got Away, and when you Fall on
the Ice he nearly Busts a Rib. The
only Time he gets Serious is when
you Spring a Funny Story.

ORDER EARLY!

Now is the time to place your order for Spring delivery. For 32
years we have manufactured cemetery work at this location and have
given universal satisfaction. Our aim is to please our customers both
as to quality of work and price. We solicit your patronage.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN

&

SON

GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
EAST UNION, ME.
32-tf

FOUND A ram Owner may have by rtroving property and paying expenses
TELE
PHONE 421-5, Rockland.______________ 32-£
I LOST March 10. perhaps at Harmony Club
party in Odd Fellows hail, small leather hand
bag containing money. Leave at this office
HARRIET SILRBY.
32-35

LOST—Brown and black hound dog
Re
ward $20. JOHN MORRIS. Spmce Head. Me
31lf

LOST—A Collie dog, name and number on
collar. License 735, St George, Me
Reward
If returned to EDNA GIBSON, 4 Willow fit.
29*32

Wanted
WANTED- Your property tri Helt.
I hare
customer*! fur all kinds of property. It. V.
COLLINS. Iteal Estate anil Insurance. 375 Main
Street. Tel. 77.
32 If

Camel's Foot.

The camel’s foot is like a soft cush
ion. peculiarly well adapted to the
gravel and stones over which It is
constantly walking. During a single
Journey through the Sahara, horses
have worn out three sets of shoes,
while the camel’s feet were not even
sore.
Is There Anything New?

How many such civilizations have
arisen and passed to the twilight of
the gods? How much of art. litera
never, never, and that'boy-;you're with
ture, science, philosophy, religion,
may get such a beating from my com
that we have held to he new, was old
panion that he won't bother us again
In the days before Sargon? Who can
In a hurry. If you can swear you’re
say?—Cincinnati Enquirer.
not one of them I'll let you go. Quick,
your answer!’
Turkish Polygamy on Evil Days.
The girl was being held over the
Turks are limited to four wives by
VINALHAVEN
well. It was very deep, and far below
a new Inw. If the prospective wife
MAQY GRAHAM BOMNER. she could see the water against the stipulates that she be the only wife, the
Mr. and Mrs, George Roberts of ■
ragged, rough-edged rocks.
ariit&a a, viaiau- mwom a-o* .
—
Turk who agrees to the stipulation Is
Rockland are guests of Capt. and Mrs.
“ ’Let me go, let me go,' she shout thereby legally bound to monogamy.—
VINE-COVERED CABIN.
E. S. Roberts.
ed. ’I don't know what you're talkin;
The barge Stafford is loading paving
The Argonaut.
at Leopold & Co.’s wharf for New
“I have a story to tell you this eve ahont. I didn't do anything! Nothing
Telephone that Item of news to The
at
all
!
And
if
I
did,
I
promise
I
’
ll
York.
ning," said Daddy, “of the adventures
F. H. Winslow had in his window of the boy and girl who were looking never do it again. Oh, let me go. Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will aee tt
the past week, eight varieties of Cine4 < I............. ...........
..........
for the House of Secrets. You know Please let me go! I'm sure I never !
raria. One cluster of blooms measdid anything to harm you. Let me go,
they
were
in
search
of
adventures
so
as
ured 22 inches across.
The plants
For Sale
I please! I don't want to drown. You
were displayed by the courtesy of Her- to find out how they could become | mustn’t drown roe. You’ll be a wicked
FOR
SALE
—
In
Rockport, two storey house,
great,
and
they
thought
riches,
too,
man Robbins, hot house specialist, on
child if you do, terribly,, terribly barn, orchard, hardwood floors, hot water heat,
the estate of Franz Hermann.
might help them.!
bathroom, $2800
location, fine view
wicked. Please, oh please, don’t of bay. Would sell Excellent
furniture. Inquire of EDW
Hanley Dyer recently purchased a
“They found a road at the end of the drown me. Only let me be free and MERRIAM, Rockport. Me.
33*39
horse from Emery Hopkins.
woods, but it seemed unending as they I’ll explain. 1 never did anything to
FOR SALE—At a bargain,-new Gray Dort
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lawry and
and an Overland Light Four. C. A. HAMIL
Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Lawrv visited trudged along. They could see it wind hurt your feelings.’
TON. Tel. 206-11.
32*35
Rockland Friday, making the trip in ing this way and that for miles and
" ‘I'll let you go,’ said the child final FOR SALE—Western horses; also some good
inlles
and
utiles,
but
they
could
see
no
the motor boat, Erma B.
ly, after the girl had had some hor acclimated horses McKINLEY A CARLETON’S
Miss Blanche Hamilton entertained house of any sort at the end. For they rible and fearful moments, ‘If you'll SALE STABLE, Washington St.. Camden 24*39
friends at her home Monday evening. could see no end to the road.
FOR SALE—Delicious sweat elder, freoh ever)
tell me the truth.’
day from choice applet
Delivered anywhere
Luncheon was served.
"Neither could they see any house
"And
as
the
hoy
and
girt
promised
Drop
me a card
JAMES H. BIMONTON
The Owls will meet Friday evening along the road which by any chance
Rockland. R. F D.
129-tf
the
children
let
each
of
them
free.
with Mrs. Fernald Ames.
might he the House of Secrets.
We've been known ns the good little
Edgar Bradstreet has recently been
‘ ‘1 don't believe there Is such a child and the had little child of the
lo Let
appointed deputy sheriff.
CAMDEN
story hooks.’ said one of the dtildren, TO LET—Storage for furniture, stoves, etc.
The American Legion will hold an thing,’ said the bay.
old fashioned costume party March 17
“’Still.’ said iBe girl, ’we must find ‘and It isn’t fnir, tor we both wont to J H MELVIN. 21 Gay Street.
32-tf
at the town hall.
something or some one who will tell us he real, one doesn’t want to he so good
TO LET—House at 30 Chestnut Street, all
The Great Bowling Fiasco
Canton Vinalhaven conferred the
Apply I)R. F
B.
and the other so had! if you will only modern conveniences.
History repented! A great general Patriarch Militant degree on seven what we are io <jo if we are to have
ADAMS, 409 Main Street, between 1 and 4 and
our wishes grao'ted. Some one will help us io get a new start.’
and 9pm
31tf
led his men into battle against su candidates: Carl Ames, Albert Os
" 'We will,’ the boy and girl glad TO LET—Eight roam flat on Main street,
have to tell us how we must start out
perior forces and got trimmed. Not good Frank Haskell. Arthur Pears. in order to command and lead and be ly said."
all improvements.
Inquire at RUBINSTEIN
Oscar Olson, Owen Dunlap and Rev.
BROS.. 404 Main Street.
23-tf
since the old cow kicked over the lamp
Charles H. B. Seliger. At the close of successful. And we must keep on go
Adam's Ale.
TO LET—An upstair apartment for house
and started the Chicago fire has there the ceremonies Ladies Night was ob ing if we want adventures !’
of four rooms, unfurnished MRS C.
Adam's ale signifies water used keeping,
been such a scene as was enacted ai served and a fine chicken supper
O. EMERY. 28 Pacific .Street. Tel 142-4
‘ ‘Look.’ said the boy, ’1 see a tiny
4-tf
the Elks Home Rollway March 11. The served in the banquet hall which was cabin along the road. It can t be the as a beverage, on the supposition that
only thing
Eternal Elliott’s men decorated! in green and white. Danc House of Secrets, but perhaps some Adam had only water to drink. Just
TO LET—Small tenement Apply to L. F
16-tf
haven’t lost is their appetite and that ing followed.
*
how, when or where the term first CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel 665-2
one there will tell us if we're going the
TO LET—Furnished rooms, well heated; bath
will be in good evidence at the great
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Hall of Rock
came into use is not known.
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
0-tf
love feast March 23. The great mis land are guests of Mr. and Mrs. James right way/
’They walked along a little distance
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or
take we of Camden made was when Hall.
Tongue’s Tasting Division,
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
we didn’t start a game of marbles in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burns arrived until they came to the tiny cabin. Its
3-tf
Pungent nnd acid tastes are per you’ll get an application immediately.
stead of bowling.
Skinny Tirrell’s Saturday and are guests of Mr. and
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
ceived by the tip of the tongue; the
bunch gave us more trouble than the Mrs. William Burns.
and musical instruments or anything that re
middle tastes sweets and bitters; quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
Germans have given the Allies in try
Frderick Jones . arrived Saturday
J.
R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf
ing to collect war indemnities. Old from Searsmont called by illness of
while the back and lower parts taste
Toin Anastasio will long be remem his grandfather. F. S. Walls.
fatty substances.
bered for the nasty ball he rolled. He
H. L. Sanborn arrived from Rock
Miscellaneous
tore into us with malice aforethought. land Saturday.
Persistency Wins Success.
RENEW
OR
SUBSCRIBE—For The Ladlef
Second degree shone in the faces of
Mr. Allen of Thomaston is the guest
Few men succeed because they are Home Journal, 12 issues. $2 ; Saturday Evening
each and everyone of “Skin’S Men.' of his daughter. Mrs. Harry Dyer.
Post, 52 isues, $2 50; The Country Gentleman,
naturally brilliant.
Success Is due 52 Issues. $1; with FRED E. HARDEN Rock
Eliza Patterson of Somerv.ille, Mass.,
'Twas a spank-up game though and
31*34
usually to persistence, determination land, Maine Phone 35-3
belonged to most anybody till along the and Pauline Patterson of Rockland ar
finish. Runt Emery and Nosey Dick rived Saturday.
and ambition. Any man can cultivate
PUBLIC AUTO AND TAXI SERVICE—Call
FLYE’S GARAGE. Telephone 511-W 26*38
Miss Hewett of Portland is employed
ens weren’t half bad for Camden but
those qualities.
lacked proper support. Eternal’s men as nurse at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
SILK REMNANTS—For fancy work, quilts,
pillow tops, portieres, etc. For 25 cents will
were over trained and appeared like a F. S. Walls.
mail large package of assorted colors. HOME
This la Unforgivable in Poker.
Hanley Dyer has recently purchased
lot of rabbits that had been chased for
SILK WORKS, Box 427, Rockland, Me 26*33
D. W. Griffith Ra.vs he never played
three days. Great praise and high at North Haven a trotting horse
NOTICE—I will be ready to whitewash and
hut
one
game
of
poker
In
his
life,
and
honor should be heaped on the winners which not long ago won a blue ribbon
do mason work by the first of March; also any
Id that one he made the mistake of other kind of building repair work, either by
for they deserve it all.
Fancy old at one of the State’s fairs.
day or by the hour. J. N. MAILHOTTE,
There was a large attendance at the
Eternal out in a wind storm with his
trumping his partner’s ace.—Indian the
Union, Me Box 103.
24-35
reputation blown away. Never mind Sunday evening service at the Saints
apolis Star.
ANYBODY —Wanting to make a lace gradu
he'll be back again. The molasses is church. The quartet gave a pleasing
The Tiny Cabin.
ation dress or party lace dress will do well to
all split but we are gonna dip our song and a duet was delightfully ren
call at 38 FRANKLIN STREET.
22-tf
Life'i Merry-Go-Round.
bread in Karo for awhile. A whale of dered by Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, and roof was thatched and all around and i
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
You
may
not
know
it,
but
when
you
a crowd was on hand to see the finish Elder Newman was the speaker of the over It grew vines. In fact, the vines
examine styles
If you already have a plate
and every one was happy—even the evening. A religious meeting was held grew so thickly that they could not for are laughing at a man behind his bring it in and let us print you cards In latest
size
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
3-tf
back some other man Is behind your
losers seemed satisfied. Good clean at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
the life of them find the front door.
DENTAL NOTICE—I wish to announce that
games were the pool and bowling and Young last Thursday evening and there
back laughing at you.—Cincinnati En
I am now in my offlee every day. DR. J H.
“ ‘Let's call,' said the boy. “for I can't quirer.
may we have many more of them we was a large and appreciative audience.
DAMON, Dentist. Telephone 593-R.
10-tf
hope with the score reversed. All hail A religious meeting will be held see any door-knocker or any doorbell.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
the Rockland Elk’s pool and bowling at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank C In fact,# I can't find a door which we
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or
Five Kings Ruled in Ireland.
Walsh Thursday evening. Elder New could open.’
ders solicited HELEN C RHODES
18-tf
teams. They’re good.
In the twelfth century Ireland con
man
will
speak
and
everyone
is
invited
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every issue of The
“So they called at the top of their
• • • •
sisted of five kingdoms—Ulster, Leins Courier-Gazette is on pale by the Old South
to attend.
voices, and suddenly from one side of
• • • •
Mrs. A. L. Decker went to Hallowell
ter. Meath. Connaught and Munster— News Co., Washington St, opposite foot of
School. Call around and get a copy of the
the
cabin
they
could
see
a
head
peering
Saturday for a short visit with her
besides numerous petty principalities. paper with the home news.
Mrs. H. H. Vinal
23-tf
daughter, Mrs. Bessie Harding.
Mrs. Gorgianna Vinal, wife of H. H. out over the vines. And in another
moment
they
saw
another
head
from
Mrs. Kate Monroe’s birthday
Vinal. died Wednesday in Lisbon Falls.
Wise Old Jud.
membrances included cotton buds and Mrs. Vinal's death came very suddenly the other side.
Eggs and Chicks
Jtid Turklns says people ought to
holly picked and sent by her grand as she seemed to be in perfect health
“ ‘Do you want to see me?' asked the
think
twice
before
they
speak;
and
daughter Miss Katherine Nickerson until a week ago when taken ill she first head.
gome of ’em ought to think four or
in North Carolina.
did not regain consciousness. Mrs
“ ’You’d better see me.’ said the sec six times before they try to sing.
Vinal was born in Durham about 57
ond
head.
years ago the daughter of David and
“ ‘We'd like lo see you both,' said the
China's Awakaning.
.Mary True Crosman.
She was a
Touched Up.
Two thousand years ago the Chinese teacher in the public schools and later boy.
This world would he paradise Imme
“ ‘Come on down and talk to us, for
built a wall across their northern went to Medway. Mass., where she
diately if people were as good as
fiontier lo keep out the plundering In married H. H. Vinal of Vinalhaven. we can't see how to get In,’ said the
their pictures look.—Chicago News,
They
made
their
home
at
Stoughton,
girl.
vading tribes. Today this wall Is
“‘Oh, Is that the way you talk?’ said
crumbling and moss grown—a useless Mass., for a number of years, where
they were engaged in the restaurant
Those small ads In The Courierbit of old Cathay. Out beyond the business. They have been residents of the first head. ‘Well, I’ll come down Gazette are read by every body. That
WANTED—Ten White Leghorns June hatch.
and
teach
you
a
thing
or
two.'
Nankou pass, the summit of one of Lisbon Falls 12 years.
Mrs. Vinal
G. G. WEBSTER. Vinalis why they are so popular and If price is right
haven. Me.
32*35
“ ‘So will I.’ said the second head.
the hills of northern Chi-11, stands the was a member of Pioneer Chapter, O.
effective.
"At that moment the boy and the girl
last reminder of tills bulky harrier, E. S., and a member of the Literary
PLYMOUTH ROCK and R. I. RED EGGS -For
hatching; also pure blue Barred 1‘. R cockerels
and directly underneath run the tun Union of Lewiston, being much inter saw two children, smaller than them
CONDENSED STATEMENT
for mating.
Inquire of G. H BLETHEN. or
Besides her selves, standing before them. They
—of the—
neled archways of the Peklng-Kalgan ested in literary work.
MR RAWSON. 50 Holmes St.
28*39
ORIENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY
husband,
she
leaves
a
son,
Crosman
were covered with vines, too, and didn’t
railroad. From underneath Its form
FOR SALE—Hatching eggs from standard
Hartford. Connecticut.
bred S C. W Leghorns. Foundation stock Lord
Assets Dee 31, 1320
er barricaded exclusiveness this mosl who is a student at the U. of M.; two seem to be ahle to disentangle them
Estate ...............*.............. ...$ 240 835 54 Farms “Specials ” Every breeder has trap-nest
exclusive of peoples Is stretching out brothers, Andrew of Brunswick and selves. But In a second they rushed Kcal
Stocks and Bonds .................... . . . 4.075.027 00 record of not less than 200. Stock full of pep
True Crosman of Augusta, bsides sev
653.710 74 and displaying ability to produce eggs; $1.50
its hands of welcome. The much eral nieces and nephews in this State forward, vines and all. and the first Gash In Offlee nnd Bank ....
Larger lots $8 hundred. Eggs from
Agents and Balances .............. . . . 607,023 99 per 15
talked-of “open door” swings on hinge and in the west.—Lewiston Journal.
child shouted:
1,075 86 Special Pen of Breeders, that lay eggs to weigh
Bills Receivable ......................
from
28
to
31 ozs per doz, $3 per 15. Only a
80.021 78
from within as readily as It is swung
“ ’I’ll teach you to talk to me like Interest and Rents ..................
1 All other Assets .......................
9.354 64 few settings offered for sale. Taking orders
inward by forces demanding admit
now for day old chicks, from the same stock,
that and order me about,’ and he begaD
Gross Assets ............................. .. .$5,667,655 55 to be delivered after March 28. Booking orders
tance from without.—Exchange.
to fight the boy.
Deduct Items not admitted . .
60.547 48 now for Pure White Wyandotte day old chicks
to be delivered after April 1
These are the
“ ’Here, don’t do that,’ shouted the
Breeding
N7.I48 07 “Dorcas” strain of Wyandotte*.
Of VALUE In This
.......................
girl, but at that moment the second of Admitted Assets
stock. Trios, and mated pens, for sale at all
Worth Cultivating.
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
time*
Write
for
price
list.
J.
B
WEBSTER,
the two children had pulled her along Net Unpaid Losses ................... ...$ 265.316 96
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
Is It not a thing divine to have a
30-33
Premiums .............. ... 2.777,704 93 Vinalhaven. Me.
and she found herself being held over Unearned
smile which, none know how. has the
170,000 00
All other Liabilities .............. . . .
EGGS—For hatching from a nice laying strain
a
well.
...
1
000,000
00
Cash
Capital
.............................
of
R
I.
Reds,
$1.00
per
setting.
Telephone
power to lighten the weight of that
“ ‘The well Is very deep,’ said the Surplus over all Liabilities .. ... 1,394,086 18 579-W. W T DUNCAN
30*38
enormous chain which all the living Id
second
child, 'and if I drop you down Total Liabilities and Surplus . . .$5,607,108 07
FOR SAtE—R I. Red Baby Chicks. 18tli of
common drag behind them?—Victor
Rodtlind March and later, at C. E. WARDS, South
you'll never come up again, never. EDWARD W. BERRY. Agept,
Bugo.

Daddy's
^Evei\ii\&
Faiiy Tale

YOU GET A DOLLAR’S WORTH

FOR EVERY DOLLAR YOU
SPEND HERE

32T31

Thomaston

27-30

WANTED—Young man In delivery
ment. .lAMBSOX * BEVERAGE CO.

depart
32-tf

WANTEO—If you are doing stenography and
typewriting and want a change, why not try
setting type?
Any good typist with filer
knowledge of English can eaaily learn to run
a linotype machine The pay is good. Call at
THE COURIER-GAZETTE OFPlCE and talk It
r
32-lf
WANTED Agents—Send 29c for sample (full
sl7.el 50c tinekage remarkable Erudieator. Rlx
beautiful I’ost Cards Free Uulvk seller Big
profits. Act now. P. 0. BOX 210. Boi-kl-nd,
Maine.
32*35

WANTED—Auxiliary Sloop for fishing 2835 ft. state lowest cash price. F P. RICHARD
SON, 2 Park street, Rockland, Maine.
31*34
WANTED—Stenographer, with knowledge of
shorthand, to go to work at onoe. Good work
ing conditions
Steady work if satisfactory.
.Al.v in own hand writing. MANAGER, Box
462, Rockland. Me
30*33
WANTED—Clerks, (men, women, over 171 for
Postal Mail Service. $120 monthly
Examina
tions March. Experience unnecessary
For
free particulars of instruction, write J. LEON
ARD, (former Civil Service examiner) 1057
Equitable Bldg., Washington, D C.
31*34

WANTED—To buy a large open power boat.
State conditions and lowest price in first letter.
Address E P. JORDAN, Harborside, Me 30*33

WANTED—By private party, piano in good
condition.
Write description and teams to
“X. Y Z ”, Courier-Gazette.
30*33
WANTED -Tenement of 5 or 6“ room# »for
small family, with chance for a small garden.
L M GROSS, 12 Bunker Street.
29*32

tf! ■

WANTED—BOARDERS—Can
accommodate
several elderly people on a farm tt Head of the
Bay. TELEPHONE 384-2.
29*32
WANTED—! let busy, keep busy.
Is your
job uns.ilel Is it permanent? You went a
lifelong business. You can get into such a
business, selling more than 137 Watkins pro
ducts direct to farmers If you own auto or
team or can get one; if gpu are under 50 and
can give bond with personal sureties. We .back
you with big selling helps; 52 years in busi
ness ; 20.000.000 users of our products. Write
for information where you can get territory.
J R WATKINS CO, Department ill, Winona,
Minn.
29*32

WANTED—Experienced sienographer
Write
"G," care Courier-Gazette.
25-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy eata and kltlena, male
and female. Highest prices paid.
JOHN S.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
15tf

WANTED—Second hand tails. Highest prices
paid for heavy or light sails. W. F. TIB
BETTS. Sallraaker, 61 Front St. Tel. 225-R.
Tel. residneee 775-W.
89-tf •
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, .waitresses, cham
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS RAWLEY, 780
High 8t.. Bath, Me. Tel. 725
100-tf

WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM, North
Haven, Me.
155*38
WANTED—Experienced
woman. THIS OFFICE.

or

Printer—man

143-tf

n

For Sale

FOR SALE—All kinds of real estate. A spe
cial bargain—home and 6 acres of land, on
car line, in city ROBERT V COLtlNS, Real
Estate and Insuraye.- Tel. 77.
,32-tf
FOR SALE—Wireless apparatus sending and
receiving sets and parts cheap. M. A. BOWERS,
Camden. Maine.
. 32*35
FOR SALE—1000 lb. horse 10 years old,
sound, good driver nnd worker, $125 ; -Ford trtek,
perfect mechanically, $250; express wagon. $20;
harness, good condition, $10; square piano,
good one, $40
H* N GUSrffcE, Appleton. Me.

32-X9
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges river. Beautiful .loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
bathing faeiUtieA.
Inquire MISS EVA K.
TORREY. Tenant’s Harbor
32*tf

FOR SALE—A B gas range in first class
condition. FRANK MAXCY, 37 Warren Street.
32*35
FOR SALE—Six room bungalow on Matinicus,
good cellar and % acre of land for garden,
henhouse Inquire H. L. HOWARD, Bor 318 or
Tel 591-1.
__________________ ,32*35
FOR SALE—Ford; first class condition. Ap
ply J. E. CLOUGH, Beechwoods St., Thomaston,
Maine.
__________________________ 32*35
FOR SALE—A Florence oil stove, practically
new Three burners and oven. TELEPHONE
369-W.
32-35
FOR SALE—House with barn, good location,
near car line, 9 rooms ar.d electric llgh’s. In
quire of FRED BOUILiJNNE. 115 Mafct St..
Rockland.
, 32-39
FOR SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
roof. bath, electric lights, cemented ceJ’.ar, fur
nace heat, barn, woodshed, carriage house, henpen HARRY M FLINT, at Flint’s Market, 262
Main street.
31tf
FOR SALE—One ton Ford truck, price $350.
Apply to ST CLAIR & ALLEN.
30-33
FOR SALE—Auxiliary sloop, 33 feet over alt,
5H feet draught, outside ballast. Miaous motor
7% h p., all, Including sails and geaf, .in
first class condition. Boat is very able ahd
sound and would be a good fishing boat, party
boat or cruiser. RAY C. GRAY, So. Brooks
ville, Me.
30-33
FOR SALE—Brisco touring car, run less than
2000 miles, or will trade No autos or horses.
W, E COLSON, 10 North Main St, City. 30-33
FOR SALE—At a bargain, piano in first tttass
condition
Reason for selling, do not care to
store Inquire of W. T. DUNCAN. Ted. 579-W.
-g”.

FOR SALE—Farm, stock and tools, with re
tail milk route RALPH L. MILLER. Camden.
Me
28*43
FOR SALE—FARM—150 acre farm, 2 story
house of 12 rooms, good repair, nice cellar,
175 fruit trees, large bam 30x70, 3 hen houses;
wood for home use; strawberry plants. For
terms apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO . 299
Main St. Tel. 276-M. Offlee hours, 9-12, 1,-5.
«•>.
28‘tf
FOR SALE—House and barn
Inquire of
MISS MINNIE DRLNKWATKR, 15 Jefferson St.
J____________ _
27-tf
FOR SALE—House, stable and five acres of
field situated In Warren. Inquire of K. F.
WIGHT, Warren, Me
27.tf
FOR SALE—FARM—With plenty of wood
and water and feed for the stock. Inquire of
F A TUTTLE, Owl’s Head. Me.
27*32
FOR SALE—Hand picked apples, by bushel
<>r barrel. Call DR DAMON'S OFFICE. 26-tf

FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
at B L. RYDER’S, Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf

FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead,
opposite Oakland Park car station. The farm
contains about 38 acres. Splendid pasture and
quantities of berries. Wood for home use.
Orchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit.
See GEORGE K JAMESON for terms. Just
across the road, or write Rockland. B. F. D.
122 G.
it-|f
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO., Bel
fast, Me.
7*t<
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engine*.
These engines, *one of them in good shape, but
both in good running order. Will sell either
one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
to use electric motors for grinding. L. N.
LITTLEHALE.
<.(f
FOR SALE—In Camaeu, 17-room lodging
house on Chestnut street, near P. O. and Y. If.
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furpMted or un
furnished. Bargain If taken at once. Call at
42 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. <1-11.

...

134-tt

FOR 8ALF.—Double

tenement house, 26 and 31
Masonic ft, with extra lot of land on Grace
Street
Will sell together.
Apply to R. tJ
COLLINS. 375 Main 9l. Rockland, or MRS. JL

KELLEF, Fairfield, Maine.

~

iTtf

•» dh

Every-Other-Day

In tddr.km lo penonal notes recording de
periares and arrlrala, thia department especial
ly dealrea Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mill or
telephone will ue gltdly received

TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

Ladles' Night at the Elks will be
observed Wednesday with Mrs. George
W. Bachelder and Mrs. Ralph Trim as
housekeepers.

The Shakespeare Society will meet
next
Monday evening with Mrs,
Walter S. Rounds, Beech street.
Miss Amanda Wood of the Central
telephone office, is spending a week's
vacation in Waldoboro-

Hiram Merrifield of Portsmouth, N.
It., Is visiting his former home in this
city.

The Ladles Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will meet with Mrs.
George Manning, Achorn street, Wed
nesday afternoon.
The Chapin Class will give a supper
for members in the Universalist ves
try Wednesday, at 6.30 followed by
the usual meeting.

Mrs. Herbert Lord entertained the
Smart Set last Wednesday evening at
her home on the Old County road.
There was a small attendance on ac
count of the
storm.
Supper was
served.
_ •
Wednesday at 2.30 the Women’s
Missionary meeting. Postponed from
last Wednesday, will be held at the
Baptist parsonage on Middle street.
AU women ure Invited,
The House Committee
of the
Country Club Is planning for a large
crowd at the last costume party St.
Patrick's Night, next Friday.

The Methebesec Club
will meet
with Mrs. Ellen Fisk®. Summer street,
Friday afternoon.

Mrs. Fred Veazle ento to Inert the
Unique Club at her homo on Rankle,
street Monday.
Miss Charlotte
Buffum
arrived
home Saturday from a seven weeks'
trip to New York and other points.

The Pythian Sisters will meet at K.
of P. hall Wednesday afternoon for
work.

The W. C. T. U. Will meet Friday
afternoon with Mrs. M. F. Hodgdon.
Beech street.

The afternoon and evening party
that is to be held next Friday after
noon at the Thorndike Hotel is to
prove a brilllantVoclal success. Judg
ing from the call for tickets. The ob
ject Is such a vyorthy one—benefit of
the Nurse’s Home of Knox Hospital—
that It makes special appeal to men
and women of the city.

I

MATINICUS ROCK

M. D. Gott is busy making tollers.
Rough sea is a very common sight
ot late.
Capt. Ames, who runs the mail boat
between Rockland
and Criehaven,
came out Friday and returned Satur
day.
F. O. Hilt and M. D. Gott went to
MattnkUB last Saturday after mall and
supplies, arriving in time to get mail
—the first for a week.
Cleaning house is in order at this
station. It may seem early but there
is no mud to contend with on the solid
rock.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt celebrated
March 4 the eighth anniversary of
their arrival on Matinicus Rock. The
first excitement was a potato racepick the spud* from the floor with a
teaspoon and carry them to a dish—
which took place between four keepers
and four women.
The keepers won
the prize. Pauline Beal and Evelyn
Hyler each won a prize In the second
spud race and Willard Hilt in the
third race. Next was a nail driving
race and three women made sport for
the crowd. Mrs. Fickett won the prlxe.
Helen Peabody and Pauline Beal each
won a prlxe sawing wood and Pauline
Beal took the prlxe with the peg puzxle.
There were three classes in the cootie
race, prtxes being won by N, B. Fickett,
A. J. Beal and Eleanor Beal. Evelyn
Byler got the prize at threading
needles. Last but not least the keep
ers entered Into a Pie race, to eat a pie
without touching it with theirr hands.
Everyone who knows Frrfnk Hilt will
say he got the prize, hut he wasn’t
In it. All he could do was laugh and
cry. A. J. Beal had pie from the top
of his head to his chin. N. B. Fickett
xvasn't mussed up much but M. D. Gott
carried home the prlxe. Ice cream and
cake was served and then games were
playeduntil a late hour.

Rubinstein Club Scores a
Great Success In Last
Night’s Lenten Recital.
An audience that filled the Congre
gational church last evening paid the
tribute of delighted attention and un
stinted applause to the Lenten recital
of the Rubinstein Club, assisted by
Harold Greene, tenor, and Raymond
Greene, bass. Decorations of ferns
and pussywillows made an appropri
ate springtime note. The chief « part
of the program (which was arranged
by Mrs. A. D. Bird) dealt with “The
Holy City,” by Gaul, the subdued tone
of which beautiful composition lends
Itself naturally to the solemn Lenten
season.
The annual open meeting of this
society has come to be an event look
ed forward to with eagerness by Knox
county lovers of what is standard and
best in music. Last night's conceit
will be remembered as among the
most delightful in the series with
which through a period ot years this
considerable group of our people has
been ’ entertained. In the program of
many numbers (but It has not too
long) rendered with uniform artistry
space does not suffice for individual
mention, though a glance should be
taken ot the artistic rendition of
"These Are They Which Came," by
Mrs. Cushing of Thomaston, who is
always a favorite with a Rockland
audience; at Mrs. Berry’s fine work
at the organ; and the violin playing
,of Miss Talbot of Camden, (another
favorite here) especially her playing
of Schubert's "Ave Marie,” to the
success of which number the brilliant
piano accompaniment by Mrs. San
born notably contributed. And a fur
ther word of commendation is due
Mrs. Berry for much effort connected
with the preparation of the program,
the details of rehearsal, etc., not vis
ible in the public performance, but
contributing markedly to its success.
Nor should some warmest words of
praise be withheld from the en
semble numbers in which the Rubin
stein Club (whose members in even
ing gowns made a strikingly effect
ive picture) fairly excelled itself, in
points of attack and phrasing, re
sponding with superb finish to the di
rector, Miss Margaret Ruggles, whose
finished work with the baton was a
delight. In the finale the club so
splendidly sang the Largo, with spir
it, freshness and volume of sound,
that the thing unusual to the conclud
ing number of a musical program oc
curred—the loud and sustained ap
plause of the audience compelling the
chorus to be repeated.
The evening’s program:
Bach
Mrs. Edward F. Berry
Handel
Trio—Arioso.
Violin Miss Augusta Talbot
Plano Mrs Albert Averill
Organ Mrs. E. F Bern
Organ—Introduction to The Holy City,
Gaul
Tart One, "Contemplation,"
Mrs. E F. Berry
Air (Tenor)—My Soul Is Athirst g'or God,
Harold Greene
Trio—At Eventide It Shall Be Light.
Rubinstein Club
Quartet—They That Sow In Teats,
Mrs. E R Veazle. Miss Gladys Jones
Harold Greene, Raymond Greene
Air (Contralto)—Eye Hath Not Seen,
Mra. Maynard Maratou
Violin—Ave Marla.
Schubert
Miss Augusta Talbot
Mrs Harrison Sanborn, accompanist
Organ—Holy City Part Two, "Adoration,"
Mrs Berry
Air (Bass)—A New Heaven and a New Earth,
Raymond Greene
Air (Contralto)—Come Te Bleascd,
Mrs. E. ft Veazle. Miss Gladys Jones
Miss Marianne Crockett
Quartet—The Fining Pot Is For Sliver.
Harold Greene. Raymond Green
Air (Tenor)—To the Lord. Our God,
Harold Greene
Air (Soprano)—These Are They Which Came,
Mrs Mae Cushing
Duet—Tltev Shall Hunger No More.
Mrs. E. R Veazle, Miss Gladys Jones
Chorus Bass and Soprano Solos—List I the
Cherubic Host,
Rubinstein Club
Mrs Roy Joyce
Raymond Greene
Chorus—Largo,
Handel
Rubinstein Club

Harvard University
recently re
ceived a fund of >61,000 as a bequest
in the will of Mrs. John Knowles
Paine, of Cambridge, Mass., who died
last summer.. It is to enable proficient
students of musie to travel abroad so
as to complete their musical education
In a European atmosphere.
Two
traveling fellowships with stipends of
>1400 will be awarded annually to un
dergraduates, except freshmen, and to
resident graduates at Harvard, who
have shown distinguished talent and
originality in musical composition and
high musical
scholarship.—Musical
America.
. • • •
With the acceptance of membership
on New York’s Music Week commit
tee by Dr. William T. Manning
Bishop-elect of the Diocese of New
York, the personnel of that body is
now complete, and plans for the city
wide musical campaign, set for April
17-24, are under way. , Otto H. Kahn
is honorary chairman of the commit
tee and Charles M, Schwab and George
Eastman, honorary vice chairmen.
Preliminary letters announcing the
dates and urging participation In some
specific way In tribute to music arc
being sent to the churches, women’s
clubs, musical societies, schools and
colleges. Industrial plants and many
hundred other organisations In the
metropolitan district. The two fold
object of Music Week is to give as
widespread enjoyment through music
as possible and to Impress upon the
public the benefits the art can render
FRIENDSHIP ‘
In the life of every man. woman and
A pretty home wedding took place child. Why cannot Rockland have a
Music Week?
in Quincy, Mass., last Wednesday af
ate*
ternoon when Alma Louise, elder
Morgan Kingston, tenor at the Met
daughter of Captain and Mrs. Melvin ropolitan,
though born in Great
Lawry of Putnam street, formerly of Britain, is frequently referred to as
Friendship, becapne the bride of Wil one of the "American” singers at that
house. "So," said he, "I take it as a
liam J. Sherri# of Wollaston, Mass.
kindness and compliment when they
The ceremony was performed in the speak of me as an American tenor. I
presence of a few relatives by Rev. learned all the opera I know In Amer-‘
Otis W. Foye, pastor of Dorchester lea. I .am a member of the personnel
Temple. The double ring service was of the greatest opera In the world, an
used. The. bride wore brown taupe American opera house.”
taffeta and carried Pink rom. The
maid of honor, Miss Ella Alvlno of
The Awsk*ni«>
Chestnut Hill, wore dark brown crepe
"Why, Clara, (Jem, wnat ba* hap
de ehlne and carried pink swoet peas.
The groom was attended by Alexan pened? It la not a month since your
der Hamilton of Weymouth as best marriage, and I find you In tears •!man. After a short honeymoon trip ready’”
the couple wjq make their home gt 38
"Ah, Hilda, darting! George Is run
Thornton street, Wollaston.
ning for office, you know, and I’ve
Aferera lodge will work the Fellow
craft degree on several cand'.datei at
a special mvetisr "Wednesday ever.ing.
Three Crow Cream
Tartar and
Three Crow Soda were always the
best, they ure n°w also the cheapest
—Adv
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MUSICAL NOTES

Mrs. Lettie WlncRenbach of Win
throp. spent the weekend with her
sisters, Mrs. C. H. Thornton and Mrs.
P. McAuliffe.
Organ—Prelude.
Alfred E. Keyes has returned from
Boston, where he went for medical ex
amination, being given such a good
bill of health that he is back on his
Job at Burpee & IAmb’s, where his
many friends are hoppy to see him.

f

only just Jwrapd .{rojR.lhe. eppoaitfon
papers what a really dreadful man !
have sarriad!”' ‘

A La Mode.

.

Shopper—I want to get a fhstflpnable skirt
............ ... ...... . ........ .
Saleslady—Yes. madam. Wilt you
fcave it too tight or too sfcort?—Life--

_n
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Fuller-Cobb-Davis
AUTOMOBILE

REPAIRING

Automobile tops repaired and new tops made for
any make.

Cushions repaired.

TO

Carpets fitted.

Linoleum (any color) for running boards.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS*

.. ..

'■

" 1

WORK SHOP

■ TaY

j.iAST

Mi'.'.s,'
k

ill “

iyift

•

laLI

Our Dollar Day lor this Month will be
ft ft ?

NORTH HAVEN

EMPIRE THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Staples who have
been visiting their sons Leon and
Scott for the winter, have arrived
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Carver who
have been living in Hyde Park this
winter, have returned.
Mrs. Linda Carver who is teaching
in Hartland arrived Saturday for the
spring vacation.
The Vinalhaven electrical
crew
wired Hanford Webster's house and
the Gillis house last week.
The Knights of Pythias are plan
ning to give a supper and an enter
tainment next Tuesday evening in
honor of the Pythian Sisters and all
members of Gloria Temple are cor
dially invited to be present.
Last Thursday evening the Sister
hood presented two farces in Library
hall. All the well-known characters
took part. Herman Crockett who al
ways brings down tne house, outdid
himself this time. As a female im
personator he certainly has no equal
in this county. A dance followed the
two performances. The committee in
charge wish to thank all who took
part or helped in any way to make it
a success.
A number of the young people at
tended the Bowdoin Glee Club concert
at Vinalhaven last Wednesday even
ing.
The Grange held an afternoon and
evening session Saturday.
Candi
dates were taken in during the after
noon and after a delicious supper of
ficers were installed.
J. O. Brown was in Rockland Sat
urday.

i
___
What Is probably Robert W. Cham
bers' most popular society novel, "The
Fighting Chance” is being shown
again today.
The
story centers
around the fight made by Stephen Siward, the descendant of a long line of
aristocratic and dissipated New York
ancestors, to overcome his inherited
taste for alcohol. His love for Sylvia
Landis is finally the saving grace. The
picture has been filmed against a lux
urious society background, with sev
eral notable out-door scenes. Conrad
Nagel, the popular young stage lead
ing man, and Anna Q. Nilsson are the
featured pluyers.
The faithfulness with which Maurice
Tourneur translated the spirit and
dash of "Treasure Island” to the
screen is repeated in liis picturization
of another Stevenson story. “The Pa
vilion on the Links.”
This exciting
tale of adventure and romance on the
lonely Scotch sand dunes comes to
the films under the rather more ex
pressive title of "The White Circle"
and will be shown Wednesday and
Thursday. The story deals with the
attempted escape of a London banker
who has absconded the funds of an
Italian secret society. Enlisting the
aid of a gentleman-adventurer. Northniour, the banker promises him the
hand of liis daughter, provided his es
cape is successful. On the Scotch
dunes, where they land from a yacht,
Northmour’s enemy, Cassilis, unex
pectedly appears and becomes in
volved in the world adventures that
follow,—adv.

Sculpture of Poe.
Olaf MJorkman, Amerlcan-Scnndlnavlan sculptor, has created an ln>
presslonistic sculpture of Edgar Allan
Those small ads in The Courier. Voe, with the raven hovering over the
bead of the great American poet. It
Gazette are read by every body. That
is considered one of I he most remark
Is why they are so popular and
able conceptions of the subject—Ar
bring immediate returns.
gonaut.

3

THURSDAY,
See the bargains you can get for $1.00. Goods
on display in our windows Wednesday morn
ing. Every item we name is a very special
bargain. Come early.
98c skeins Yarn, black, green, grey,
Ladies’ Union Suits, summer weight,
and khaki, 2 for...............................
bodice, knee length, 2 for............ 1.00
Children s Fleeced Lined Vests and
Brassieres, 4 for.................................. 1.00
Pants, 2 for .. . j,.............................
3 pairs Boys’ 50c heavy Black Hose 1.00 2 pairs Ladies' White Foot Hose . . .
Dark Percales, good quality, 5 yards 1.00 6 yards Good Crash........................ .
$1.75 Bungalow Aprons................... 1.00 Sheets, 72x90, good quality............

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Unbleached Cotton
7 1.2 yards

Children's Hose, 5 pairs...................

1.00 Ladies’ Cotton Hose, black, brown,
or white, 3 pairs.............................
Milo Corsets, sizes 20 to 30............ 1.00
2 boxes 75c Stationery......................
6 Huck ToWels.................................... 1.00 3 Pillow Slips.......................................
$ 1.25 Voile Waists............................. 1.00 5 Men’s 25c Handkerchiefs............

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Envelope Chemise
Value 79c, 2 for

Children’s Pink Crepe Bloomers, 2
for .......................................................
2 Good Brooms....................................
All Wool Serge, 54 in. wide, value
$3.00 yard; J/j yard......................
$1.50 Plaid for Skirts, I yard .....

.THEATRE

special

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

---------------------------

Prices

ijl

the cost

Heather mixture silk and wool Hose 1.00
1.00
$1.25 White Petticoats...................... 1.00
1.00
$1.25 Black Petticoats........................ 1.00

1.00 6 yards 25c Curtain Scrim............... 1.00
1.00 Ladies' Pink Crepe Bloomers.......... 1.00

Extra Heavy Turkish Towels
Size 46 x 23, two for

A Smashing Story of God’s country

“THE RIVER’S END”
ALL-STAR CAST
John Keith, fugitive accused of murder, hiding from the police in
the Canadian wilds, ia captured by Officer Conniaton of the Royal
Mounted who looks so much like him that their own mothers could not
tell them apart. Imagine hit experiences when, dressed in the officer’s
uniform he returns to the post to meet McDowell, the Chief of Police—
and the pretty sister of the man he impersonates.

Soft finish Bleached Muslin for un
$1.25 and $1.50 Silk Camisoles
1.00
derwear, 5 /i yards....................... 1.00
Ladies’ White Lace Trimmed Robes,
5 yards Outing.................................... 1.00
low neck and short sleeves.......... 1.00
3 pairs Children’s Hose, black or
brown ................................................. 1.00 Percale, 6 yards for............................. 1.00
i

3 1-2 lbs. Percale
Dark and Light for Patchwork

1.00 Heavy Fleeced Lined Union Suits,
Dutch neck and elbow sleeve . . . 1.00
8 Huck Towels ....'.................... ’. . 1.00
$1.25 Silk Boudoir Caps................... 1.00
6 yards Unbleached 40 in. Cotton . . 1.00 3 yards Creton .................................... 1.00

32 in. Gingham, 4 yards...................

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Mack Sennett’s Six-Reel Comedy-Drama, presenting
BEN TURPIN and MARIE PROVOST
—IN—

A SMALL TOWN IDOL’’

x

WiiBB

In Social Circles

?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 15, 1921.
■ ................. ' 111111 1 - '

Bates Gingham
Best quality,new spring styles 5 yds

As full of thrills as “The Corsican Brothers;” as spec

tacular as an Arabian Night's Dream.

7 yards Cotton Crash........................ l.OOjHeavy Fleeced Lined Union Suits,
4 large size Huck Towels................. 1.00
neck a"d• lon«Jl“'''............ ,' 100
°
I All colors in 5b in. Silk ropuns, val.
4 yards Lonsdale Cambric............... 1.001 $2.00 a yard.................................... 1.00

Bungalow Aprons
Only two to a customer.

TODAY

The Fighting Chance TODAY

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE DAY

(From Robert W. Chambers’ Greatest Novel)

OF SALE WILL BE FILLED

The sins of his fathers were on him. Around him, the downward
drag of his loose-lived, wasting set. Yet hs took his chance for the girl
of his dreams and fought!

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

'

MAURICE TOURNEUR

2 for

■ f

E. B. HASTINGS & CO,

PRESENTS

THE
WHITE
CIRCLE”/

Tha fiiiu.’fco afcc-t an e!d Lender, banker whe ;s etcapinj with
stolen funds and offers his pretty daughter to an adventurer in return
for his aid. But another man steps in. and on the wild, bleak, Scottish
coast a gripping drama of love and violence runs rapidly lo a happy
ending.

PULPIT HARBOR
North Haven Grange held its regu
lar meeting Saturday afternoon with
degree work ajtd installation of offi
cers. A sapper consisting of clans
stew and Various kinds of pastry was
served.
?.~.sr.g these ddso returned from
Rockland Friday tn the launch Elston
F. were Capt. and Mrs. Herman Coop
er, Chester Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ta rsons, Ira Whitmore and Mr. and
Mrs C S. S’aples, the last named re

turning from a 10 weeks visit with rel
atives in Ellington, Conn., and Lynd
hurst, N. J.
The new Newtlng-Circle inel with Mrs.
IV. L. Ladd last Wednesday afternoon
and athougb the day v.as stormy there
was a very good atteudanc: March 23
the circle will meet with Sirs. Nettie
Witherspoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beverage of Cam
den are visiting Mrs. S. C. Beverage
for a few days.
Tbo various preparations for pre
set'. :ng eg-gs are in great demand tlnct

the late slump in price took place.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Brown left Mon
day for Augusta where they will make
a short stay after which Uielr Journey
will continue as far as Lyndhurst, N.
J and J’fw York, and perhaps Boston
will bt taken la tefooe.seturning horn?
They expect to be absent ,Js? two
weeks or more.
Fishermen
ready to buy

attention!
herring.

We

Corso

are
Can-

nixzo Co . Thorndike Heal. Rockland.
—Adv.
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ROCKPORT

BURPEE

Mrs. Genie LaFollcy who lias been
spending the winter with her son.
Theodore LaFolley. in Winthrop, Mass,
is home for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Libby entertain
ed friends Saturday evening at whist
at their home on Amsbury Hill. Re
freshments were served.
Miss Dorothy Robinson was the
soloist at the Baptist church Sunday
morning.
Howard Greenlaw of Waldoboro has
been the guest of friends in town for
a few days.
Miss Charlotte Robarts was confined
to her home by illness last week.
The Twentieth Century Club will be
entertained Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Josephine Bowers.
Sturgis Orotton is in Biddeford on
business.
Matthew Greenlaw and family who
have been at Mrs. Emetine Coffin's dur
ing the winter are occupying Capt.
George Callahan’s house.
Mrs. ,P,nn Newman is having a va
cation from her duties in W. O. Hew
ett Co.'s store.
Mr, and Mrs. Benjamin Hall of
Gleo Cove were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
H, C. Small Sunday.
Mrs. Rufus Overloek was the recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Overloek.
At the regular meeting of the W. R.
Corps Friday evening three candidates
will be initiated. There will be no
supper.
Mrs. Ernest Demmons is at the
Knox General Hospital, Rockland for
treatment.
Joseph Eells who has just passed his
96th birthday and is one of our best
known citizens, is receiving the con
gratulations of his many friends on
the measure of good health he enjoys.
Even at his advanced age he has re
tained his faculties to a marked degree
and it is a pleasure to converse with
him and note the optimistic view he
takes of life.
George McLellan has moved into a
part of the Gould house.
Me. and Mrs. Ralph Berry and sons
Ernest and Robert of Camden were
calling on relatives in town Sunday.
Principal and Mrs. Maurice Avery
entertained the members of the boys'
basketball team Monday at 6 o'clock
•dinner.
The solo by Rev. J. S. Crossland at
the Methodist church Sunday after
noon was much enjoyed.
At the Sunday evening service at the
Baptist church the boys who attended
the Conference in Portland gave most
interesting reports. Following is the
program which was given after the
praise service: singing, “Building Ev
ery Day," by the boys; scripture read
ing, Elmer Crockett: solo, "Face to
Face,” Miss Ragnhild Heistad; the
Lord's Prayer, by the congregation;
The Trip from Rockport to Portland.
Arthur Grotton; The Friday afternoon
Meeting, Charles Rhodes; The Banquet.
Albert Rhodes; Fred Smith's Address,
reported by Oliver Ingraham: The
Saturday Morning Address, by Presi
dent Roberts, Wiley Philbrook; Ad
dresses by Edgar Nodine and A. E.
^Roberts, reported by Casper Daucett;
(Saturday Afternoon Kenneth Brown;
The Saturday Evening Service. Elmer
•Crockett; Sunday Morning. Leon Po
land; The Sunday Afternoon Meeting,
Milford Payson; The Sunday Evening
Service, Francis Dow: The -Closing
Address of the Conference, Maynard
Overlook. The boys also sang sever
al of the Conference songs and re
ceived much applause for the man
ner in which they were rendered.
Surely everyone who in any way con
tributed towards the expenses of the
boys who were sent as delegates
could not but feel amply repaid when
they listened to the splendid reports
and the hearty singing of the boys.
Town meeting day is next Monday
There are 60 articles in the war
rant.
• • • •

FURNITURE COMPANY
Columbia Grafonolas
and
Columbia Records

Rockport Round Table

A meeting of the grade and rural
teachers of Rockport was held at the
High School building in that town
Saturday, March 5, conducted by Miss
Harriet O’Brien, the helping teacher
of Rockland and Rockport. It took
the form of a Round Table for the
exchanging of ideas and the discus
sion of vital problems.
The in
telligent participation by the teachers
and the stimulating help of Supt. and
Mrs. H. C. Hull made it a meeting of
unusual merit. The program follows,
the kejfnote being. "How I Can Make
My School Worth While:" School
Spirit. Making Americans, Mrs. Mc
Rae; Morning Exercises, Mrs. Libby
and Miss Tolman; Practical Arithme
tic. Miss Lunden; Project Teaching,
Miss O'Brien; Playgrounds Miss Rappelye: question box, conducted by
Miss Bohndell.

WALDOBORO
Mrs.
Marcia
Mrs.
Boston

Ella Blaney and daughter Miss
Blaney are visiting in Boston.
Henry P. Mason has been in
attending the millinery open

ings.

Largest Line of
Columbia Records
and Grafonolas
IN KNOX COUNTY

V. F. STUDLEY
FURNITURE AND STOVES

WATERMAN'S BEACH
I am always pleased to read the
letters from Matinicus Rock. There
are no Hies on them there. How a
fly could make a landing on the
rock gets me: surely they couldn’t
get there by telephone. The drift
wood item made me turn my time re
corder back nearly 60 years. When 1
was a kid, living at the Southend in
Rockland, there were cords and cords
of driftwood washed up on the shore
between the Atlantic wharf and the
R. R. wharf and everybody helped
themselves. In the good old summer
time we went out in boats with the
larger boys and boated home drift
wood from the south shore from
Cooper’s Beach nearly down to East
er’s Cove. In my boyhood days every
one toted chips from the shipyard.
There was no tariff on chips in those
days and our fathers didn’t have to
pay $10 or $15 per cord for wood.

* * * »

I received a letter from Francis
Grant a few days ago from Boston
The Starlight lodge items struck him
in a tender place. Mr. Grant is a
very active man in his place of busi
ness. having several men under him,
and it is a great relief for him to live
over his life at Spruce Head. Frank
lived at the White Head lighthouse
for years. Quite a change from there
to an office in the top of a city build
ing.
• • • •
We had three baby rabbits born
March Pth.
They are about four
inches long and are smooth as a
bottle.
• • * •
I am planning
to have
some
March birds—that is the eggs will be
laid in March and if we get any
chicks out of them, they will be real
ly March birds. That reminds me of
the fact that I paid $4 for four set
tings of eggs last spring and got 12
chickens out of them. I don’t pretend
to know what the trouble was but, as
one of our neighbors told me one day
when she had a hundred or more bad
eggs come out of their machine, 1
knew they didn’t hatch.
• • • •
Nearly every one down here has a
bad cold. Mine lasted all through
the three days rain and I think it will
last over 48 hours of the kind of
weather we are having this Thursday.
Then Charlie is in hopes to be on deck
again.
• * * •
Our marketman
paid
35 cents
per dozen for eggs today and thinks
they have reached hard pan, so you
people who preserve eggs had better
get a wiggle on.

• • ♦ •

I had a letter from a new friend
Friday, Mrs L. O. Packard, Needham
Mass. She is a regular reader of The
Courier-Gazette and enjoys the Wa
terman’s Beach items. I am always
pleased to learn that my little matterof-fact letters are enjoyed by some of
the paper’s many readers.

* ♦ * *

I read the write-up of Charlie
Coombs with great interest. I was in
touch with many of the old boys that
left their cash with Charlie and some
of them used to give me money to
send to their people in the old coun
try before they struck Rockland when
they were having a day off. Charlie
Coombs, now down and out, helped
make Rockland what it wag in those
prosperous times. If the granite cutters
of those days couldn’t have procured
what they were looking for in Rock
land, they would have left their
money somewhere else. Charlie was
a sport all right, but he helped enter
tain the stranger within the gates.
C. D. S. G.

Dr. J. W. Sanborn was in Rockland
Friday on business.
Hadley Kuhn and Louie Lovejoy
were in Rockland last week.
Clinton Kelly and William Knowl
ton who have been spending the win
ter with Mr. Kelly’s parents, returned
last Wednesday morning to Boston
where they have empoyment.
Mrs. Emma Welt of Rockland was
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ida
Stahl, last Thursday.
Mrs. Myrtie Bonner made 37 pies for
her lunch business last week.
Can
you beat it for one week!
The event of the season will be the
Lame every morning, achy and stiff
masquerade ball to be held in Clark’s
hall this evening. The music is to be all day, worse when it’s damp or
furnished by Marston’s Sextette o
Rockland. Prizes will be awarded to chilly? Suspect your kidneys and try
the most comical costumed lady and the remedy your neighbors use.
gentleman. Only those in costume
M. Oliver, Rockland St., Rockland,
may dance before unmasking.
says: “Two years ago I fell from a
hay mow and struck on my back. It
EAST WALDOBORO
affected my kidneys and caused my
This interMr. and Mrs. Frank Orff. Mrs. Wil back to ache terribly.
Ham Lermond and Miss Ethel Ler- ferred with my work, as every move
mond were in North Waldoboro to at I made sent painful twinges through
tend the funeral of Abiatha Cummings
my back and kidneys.
My kidneys
Thursday.
Will Keene and Leavitt Malik called didn’t act regularly, either. A rela
oil Dr. Ness. Auburn. Saturday.
tive advised me to try Doan’s so I got
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Malik were three boxes and used them. They rid
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
me entirely of the trouble and I am
Orff in North Waldoboro.
Mr. Keene of Gardiner is visiting his only too pleased to endorse Doan’s.”
brother. W. H. Keene.
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t sim
Mrs. Maria Sherman who has been
ply
ask for a kidney remedy—get
visiting her daughter, Mrs. James
Hanna, has returned to her home in Doan’s Kidney Fills—the same that
Round Pond.
Mr. Oliver had
Foster-Milburn Co.,
Mrs. James Mank spent Friday with Mfrs., Buffalo. N. Y.
Mrs. Charles Bowers.
Will Keene was in Gardiner on busi
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC
ness Monday.
JOHNSTON
’S DRUGSTOR1
Priscilla and Stanton Hanna are
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
visiting
their
grandmother,
Mrs.
UNF. SPFCIAL ATTrNTION TO
Sherman at Round l'ond.
PRESCRIPTIONS. KOOAKS. Dt-

WHEN EVERT MOVE HURTS.

Do not miss keeping
Three Crotv Soda—Adv.

Every-Other-Day T
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stocked

on

VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St,

Rockland, M»

creature I ever saw ai the wheel. He
sang out bareheaded. "I'm nobody but
Tommy. Got to stow my load ship
shape. Old John ordered a call for
My Day
one more passenger."
"She can have my room,” I said
primly. It was all I could manage,
with the crowd leaving me behind.
Tommy grinned. “If you were dress
Ey MARTHA M. WILLIAMS
ed I'd take you in tny lap.” he said.
“See that you are dressed when I
come back for you, unless you want
<©. 1*20. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
to ruin my sweet disposition."
The impertinent! But he didn't
John Inglis began it—very badly at
that. Which is not ai all like him— have to watt. Mother fairly made me
commonly he is a rock of refuge for go and wear my pale-blue frock with
anybody in the neighborhood who lets the pink roses on it. Tommy was in
herself get overgirled. You see he can the roadster. I knew him perfectly
do anything, and has nearly everything if I had never seen him. John’s step—cars, galted caddie horses, two ca cousin and sworn friend, just home
noes on the mill pond, a delightful big from the wars. John had told me how
old house, with an adorable aunt to funny he was. likewise how audacious:
play propriety at need, money in both still it took me all aback to have him
pockets, a sweet disposition, and the sa.v. stopping dead and patting my
most engaging brand of ugliness, shoulder: “Cousin Nan. I nm taking
time to tell you you're playing the
unique, even distinguished.
He claims to have helped raise me— fool with a prefix. If you understand.”
“As how?” I asked him, trying to
nnd intimates that he is not proud of
make
a joke of it.
the Job. I know how to take that—
"Flaying games with a full-grown
as guff for public consumption. Pri
vately he looks another *tory—though man worth any hundred of the rest, as
though he was a jumping-jack. Mind
he hadn’t ever asked me outright, my
mind was quite made up to marry him. how you cut your notches, or you'll
when I was good and ready—say after have him jumping Into a red-hot hell."
“Name it, if you can." I said, chills
I was rising twenty-five.
Maybe I
crawling
up and down my spine.
ought to have told him, but It takes
"No need,” he said. “I'd never scan
so little to make a man give himself
airs—even John. Then I really couldn't dalize a lady"—slight emphasis here.
conceive him giving Lady Loring a “But. there are ladies nnd ladles. John
may get too fond of the wrong sort.
thought, except aa my friend.
Yet he called up at an ungodly hour One who ran rigs over yonder, uniform
—just after daybreak. "Wake up the to the contrary notwithstanding. I
Lady Bird and have her ready to ride can’t warn him. for reasons. I'd hate
witli me,” he said. "Your togs will fit awfully to Ihreaten her. Now, will
her—she'll look fine iu my Mexican you be good?"
’How?” I asked, more chills down
saddle—and tell her to let her hair
my
spine.
Tommy laughed aloud.
fly—tt is a dead match to Trimble
You ask an infant to tutor you," he
Toe's mane and tail."
The impertinence of him! It took said. “I think it would be a good
my breath a second. 1 flared out at omen If you told old inan John you d
him like a house afire, but he only do anything lie said hereafter."
Will you believe it—I managed some
laughed back.
“Don't be foolish.
Nancy. Green eyes don't become you how to do just that before the party
—not one bit.”
Then as I gasped. broke up?
“You shall have roses washed in dew
if you're good. Otherwise—well, the LEAVE TRESSES AT SHRINE
Lady Bird won't be jealous of sister
blossoms.”
Of course. I froze after Women of Burma Glory in Physical
Disfigurement in Gratitude for
that—hade him come in a hurry—rout
Granted Prayers.
ed up lady—she was horribly cross
until she knew why—then she asked
The architectural and religious
me as she went into the bathroom:
"How rich is this scarecrow of yours. pride of Burma is the Siiwe Dagon
Nan? 1 mean in real money—belong pagoda, which rises above every other
ings don't interest me—I must invest building iu Rangoon. Situated upon a
hilltop sacred in Burmese life, the
myself for hard cash, you know.”
“I think he has as much as seven pagoda is reached by what seems to
dollars," I flung after her. so angry the weary climber to he an endless
I could barely keep my voice steady. stairway.
At many of the shrines wander wor
I wanted to tell her she'd he lucky to
get on a bargain counter, but didn't, shipers of both s^xes and all ages.
being a hostess cramps your style They set up candles before the serene
faced statues, or spread lotus blossoms
sometimes.
When they rode off to breakfast at at their feet. But nearly every one
the Pines I had to laugh—John rode puffs contentedly and incessantly at
so easy and Indy so hard.
It was long native cigars.
The strangest sight of all, however,
about her third time In saddle—I'
know she wanted to hold on to Trim is near the top of that stairway, up
ble Toe's mane, but slie didn't. I must which men, women and children seem
forever to come or to go. At this spot
say she was game.
Just then dad came down, wearing there is a sthall clothes reel—the kind
mostly a dressing gown and a wor on which American suburban house
ried look.
Mother was ill—he had wives hang up their washing oo tlie
called the doctor—now it was up to lawn.
But the reel holds what appears to
me to call off the garden party due
that afternoon—mother wasn’t able he nothing more and nothing less than
to endure noises of chatter, squealing, the loot of a tribe of American In
motors, and so forth, to sa.v nothing dians returned from a scalping expedi
of jazz, even on the lawn. A pretty tion or the stock-in-trade of a hair
big order, but luckily I waited till af store.
If one waits long enough he will see
ter breakfast to start carrying it out.
The riders were back then—I.ady with a woman with dose-cropped hair push
her nose burnt scarlet at tlie tip. John lier way through the throng and add
lifted her dpvn just as though she had to the display a switch of jet-hlack
been me. and set tier on the piazza, hair. Her prayer of some earlier visit
so I had to say: “Oh. do your hoots has been granted and her cut hair
pinch, dear? I'm so sorry! Get them testifies in her gratitude.

off quick." John frowned a little, but
forgot it when he heard the pickle I
was in. and like an angel gol me out
of it. Went home and took the party
bodily off my hands. I loved him for
it until he called up to tell me every
thing was arranged, nnd wound up
with: “Of course you won't like to
leave your dear mother, so I'm coming
to fetch the Lady Bird in time to help
Aunt Jane receive."
That made me murderous, hut I had
no time even to see red, for here came
the Lorton car, with Jessie Farrel nnd
Elsie Duke inside, all packed around
with hags, and suitcases, and things,
and explaining that they had come
this Thursday instead of waiting un
til Saturday, when they were expect
ed, because they were coining any
way to the party, and Mrs. Lorton
sighed so over the price of gasoline.
But after all, it wasn't so bad. I call
ed up John telling him to bring the
big car—not the roadster—that is, un
less he wanted to make three trips
tete-a-tete.
When mother had fallen asleep I
tiptoed into Lady's room—found her
whimpering on the bed, her Mistered
nose dripping cold cream, her feet
swollen two sizes, and red as
beets.
"But—they—a—are—not—the
—w—worst,” she spluttered, "—I—
can't s—sit down—Pm so s—sore. But
'I—1 must go. Even though It s—seems
I can't hardly e—stand.”
"Of course, yoti must go—you shall.
If I have to get a litter,” I said crisply
—determined John should see the
wreck of his happiness while the
wrecking was in the acute stage.
Lady's eyes were in commission—the
most dangerous things about her, hut
somehow they didn't seem formidable
with a red nose in between.
Elsie Duke is my evil genius—she's
taken that first aid thing—by time she
got through with tier lotions and salves
and grease paints outright, she had
Lady on foot, looking a bare shade
the worse for the ride. “Keep your
veil down, and walk Spanish,” she
giggled, “nnd sit out most of the
dances." she admonished as they sat
waiting for John. Instead came the
big car. with the handsomest young

You Know What You Are Doing,
Other People Nay Not.

Paler Eyes Result of City Life.
A French professor has just told
the Academy of Sciences of Paris that
after long residence In Faris a per
son's eyes grow paler in color and
the hair undergoes a kind of bleach
ing. In time, he believed, dark-haired
persons with brown eyes would be
rare in Faris. A medical correspond
ent writes: It is well known that pro
longed absence of direct sunlight pro
duces lighter coloring of the skin,
hair and eyes. Brown eyes are less
sensitive to sunlight than gray eyes—
a fact which explains why northern
races have light nnd southern races
dark eyes. Pigmentation (coloring)
is in direct proportion to the Intensity
of the light In which people live. But
the change is slow. One thousand
three hundred years have not made
the fair West Saxon of Somerset and
Gloucester similar in complexion to
the Welshman of Glamorgan and Car
marthen. It is found that short bru
nettes tend to die out In cold, sunless
climates because they cannot eat
enough food to keep them warm.

When Mansfield “Got in Bad."
Bichard Mansfield, the famous ac
tor, was very fond of sweetbreads, and
at a time when sweetbreads were not
generally accepted as being fit food
for human consumption. While play
ing in Canada he was forced tn go to
the slaughter houses In order to get
the tid bit, and this fact was soon her
aided about the town. Small boys be
gan to follow him, half in fear and
half In curiosity, yelling to those who
asked the reason of their parade that
the man they were following “ate in
nards" of animals. As a result it
became noised about that Mansfield,
although a great actor, was "more
than a little queer.”
The Extremes.
"1 have little or nothing to wear to
the party," sold the woman who exag
gerates.
“I don't know whether to sympathize
or congratulate you,” rejoined Miss
Cayenne. Yours must be one of two
cases—the depth of poverty or the
height of fashion."—Exchange.

ARTHUR L ORNE

Insurance
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Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.
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Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
PIANO TUNER
carries the home news of Knox county
to every Btate In the Union and to
With th. Mala* Mult Campaty
many foreign lands.
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For
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

IREEB St CATTLE
Childish Adventure That Might
Have Been Tragic.

STREET,

ROCKLAND

Luce have been working in the mill
for Adial Linscott.
Mrs Nettie G. Linscott is in Rock
Nettie Caxrel is working for Daisy
land for a few days.
Luce.
Arial Linscott is cutting ice for Ear
Mrs. Silas Clarry was called at
nest and Will Light.
John Luce's recently.
Sahra Luce is very ill.
Mrs. Mary E. Maddocks is still in
Arial Linscott, Harold and Ralph Knox Hospital.

NORTH UNION
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Dog's Impetuosity Got Hia Little Com.

pinions Into Trouble Which Near
ly Had Serious Ending.
During my early childhood at the
old homestead in Illinois, writes a con
tributor, iny older sister. Lois, iny
brother, Marlon, and myself, iu com
pany with a neighbor girl, Martini
Wilson, had many Interesting experi
ences io rambling through the woods
not far from our house.
We were accompanied on one trip hy
our faithful dog, Old Bull, as we al
ways called him. While we waded
through the tangle of vines, rose
bushes and other shrubbery, Old Bull
raced through the woods In quest of
rabbits and other game. Finally, tree
ing a squirrel, he made the woods resouud with hls eager barks. Some cat
tle grazing on the hillside raised their
heads and started out to investigate.
Others joined them, and when they
saw the dog they all made a rush for
him. Old Bull bolted for the cemetery
that we had enteapd out of curiosity
and, leaping the fence, took refuge
with us. My sister. Lois, scolded hint
and would have quieted him, hut
Martha kept sicking him at them.
He needed very little encourage
ment, "alid. hfs' constant harking and
the bawling of the cattle attracted the
attention of all the other cattle, nnd
they came galloping up to join in the
fray. As the fence did not appear very
strong, Martha and Lois decided thnt
we had better try to slip out at the^
opposite side of the cemetery. Tills
plan might have worked successfully
if I had been older, but I was only
five years old and very badly fright
ened. Old Bull followed us. harking
as he went, and the cattle were close
behind. We had gone only a short dis
tance from the cemetery when tlie
whole drove came plunging and bawl
ing after us.
. Fortunately, there was a fallen tree
In which we took refuge, but as it was
only a few feet from the gyound we
were safe only as long as Old Bull
could hold them at hay. Martha and
Marion kept sicking him at the cattle,
while Lois tried to quiet me. The
noise of the dog and of the cattle
threw nte Into a paroxysm of terror.
The cattle, standing all about us.
would hellow and bawl, toss their
horns and paw up the ground. Sud
denly one made a lunge for the dog,
and he ran hack under our fallen tree,
and the cattle moved In a little closer.
Then the dog redoubled his efforts
and dashed frantically at the cattle,
first in one direction, then In another.
But Old Bull was becoming exhaust
ed. and the cattle were gradually clos
ing In. They acted more like wild
beasts than domesticated cattle.
Even Martha was frightened, al
though she was too brave to cry. Tlie
maddened animals would soon loss us
od their horns nnd trample us under
foot. Desperately the dog made his
last rush and then dropped hack un
der our tree exhausted.
Tlie cattle were rushing In upon us
with loud bellows when a farmer
heard the deafening noise and came
runulng toward us. He seized a big
club and, calling up hls two dogs,
drove the cattle hack lo a safe dis
tance.
Martha and Lois had almost to carry
me. for I was prostrated from the
fright and the noise.
Old Bull, afler a good drink of wa
ter, crept tinder the welcome shade of
an old apple tree, nnd our mothers
welcomed us with open arms when
they saw our disheveled appearance.
Xc’jti’s Cfisiagicft._________
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INVESTMENT SATISFACTION

Investment satisfaction means
safety first and all the time, and a fair
yield on your funds. An account with the
Rockland National Bank is a positive as
surance of this.
New accounts, including yours are invited
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland. Maine
BuilBilllK1-!i MEMBER FEDERAL PRESERVE SYSTEM?®

Do you know
Natures grains

make a fine
table drink?

*
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POSTUM
is made of selected wheat, bran ’
and molasses. Boil it for twenty
minutes or more, and you obtain
abeverage of rich, delightful fla
vor,that is in every way healthful

Postum Cereal is free from harm
ful elements, and is economical

"There's a Reason'
SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
Madely Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan.

KBBBBSBBSBBBS!

RECEIVED GREAT BENEFITS
FROM THE USE OF

P F - RII - N A

■ ■■ li-M__ IU»

Mr. J. O. Sexton, R. F. D. No. 2, Gnwy
Creek, North Carolina: "I have uMd Pe-ru-na
for the last two years and received great bene,
flu from it. Pe-ru-na ia fine for colda, grip and
flu. I can recommend it moat highly.”

For coughs, colds, catarrh, the re
sults of grip and Spanish Flu, stom
ach and bowel disorders and all other Ca
tarrhal diseases, PE-RC-NA is recommended
by a half century of usefulness.

TABLETS OR LIQUID
SOLD EVERYWHERE

1C

